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Abstract

Refugee Settlement and Other Matching Problems with Priority Classes

and Reserves:
A Market Design Perspective

Dilek Sayedahmed, Ph.D.

Concordia University, 2021

Recognizing the need to find a solution to the European refugee crisis, given the politi-

cal deadlock preventing countries from participating in responsibility-sharing, this thesis

addresses questions on international refugee placement from a market design perspective.

Beyond refugee settlement, our theoretical findings also apply to immigration, centralized

university admissions, public school choice systems, and other settings.

Following the Introduction in Chapter 1, in Chapter 2 we advocate a centralized global

refugee matching system and design new matching algorithms with explicitly modelled

UNHCR-mandated hierarchical priority classes of refugee families. Combined with the

preferences of both sides, this set-up allows us to capture and analyse the impact of the

mandated priority classes on the stability and fairness of the resulting refugee matching.

We conduct an axiomatic analysis to further support the new matching designs.

Chapter 3 is motivated by the objective of designing a priority policy that effectively

helps the prioritized agents. To benefit refugees in emergency zones, for example, a policy

designed to create representation is not appealing, since strong candidates who would

qualify without relying on their priority status may take up some or most of the reserved

positions. Hence, we propose an alternative policy with targeted priority reserves, the

DA-TPR mechanism, which targets those agents in the priority group who are in need of
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a reserved position. We also study a general class of matching mechanisms with priority

reserve policies, which includes both the DA-TPR and the primary representation rule,

Hafalir et al.’s (2013) DA-MiR mechanism. The DA-TPR is the most targeted policy in

this class of mechanism, which we characterize by a priority reserve stability axiom and

a strong incentive property.

Chapter 4 introduces two new classes of matching mechanisms with explicitly specified

partially targeted priority reserves. Both of these classes include the DA-TPR and DA-

MiR mechanisms as extreme members. We identify one of these as a subclass of the

characterized class of mechanisms from the previous chapter. Both studied classes of

mechanisms are transparent and offer a range of policies between the DA-TPR and the

DA-MiR policies, providing the designer with flexibility and clarity when choosing a

priority reserve policy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Matching Theory and Market Design

Matching theory provides a new approach to study supply and demand. In commodity

markets, where buyers and sellers can be anonymous, prices provide enough information

to bring buyers and sellers together and determine the allocation. As opposed to these

traditional markets, the new matching theory approach applies to markets where the

economic agents’ identities in the market matter. Who these agents are and whom they

are matched to plays an important role, so prices which treat the agents anonymously

cannot sort out who or what is matched to whom. Examples include internship and

entry-level job markets or university admissions, where prices play little to no role in the

selection process. A large portion of matching theory pertains to markets which are either

centralized or should be centralized, even if they are currently decentralized. Stability

and fairness of the matching mechanism, and truth-telling of the agents in the market

are studied by matching theory, where participants’ identities and preference rankings

matter. Participants submit their preferences to the market designer whose goal is to

achieve a desirable matching outcome.

Most traditional economics focuses on analysing the economy as it is. Recently economists,
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and in particular matching theorists, have started to design economic institutions success-

fully, such as student placement in school districts, labour market procedures to match

medical students to hospitals, and organ donation networks. Matching theory and market

design address problems in these markets and have improved real-life institutions in re-

cent years. For example, economists have helped New York City and Boston design their

school choice programs, helped medical communities reorganize their hiring procedures,

and organized systematic kidney exchange programs to provide transplant kidneys to as

many patients as possible.

In one-sided matching theory, one side of the market consists of participants with pref-

erences over outcomes. Since the actual preferences are determined by the participants

themselves, they have agency. Agents are typically individuals who have different charac-

teristics, information, and tastes, which inform their preferences over different “objects.”

The other side of the market consists of the objects to be allocated to the agents. Ob-

jects do not have agency, but they often have mandated priorities that are imposed by

law or follow norms or guidelines in the modeled environment. Objects may be schools,

hospitals, countries, etc. In two-sided matching theory, both sides of the market have

agents with preferences over agents on the other side of the market.

The two prominent theoretical matching models studied in the literature are the school

choice model and the college admission model. Both of these models are many-to-one

models that allow for a set of students to be matched to a single school or college.

However, the key difference between the two theoretical models is that in school choice

the schools are objects to be consumed by the students, hence it is one-sided, whereas

in college admissions the colleges themselves are agents with preferences over students,

hence it is two-sided.

This thesis focuses on the refugee relocation problem. In this context the school choice

problem and the college admission problem are redefined as the host country choice prob-

lem and the country acceptance problem, respectively. The host country choice problem

corresponds to the school choice problem. Instead of the matching of many students to a
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single school, the host country choice problem is the problem of matching many refugees

to a single host country, where country residency permits are objects with mandated

priorities and refugees are agents with preferences. Similarly, the country acceptance

problem corresponds to the college admission problem. Instead of the matching of many

students to a single college, the country acceptance problem is the problem of matching

many refugees to a single host country, where both the countries and the refugees have

preferences. As part of the overall introduction of this thesis, we provide the theoretical

background on the school choice and college admissions models. Since this theoretical

background directly applies to the host country choice and the country acceptance prob-

lems in the refugee allocation context, we use the refugee-country terminology in Chapter

2, while in Chapters 3 and 4 we use the more general agent-entity terminology.

It is important to highlight the widespread application of the theoretical school choice

model. In many countries, children were automatically sent to a school in their neigh-

bourhoods. Recently, more and more cities in the United States and in other countries

have started to employ school choice programs: school authorities take into account the

preferences of children and their parents, and there is flexibility to go to a school other

than the child’s district school. The typical goals of school authorities are efficient place-

ment, fairness of the outcomes, and transparency, so participants can easily understand

and use the system. Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003)[2] showed that placement mecha-

nisms used in several cities such as Boston are flawed: the mechanism is manipulable, i.e.,

students may benefit from reporting false preferences, and the result may be neither fair

nor efficient. The authors proposed new mechanisms to improve upon existing placement

mechanisms. Based on this and other studies, Boston and New York City changed their

student placement mechanisms. For example, in New York City around 30,000 students

were not matched to any of their preferred schools in the old system, but this number

reduced to only 3,000 after a new mechanism was adopted.
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1.2 Properties of Matching Mechanisms

The outcome of a matching market is a matching. In college admissions, a matching

specifies which student attends which college. In school choice, a matching specifies

which student attends which school. In refugee relocation, a matching specifies which

refugee family is allocated which country’s residency permit. A matching mechanism is

a systematic procedure which determines a matching for every problem. In other words,

a mechanism is a matching rule that produces a matching for any reported preference

profile. For example, in the refugee relocation context a refugee assignment mechanism

is a systematic procedure that selects a matching for each host country choice problem.

Furthermore, a refugee matching mechanism requires that refugee families submit their

preferences over countries, and selects a matching based on these submitted preferences

and the countries’ mandated refugee family priorities. A matching is Pareto-efficient if

there is no other matching which assigns at least one refugee family a strictly better

country while no refugee family is assigned a strictly worse country. A refugee family

matching mechanism is Pareto-efficient if it always selects a Pareto-efficient matching.

Gale and Shapley (1962)[27] proposed the concept of a stable matching: a matching

is stable if there is no student-school pair that are not matched to each other in the

prescribed matching and want to match to each other, and there is no student that is

acceptable to a school and the school has fewer students assigned to it than its quota.

In the refugee relocation context, a matching is stable if there is no refugee family and

a country that are not matched to each other in the prescribed matching and want to

match to each other, and there is no refugee family that is acceptable to a country and

the country has fewer refugee families assigned to it than its residency permit quota.

More formally, a matching is stable if there is no individual player, or pairs of players,

who can gain from matching outside the system. A stable matching is expected to be

sustainable, and an unstable matching is expected to suffer from participants wanting to

make their own matches. A mechanism is stable if it assigns a stable matching to each
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problem. Furthermore, we have the property of optimality which is based on stability

and Pareto-efficiency in the following way. The refugee-optimal stable matching is the

unique Pareto-efficient matching for refugees among the set of stable matchings. It is a

stable matching that every refugee prefers at least weakly to any other stable matching.

In addition, while the refugee-optimal stable matching may be Pareto-dominated for

refugees, it is not dominated in the strong sense of making each refugee strictly better

off.

We are also interested in incentive properties, which are properties of strategic be-

haviour. One of the prominent incentive properties is strategyproofness. A mechanism

is strategyproof if telling the true preferences is a dominant strategy (that is, a best ac-

tion no matter what others do) for everyone. Formally, if a mechanism is strategyproof

then there is no agent who would be better off by reporting untruthful preferences when

everyone else’s preferences are fixed. For example, in the refugee allocation context, a

mechanism is strategyproof if no refugee family can ever benefit by unilaterally misrep-

resenting its preferences.

1.3 A Prominent Matching Mechanism: Deferred Ac-

ceptance

Gale and Shapley (1962)[27] invented the Deferred Acceptance (DA) algorithm, which

always results in a stable matching. The DA is an example of a mechanism.

Steps of the refugee-proposing DA rule (Gale and Shapley (1962) [27]):

In step 1:

• Each refugee family proposes to her first-choice country.

• Each country tentatively assigns its residency permits to its proposers up to its

quota, following their preference order. Any remaining proposers are rejected.
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In general, in any step k:

• Each refugee family who was rejected in the previous step proposes to her next-

choice country.

• Each country considers the refugee families it has been holding together with its new

proposers and tentatively assigns its residency permits to these refugee families up

to its quota, following their preference order. Any remaining proposers are rejected.

The algorithm terminates when no refugee family’s proposal is rejected, and each

refugee family is assigned her final tentative assignment. We refer to the induced mech-

anism as the Gale-Shapley refugee optimal stable mechanism. The result of the refugee-

proposing DA mechanism is the refugee-optimal stable matching. Hence, this mechanism

leads to a matching for which there is no unmatched refugee family-country pair where

a refugee family prefers that country to her assignment, and she has a higher priority

rank than another refugee family that is assigned a residency permit at that country.

Furthermore, the Gale-Shapley refugee optimal stable mechanism is strategy-proof, and

it Pareto-dominates any other mechanism that is stable. Hence, telling the truth is

a dominant strategy for every refugee family (Dubins and Freedman (1981)[18]; Roth

(1982)[47]).

The real life applications of the DA mechanism are widespread, as the mechanism is

used in many markets. Mainly, the DA is used in the American hospital-intern market.

As part of the centralized DA matching mechanism in this market, known as the National

Resident Matching Program (NRMP), medical students submit rank order lists over hos-

pitals and hospitals submit rank order lists over students. At the end, the Program uses

these lists to decide who works where (Roth (1984)[48]). The DA is also implemented

as part of the British medical match in different regions of the UK, such as Edinburgh

and Cardiff (Roth (1991)[49]). Variations of the DA are used in centralized univer-

sity admissions in some countries. The Gale-Shapley agent optimal stable mechanism is

used in Hong Kong to assign college seats to high school graduates (Roth and Peranson
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(1997)[50]). Other markets in which the DA mechanism has been adopted for allocation

are medical specialities, dental residencies, Canadian lawyer internships, and NYC high

schools. Boston and other public school districts also use the DA (Abdulkadiroğlu and

Sönmez (2003)[2]).

1.4 Summary of the Results

This thesis consists of three studies in matching theory and market design. Its main

motivation and application is the refugee relocation problem. In order to bring the

chaotic influx of refugees under control, one potential solution for countries is to partici-

pate in a centralized matching mechanism. However, not all countries can be persuaded

to participate. Therefore, there is an urgent need to overcome the political deadlock pre-

venting countries from participating in responsibility-sharing in the international refugee

regime and, in particular, finding solutions to the European refugee crisis. With the goal

of targeting, and therefore protecting, more refugee families, we design new matching

algorithms with different underlying models to apply to the refugee relocation problem.

Beyond refugee settlement, our theoretical findings also apply to immigration, centralized

university admissions, public school choice systems, and other settings.

In the first study (Chapter 2), we conduct an axiomatic analysis with a focus on the sta-

bility and fairness of the refugee matching algorithm. We explicitly model and analyze

countries’ preferences and the prioritization of refugee families mandated for potential

host countries. Having two kinds of ranking profiles for countries, mandated priority

profile versus preference profile, allows us to realistically capture how the difference be-

tween these two profiles create blocking pairs of countries and refugee families due to

enforced hierarchical priority classes. Therefore, we weaken the stability axiom, since a

stable mechanism may no longer be stable with respect to countries’ preferences leading

to potential blocking pairs.
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This first study contributes to the literature in multiple ways. Firstly, although coun-

tries may have their full preference rankings over refugee families, they do not need

preference rankings over the entire set of refugee families to run and implement our pro-

posed matching rules. This may make our model more efficient and thus more desirable

in terms of implementation for countries, as they would only need preference rankings

over refugees within the same priority class. Secondly, imposing type-specific quotas

on countries in a refugee allocation setting may have its difficulties and may not be very

palatable for countries. To persuade more countries to participate in a centralized refugee

matching mechanism, a hierarchical priority class-based approach without type-specific

set-aside quotas imposed on countries may be more palatable in terms of having more

countries to willingly participate in solving the refugee matching problem. Lastly, be-

yond the refugee relocation context, our model has other applications, such as centralized

college admissions, the design of public school choice systems, and immigration.

For the second study (Chapter 3), we recognize that affirmative action prioritizes mi-

nority students, often by using minority quotas. Since affirmative action policy is aimed

at guaranteeing representation for minority students, it typically prevents a higher num-

ber of minority students from being admitted than the minority reserve quota. Even a

non-wasteful matching mechanism that is more flexible than a rigid quota mechanism

effectively places a cap on minority student admission. This policy serves the goal of

minority representation well, but if the objective of the priority policy is to help the

prioritized agents and make a difference, for example, to effectively benefit refugees in

emergency zones, then it is not an appealing policy, since strong candidates who would

qualify without relying on their priority status may take up most of the reserved positions.

Therefore, in the second study, motivated by the refugee relocation problem and the

need for prioritizing refugee families coming from danger zones, we propose an alternative

policy with targeted priority reserves, the DA-TPR mechanism, along with a correspond-

ing new stability concept, which serve the goal of targeting those agents in the priority

group who are in need of a reserved position, recognizing that not all agents in the priority
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group need such help. By giving an opportunity to priority agents to be matched without

using up reserved positions, this matching mechanism allows for a higher number of prior-

ity agents to be selected by an entity than the reserve quota set aside for them, provided

that there are strong priority agents who qualify regardless of their priority status. We

show that the DA-TPR mechanism is agent-optimal among matching mechanisms that

are stable with protective reserves, and prove that this rule is weakly group-strategyproof.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that priority agents on the whole are better off under the

DA-TPR mechanism than under the DA-MiR mechanism, while maintaining appropriate

rights for non-priority agents.

We also study a general class of matching mechanisms with priority reserve policies

which includes both the DA-TPR and the DA-MiR mechanisms: the DA mechanisms

with sequential priority reserves (or DA-SPR mechanisms). The DA-TPR is the most

targeted and the DA-MiR is the least targeted policy in this class of mechanisms, which we

characterize by a weak priority reserve stability axiom and strategyproofness. Finally, we

focus on a subclass of these mechanisms which stand out due to their consistent selection

policies. These mechanisms are transparent and offer a range of policies between the

DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms, allowing the designer to have clarity and flexibility

when choosing a priority reserve policy.

In the third study (Chapter 4), we continue to study Deferred Acceptance mechanisms

with choice functions. This study introduces two new classes of matching mechanisms

with explicitly specified partially targeted priority reserves. Both of these classes include

the DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms as extreme members.

In the first class, each member specifies directly for each entity the number of qualified

priority group agents that are required to take up reserved positions, when choosing from

the applicant pool of each entity in each step of the DA. In the second class that we

study, each member specifies directly for each entity the maximum number of qualified

priority group agents that are allowed to get unreserved positions, again when choosing

from the applicant pool of each entity in each step of the DA. We show that the first
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class of mechanisms is a subclass of the characterized class of mechanisms from Chapter 3.

Thus, these mechanisms satisfy the weak priority reserve-stability axiom and are weakly

group-strategyproof. We also show that the second class of mechanism satisfies the weak

priority reserve-stability axiom as well.
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Chapter 2

Centralized Refugee Matching

Mechanisms with Hierarchical Priority

Classes

2.1 Introduction

There is an urgent need to overcome the political standstill preventing countries from par-

ticipating in responsibility-sharing in the international refugee regime and, in particular,

finding solutions to the European refugee crisis. In my prior study Sayedahmed (2017)[51]

that inspired the work in this paper, I take a similar approach to Abdulkadiroğlu and

Sönmez (2003)[2] in which they formulate the school choice problem as a mechanism

design problem. They propose two competing mechanisms: the student optimal stable

mechanism (Gale and Shapley (1962)[27]) and the top trading cycles mechanism, each

providing a solution to critical school choice issues (for the literature on top trading cy-

cles mechanism, see Shapley and Scarf (1974)[54], Pápai (2000)[43], and Abdulkadiroğlu

and Sönmez (2003)[2]). I define two problems: the country acceptance problem, which

is a two-sided problem with both refugee and country preferences, and the host coun-

try choice problem, which is a one-sided problem with refugee preferences and countries’
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predetermined priority rankings. I formulate the host country choice problem as a mech-

anism design problem and analyse the existing decentralized system of refugee relocation.

I discuss the existing system’s shortcomings and propose two competing matching rules

from the mechanism design literature. I highlight each rule’s strength in terms of refugee

welfare and fairness of allocation, and I discuss each mechanism’s contribution to solving

the refugee allocation problem.

In this study I concentrate on a country acceptance problem and I design two new

matching algorithms based on hierarchical priority classes, both of which are centralized

refugee matching systems that match refugee families to countries. Throughout the paper

I use the term “refugee”, which refers to a “refugee family”. In order to design a centralized

matching system that ensures that refugee families who do not wish to be separated

are not separated, the clearing-house is assumed to accept preference submissions from

households, i.e, refugee families. All participating countries in the clearing-house treat

refugee households as a single refugee family unit.

I conduct an axiomatic allocation analysis by focusing on the stability and fairness

properties of the matching mechanisms. I explicitly model and analyse countries’ pref-

erences and the prioritization of refugee families imposed on host countries. Having two

kinds of ranking profiles for countries, a mandated priority profile versus a preference

profile, allows me to capture how the difference between the two profiles create blocking

pairs of countries and refugees due to the enforced hierarchical priority classes.1

I recognize the importance of investigating the weakenings of stability axioms in this

context. Since a stable mechanism may no longer satisfy the standard stability of the

literature with respect to countries’ preferences, leading to potential blocking pairs, I

contribute to the literature by studying weaker stability and fairness axioms to see what

type of stability and fairness properties succeed to hold in this setting. The motivation

behind this is of two folds. First, I recognize that countries have their own preferences
1For models with distributional constraints that are studied independently from this study in the

computer science and artificial intelligence literature, see Goto et al. (2016)[29].
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and I take this reality into account. Second, the United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees’ (the UNHCR) has strict humanitarian guidelines and principles Szobolits

and Sunjic (2007)[58] for refugee settlement, which should be taken into account when

designing a centralized refugee matching mechanism. Based on these guidelines, I impose

priority classes on participating countries, which mandate the countries to change their

preference rankings. This, however, does take us back from the goal of a fair refugee

allocation result. Because of these imposed priorities for the countries which give certain

refugees a priority at each country, I recognize the need and importance of taking into

account the preferences of the refugees. A refugee in a lower category is always in that

lower category. Since priority classes are mandated on all countries, every refugee in the

first priority class is always prioritized over every refugee in the second priority class, and

so on.

Considering the refugees in lower priority classes, I give these refugees an additional

chance by looking at two different forms of priority profiles. In my first form, I give

these refugees a better chance at their top ranked country and in my second form, I

give them a better chance at their Deferred Acceptance (DA) matched country. Note

that throughout the paper I refer to Gale and Shapley’s (1962)[27] refugee-proposing DA

mechanism applied to the refugee and country preferences as “the DA” in short. Moreover,

in contrast to the first form, I find that the best matching the refugees in lower priority

classes can get in a stable matching is their DA match, which shows the importance of

prioritizing these refugees at their DA matched countries. In addition, prioritizing these

refugees at their DA matched countries is more compelling for countries because each

country has to modify their priorities with respect to their quotas less, compared to the

first form of a priority profile that involves refugees’ top ranked countries. Under the first

form of a priority profile, it is possible that some countries do not have to modify the

priority orders and others may have to modify much more. Consider Germany, which

is a popular country for refugee settlement. Germany will be the top choice for many

refugee families. Then, it will get to move many refugees up to its top priority class in

which Germany ranks refugees according to its own point system, representing Germany’s
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preferences. If all refugees rank Germany at the top, then all refugees will move up to

top priority class of Germany leading to Germany ranking all refugees according to its

own points-based system. When a popular country makes a lot of changes to its priority

ordering, then it deviates more from the mandated priority classes.

Due to the imposed priorities, my intention is to give refugees in lower priority classes

who otherwise may not have a good chance at getting matched to a country, an additional

chance by lifting them using the refugee preferences. For this, I establish two new weak

stability axioms: top stability and credible stability. These weak stability axioms rule out

certain salient blocking pairs. For a matching to be top stable there can be no blocking

pair such that a refugee family prefers her top ranked country to her current match

and their top ranked country also prefers the corresponding refugee family to its current

match. A pair blocking a matching is a credible blocking pair if it is matched under the

DA. Blocking pairs should not be credible to achieve credible stability for a matching. I

also define two new fairness axioms: top priority class fairness and credible priority class

fairness.

Since Gale and Shapley’s DA mechanism is stable, the two new mechanisms I design and

propose to combine countries’ preferences and enforced priority rankings are based on the

DA mechanism [27]. These two mechanisms are the Top Prioritization and the DA-Match

Prioritization Mechanism. The Top Prioritization Mechanism prioritizes refugee families

at their top ranked countries. I show that the Top Prioritization Mechanism is top stable

and top priority class fair. The DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism prioritizes refugee

families at their DA matched countries, which are matched to the refugees under the

DA. I show that the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism is credibly stable and credibly

priority class fair. I find that for refugees, the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism

Pareto dominates the DA. Lastly, I discuss the incentive compatibility properties of these

mechanisms using Abdulkadiroğlu et al.’s (2009) results on the trade-off between efficiency

and strategyproofness [1].

This study contributes to the literature in multiple ways. First, although countries
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may know their preferences over refugees, they do not need to know all their prefer-

ences over the entire set of refugee families to run the mechanisms that are designed

in this study. This may make both the Top Prioritization and DA-Match Mechanisms

more efficient, and therefore more attractive, in terms of implementation for countries,

as they would only need to submit preferences over refugees in the same priority class.

Second, imposing type-specific (e.g., priority class (PC)-specific) set-aside reserve quotas

on countries in a refugee allocation setting may have its difficulties and may not be very

palatable for countries. In order to persuade more countries to participate in a central-

ized refugee matching mechanism, a hierarchical priority class-based approach without

category-specific set-aside reserve quotas imposed on countries may be more acceptable

and may induce more countries to willingly participate in solving the refugee relocation

problem. Lastly, beyond the refugee relocation context, the results of this study have

other important policy applications, such as centralized college admissions, the design of

public school choice systems, and immigration, where a priority-based system may work

better than a category-specific reserve quota system as well.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I provide a background on the refugee

relocation crisis and further elaborate on my motivation. In section 3, I outline the

centralized system that I propose with the UNHCR-mandated priority classes. Section

4 contains the model. In section 5, I start to investigate how we can weaken stability

in the setting of hierarchical UNHCR-mandated priority classes and I provide the basic

definitions of the axioms and related theorems. In sections 6 and 7, I provide the two weak

stability axioms that take into account refugees’ top ranked and DA matched countries

when modifying countries’ priorities to give more chance to the refugees who face the risk

of being stuck in lower priority classes. In section 8, I conclude.

2.2 The Refugee Crisis: Background and Motivation

As the number of refugees is reaching its highest level globally since the Second World

War, and Europe faces the largest mass stream of refugees in history (Alfred, 2015)[5],
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the international refugee regime is looking increasingly vulnerable. Faced with refugees

fleeing the collapse of Syria, the European Union response has been inconsistent, poorly

coordinated, and to date inadequate, given the scale of the problem. Therefore, there

are a growing number of studies providing potential solutions to both international and

local refugee allocation problems. In the context of local refugee match within a country,

there are many obstacles for successful integration. Andersson and Ehlers (2016)[7] focus

on one of these obstacles, namely the problem of finding housing for refugees once they

have been relocated to a European Union country. They propose an easy-to-implement

algorithm for Sweden that finds a stable maximum matching. For more studies that

independently focus on different aspects of the refugee allocation problem, see Bansak et

al. (2018)[12], which studies optimization of refugee preferences, and Delacrétaz et al.

(2019)[15], which focuses on family size.

In the context of the international refugee allocation problem, there have been repeated

calls for the revision or replacement of the Dublin Regulation, particularly its requirement

that the first country in the European Union that asylum seekers enter be responsible

for processing their claim ((Giuffre et al., 2015)[28]; (Koser, 2011)[41]). The current

decentralized system, where the first arrival country has responsibility for refugees, is

unfair to border countries such as Greece, Italy, or Hungary, and creates chaos and tragedy

as European "countries play pass-the-parcel with human lives" (Jones and Teytelboym,

2017)[35]. I agree with Jones and Teytelboym (2017) that "it has never been clearer

that a new deal on responsibility-sharing within Europe is needed to replace the Dublin

Regulation [35]." Hence, a centralized matching system could run either alongside or,

ideally, instead of the current system of the Dublin Regulation, which allows a refugee

family to apply for protection in only one country. Thus, refugee families are tied to a

single application to a particular country. It advantages nobody that at present refugees

must play the gamble in deciding where to apply to, and countries cannot evaluate and

choose from a large pool of applicants.
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2.3 Centralized Refugee Matching: A Proposal

Allowing any refugee to apply to a single system from any embassy is in the interests

of both refugees and countries (Jones and Teytelboym, 2016 [35] & 2017 [34]). While

it is obvious that refugees would be better off with such a centralized system, counties

would also gain more control, through the centralization of refugee matching. Countries

would gain more control than they currently possess over who is ultimately settled within

their borders. Countries also would be empowered to give their preference rankings as to

which refugees they wish to accept, just as refugees give their preference rankings over

countries.

A centralised matching system for refugee families would allow refugees to apply for

protection in several countries and allow countries to compete for refugees. Refugees

could make one claim for asylum to a single centralised body, simultaneously specifying

where, if successful, they would wish to be relocated. Countries come to the clearing-

house with a quota of refugees they are willing to accept and a ranking of the refugees.

The system would then match refugees to countries. It is important that once a country

and a refugee have been matched, this match will actually happen, which is to say that

a refugee will be granted refugee status and permit in whichever country they have been

matched to. A centralized system allows refugees to submit an application for asylum

to every participating country, and they could, in principle, submit it remotely. It could

include, for example, regional processing centres in the Middle East and North Africa

(Jones and Teytelboym, 2016 [35] & 2017 [34]). The core advantage is that, to the extent

refugee families can have confidence that there is a fair and effective system that will

grant them protection without attempting a dangerous crossing, they are less likely to

take that risk.

Hopefully, it should become clear in time to countries staying out of the centralized
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matching system that they thereby receive less-preferred refugees in comparison to coun-

tries which do participate, thus encouraging wider participation in the centralized match-

ing system. For this reason, the centralized refugee match may also persuade countries

to opt into refugee burden-sharing, surrender control of eligibility determination, and

ultimately protect more refugees (Schuck, 1997)[53]. If countries opt into a centralized

matching system, rather than determining the status of those refugees that have applied

to them specifically, they would submit their own ranked preferences over refugees to the

clearing-house, which conducts the match.

The Mandated Priority Class Hierarchy

A matching system is to allocate refugees within that system to a country where they are

most likely to flourish for the duration of their residency without affecting the rest of the

countries, i.e., without causing further immigration spillover to other countries [34, 35].

In particular, Jones and Teytelboym (2016)[34] highlights that "the matching system

should exclude discriminatory categories such as religion and race, which are incompatible

with the UNHCR’s humanitarian principles, as well as being morally unacceptable, and

should focus on categories of vulnerability, suitability for integration, and presence of

family [34]".

I propose mandated hierarchical priority classes of refugees for countries (Sayedahmed,

2017)[51] based on UNHCR’s 1951 Convention and Protocol for refugees. Throughout

the study I refer to this UNHCR-mandated priority class hierarchy of refugees as the

enforced priority classes. An enforced priority class of refugees is a subset of the entire

set of refugees that a country must consider as part of the priority class hierarchy, which

is the same for all participating countries. As part of the centralized refugee matching

system, I impose this exogenously mandated priority class hierarchy. Specifically, my

proposed enforced priority profile for countries is the following:

• Priority Class I: Refugee Families in War Zones and with the Longest Waiting

Period
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• Priority Class II: Refugee Families in War Zones

• Priority Class III: Refugee Families with the Longest Waiting Period

• Priority Class IV: Other Refugee Families

Moreover, with initial theoretical approaches to complicated real-life problems, such as

the refugee crisis, it is important to start the analysis with a static model. Therefore, for

its theoretical tractability, I chose to take a static approach in this study. In addition,

the Syrian refugee crisis and the associated relocation problems with the Syrian war were

the key motivations for this study. Due to the Syrian crisis, we have an influx of refugees.

We have a given refugee pool and we can do this exercise repeatedly. On the other hand,

in school choice it is clear that we have natural time periods, as we have each academic

year when we naturally go through and implement school choice. Yet, it is not clear that

the same also applies to refugee settlement with a sudden influx of refugees. Nonetheless,

a dynamic approach could also be used here since we can do this exercise, for instance,

every three months when there is a crisis. However, a refugee crisis creating a sudden

large pool of refugee families, which calls for an immediate allocation, also calls for a

static approach.

Furthermore, typically dynamic models take away from the nice properties of a static

allocation. In dynamic models agents arrive in different time periods, and sometimes con-

tinuously, matching happens in different time periods, matched agents leave the market,

and new agents arrive. When this is the case, we almost certainly lose the nice proper-

ties that we can have in a static matching. Unlike the matching environment of dating

applications, which is very difficult to turn into a static matching environment due to

being a very fluid and dynamic market as agents enter and leave constantly, we can turn

the matching environment of refugee allocation into a static environment and retain the

nice properties of stability and efficiency. When possible, we prefer to pool our agents

on both sides and do repeated static matchings. Especially in an environment with a

crisis that is the optimal approach, instead of taking a dynamic nature into account and
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keep doing matchings in each time period as refugees enter and leave the market. Hence,

when we have a sudden influx of refugee families, we conduct one matching with these

participants, who are fixed at the moment of the crisis when the matching takes place.

In addition, I contribute to the literature by explicitly allowing in my model for the

potential real world “discrepancy” between what countries actually desire to do (i.e.,

countries’ preferences) and what countries are mandated to do (i.e., countries’ enforced

priorities). I have two profiles for the countries rather than only one. By working with two

profiles I capture the “compromise” between how countries really want to rank refugees

in a world with no special considerations and how they are mandated to follow a priority

hierarchy based on UNHCR’s humanitarian laws and principles.

2.4 The Model

Definition 2.4.1 (Country Acceptance Problem). A problem consists of the fol-

lowing:

1. A finite set of refugees R = {r1, r2, ..., rR}.

2. A finite set of countries C = {c1, c2, ..., cC}.

3. A quota vector q = (qc1 , ..., qcC ), where qc is the capacity (the number of residency

permits) of c ∈ C.

4. Preference profile for refugees P = (Pr1 , Pr2 , ..., PrR) = (Pr)r∈R, where Pr is the

strict preference of refugee r ∈ R over C.

5. Preference profile for countries �= (�c1 ,�c2 , ...,�cC ) = (�c)c∈C , where �c is the

strict preference of country c ∈ C overR based on its country-specific point system.2

2Unacceptable countries are not allowed in the model, in which case each refugee family r ∈ R has
strict preferences over C, where a country c is never ranked below r. Similarly, unacceptable refugees are
also not allowed as part of the model, hence each country c ∈ C has strict preferences over R, where a
refugee r is never ranked below c.
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A finite set of refugees R is with a fixed partition such that R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ ... ∪ RT

and Rt ∩ Rt′ = ∅ for any t, t′ ∈ {1, ..., T}). The T number of enforced hierarchical

priority classes of the partition are class R1, class R2, and so on until class RT . These

are the enforced priority classes introduced and discussed in the previous section.

As a primitive of my model, I also define the following.

Definition 2.4.2 (Enforced Priorities). Countries’ enforced priority profile πE =

(πEc )c∈C is based on the fixed partition R1, ...,RT of the refugees into enforced prior-

ity classes.

Let t, t′ ∈ {1, ..., T} such that t ≤ t′ and let ri ∈ Rt, rj ∈ Rt′ . Then for all c ∈ C,

(a) If t = t′, then ri πEc rj if and only if ri �c rj.

(b) If t < t′, then ri πEc rj.

For item (a) above, observe that each country’s rankings within each priority class are

country-specific preferences. For any c ∈ C with ri �c rj, if ri and rj are prioritized

within the same class, then within that priority class, country c’s ranking will also be

ri π
E
c rj following country c’s preference ranking. For item (b) above, observe that if a

refugee is in a higher priority class than another refugee, then this implies that according

to πE, the refugee in the higher priority is strictly prioritized over the refugee who is in

a lower priority class.

Remark. In partitioned enforced priorities, each member of the partition corresponds to

an exogenously imposed priority class. The priority classes are mandated across all par-

ticipating countries and each mandated priority class consists of the same set of refugees

for all participating countries.

In summary, a many-to-one country acceptance problem, where each refugee family

can be matched to at most one host country and each country can admit at most qc refugee

families, is defined as the tuple
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〈R =
T⋃
t=1

Rt, C, (qc)c∈C, P,�〉.

When all other parameters, except the refugees’ preference profile P , are fixed, I refer

to P as a country acceptance problem. Let P denote the set of country acceptance

problems.

In order to simplify the exposition, I assume that for all c ∈ C, |R| > qc. This is a very

mild assumption which is easily satisfied in any application and allows me to waive the

case where there are few refugees. I will also need the following notation. Let Rr denote

the weak preferences of refugee r ∈ R associated with Pr. Since preferences are strict, c

Rr c
′ means that either c Pr c′ or c = c′. The preferences of a coalition L ⊆ R in P are

denoted by PL. Finally, I denote the preference profile of all the refugees except for r by

P−r, and the preference profile of all refugees except the ones in coalition L by P−L.

For simplicity, I assume that countries have responsive preferences over refugee fam-

ilies, which means, roughly speaking, that refugee families are not complements in the

countries’ preferences, and thus preferences over sets of refugee families can be interpreted

as a natural extension of the preferences over individual refugees.

Definition 2.4.3 (Responsive Preferences). For any set of refugee families Z ⊂ R

with |Z| ≤ qc, and any refugee families r and r′ in R \ Z,

• Z ∪ {r} �c Z ∪ {r′} if and only if r �c r′.

Note the slight abuse of notation in the above definition. To indicate preferences

over sets �c is used which is normally used for showing preferences over singletons in

R. Responsive preferences are a natural extension of preferences over individuals to

preferences over sets. This property does not give a complete ordering of all sets of size

qc for a country, as it does not pin down all preference rankings over sets. However, note

that this does not affect the analysis in this study. The missing preference orderings over

sets are not necessary to pin down here, and they can be in any order.
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Definition 2.4.4 (Matching). A solution to a many-to-one refugee matching problem

is µ: R
⋃
C → R

⋃
C, a correspondence from R

⋃
C to R

⋃
C such that, for every refugee

family r ∈ R and participating country c ∈ C:

• µ(r) ∈ C

• µ(c) ⊆ R and |µ(c)| 6 qc

• µ(r) = c⇔ r ∈ µ(c)

Let µ and ν be two matchings. A matching µ Pareto dominates matching ν at

preference profile P if for all refugees r ∈ R, µrRrνr, and there exists a refugee r such

that µrPrνr. A matching µ weakly Pareto dominates matching ν at P if either µ

Pareto dominates ν or µ is the same as ν.

The set of problems is denoted with P , which is 〈R =
T⋃
t=1

Rt, C, (qc)c∈C, P,�〉. LetM

be the set of matchings. Since everything else except P is fixed, I define a mechanism as

follows.

Definition 2.4.5 (Mechanism). A mechanism is a mapping that assigns a matching to

each country acceptance problem P ∈ P . Formally, a mechanism is a mapping f : P →

M.

Let f and g be two mechanisms. A mechanism f Pareto dominates mechanism

g for R′ ⊆ R if for all profiles P ∈ P , fR′(P ) weakly Pareto-dominates gR′(P ), and there

exists P̄ ∈ P such that fR′(P̄ ) 6= gR′(P̄ ). If mechanism f weakly Pareto dominates

mechanism g, then at every P , mechanism f produces a matching that weakly Pareto

dominates the matching produced by g.

Since in this study I focus on the refugee-proposing DA and its modifications, matching

results obtained differ with respect to the type of a country profile that is being used. A
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refugee assignment mechanism requires refugees to submit preferences over countries, and

selects a matching based on these submitted preferences and refugee priorities. Note that

the notation µDA is used for the matching result obtained from the refugee-proposing DA

applied to P and �.

Definition 2.4.6 (Blocking Pairs). A matching µ is blocked by a refugee-country pair

(r, c) ∈ R× C if they prefer each other compared to µ:

1. the refugee family r prefers c to the country it is matched to in µ (i.e., c Pr µ(r)),

and

2. given r 6∈ µ(c),

a. either the country prefers r to some refugee r′ that the country is matched to

in µ (i.e., {r} �c {r′} where r′ ∈ µ(c))

b. or refugee r is acceptable to country c and the country has fewer refugee

families assigned to it than its quota (i.e., {r} �c c and |µ(c)| < qc).

For the definitions, recall that I use the term “refugee” in this study when referring

to a “refugee family”. Furthermore, following Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003)[2], we

can state a matching to be fair if there is no unmatched refugee–country pair where the

refugee prefers the country to her current match and she has higher priority than some

other refugee, who is assigned a residency permit at the country. In addition to this

also requiring non-wastefulness, which requires not wasting an available permit at the

country gives the stability notion in the two-sided matching context.

Next, I formally define stability using the blocking pair definition above.
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Definition 2.4.7 (Stability). A matching is stable if it is not blocked by a refugee-

country pair. A mechanism is stable if it assigns a stable matching to each country

acceptance problem P .

Definition 2.4.8 (Refugee-Proposing Deferred Acceptance (DA) Mechanism

(Gale and Shapley, 1962)).

Step 1: Each refugee proposes to her first choice country. Each country tentatively

assigns its refugee residency permits to its proposers up to its quota following its priority

order. Any remaining proposers are rejected.

In general, at

Step k: Each refugee who was rejected in the previous step proposes to her next choice

country. Each country considers the refugees it has been holding together with its new

proposers and tentatively assigns its refugee residency permits to these refugees up to its

quota following its priority order. Any remaining proposers are rejected.

The mechanism terminates when no refugee proposal is rejected and each refugee is

assigned her final tentative assignment. We refer to this mechanism as the Gale-Shapley

refugee-optimal stable mechanism.

Note that Gale and Shapley (1962)[27] calls a stable mechanism optimal if every refugee

is at least as well off under it as under any other stable matching. Furthermore, the DA

procedure yields not only a stable but also an optimal matching [27]. Every refugee is

at least as well off under the matching given by the DA mechanism as she would be

under any other stable matching. This holds for both sides: refugees and countries.

For every country acceptance problem, there exists a refugee-optimal stable matching,

which is liked by each refugee at least as well as any other stable matching and also

there exists a country-optimal stable matching, which is liked by each country at least

as well as any other stable matching. The refugee-proposing DA mechanism leads to the

refugee-optimal stable mechanism.
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Definition 2.4.9 (The DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes ). The DA with

Hierarchical Priority Classes is the refugee-proposing DA applied to the mandated priority

profile of countries πE and refugee preference profile P .

Throughout the paper, I denote the DA’s matching result with µDA. Similarly, I denote

the matching result of the DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes with µDAE .

2.5 Weak Stability

When mandated priority class profile πE is used, there may exist blocking pairs with

respect to country preferences � and hence a stable mechanism with respect to πE may

not be stable with respect to �. Therefore, when a refugee family forms a blocking

pair with a country, this blocking is always going to be with respect to another refugee

family that is in a higher enforced priority class than the refugee family that is forming

a blocking pair. The basis for blocking is the priority reversal that results due to the

mandated (enforced) priority classes. This observation inspires the following axioms.

Note that in my axioms the “PC” is an abbreviation for “priority class”.

Next I define the first weak fairness axiom of this study.

Definition 2.5.1 (PC Fairness Axiom). A matching µ satisfies PC fairness at a partic-

ular profile P if, for every refugee-country pair (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment

at µ and is preferred by c to a refugee r̂ assigned to c at µ, r̂ is in a higher priority class

than r. A mechanism f satisfies PC fairness if, for every profile P , it assigns a matching

µ that is PC fair.

According to PC fairness, if a refugee-country blocking pair (r, c) is such that r is

preferred by c to a refugee r̂ assigned to c then it must be the case that r̂ is in a higher

priority class than r.
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Definition 2.5.2 (PC No-Envy Axiom). A matching µ satisfies PC no-envy at a

particular profile P if r̂ is in a higher enforced priority class than r, then r̂ does not have

envy for r, i.e., if r ∈ µ(c) then µ(r̂) Rr̂ c. A mechanism f satisfies PC no-envy, if for

every profile P , it assigns a matching µ that satisfies PC no-envy.

In order to demonstrate the independence of the PC no-envy and PC fairness axioms,

first observe that given a fixed profile P , the matching result of the DA, specifically µDA,

is fair, and thus it satisfies PC fairness. However, µDA does not satisfy PC no-envy, as it

is not stable with respect to the enforced priority classes of πE at each profile P . Hence,

PC fairness does not imply PC no-envy. Consider the following example to intuitively

visualize this.

Example 1. We are given the below problem P with refugees R = {1, 2, 3, 4}, countries

C = {a, b, c, d}, and country quotas qc = 1 for all c ∈ C. Allocations of the matching

result µDA at the given preference profile in this example are bold.

P1 P2 P3 P4

c b c b
b c b c
d d a a
a a d d

Refugee Preferences P

�a �b �c �d
1 1 4 4
4 3 2 3
2 2 1 1
3 4 3 2

Country Preferences �

πEa πEb πEc πEd
1 1 2 1
2 2 1 2
4 3 4 4
3 4 3 3

Enforced Profile πE

Applying the refugee-proposing DA algorithm to � and P gives us the following:

µDA =

 1 2 3 4

b d a c


The matching µDA satisfies PC fairness because it satisfies fairness. However, matching
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µDA does not satisfy PC no-envy. This is because (1, c) and (2, c) are blocking pairs for

µDA with respect to πE. Refugees 1 and 2 are envious of refugee 4 who is in a lower

priority class than both of the refugees and matched to c in µDA.

Furthermore, PC no-envy does not imply PC fairness. The matching result of the DA

with Hierarchical Priority Classes, specifically µDAE is stable with respect to the enforced

priority classes of πE at each profile P , and hence satisfies PC no-envy. Observe that PC

no-envy is satisfied whenever a serial dictatorship procedure f with the permutation of

agents based on the hierarchical priority classes is used. Consider an arbitrary priority

ordering of agents and let this common ordering be denoted by π. Recall that given an

ordering π of agents with any permutation of the entire set of agents, a serial dictatorship

f(π) (Hylland and Zeckhauser (1979)[33]) assigns the objects to agents as follows. The

first agent is assigned her first choice among all the objects. The second agent is assigned

her first choice among all the objects, excluding the choice of the first agent, and so on.

Now consider an ordering π of refugees that follows the fixed hierarchy of priority classes

and within priority classes any order of refugees is possible as long as it is the same for

each country. Then the PC no-envy property is satisfied whenever f(π) is used since f(π)

assigns the permits to refugees following the given common order. Consider the following

example to see this visually.

Example 2. We are given the below problem P , where refugeesR = {1, 2, 3, 4}, countries

C = {a, b, c, d}, and country quotas qc = 1 for all c ∈ C. Let π be the permutation.

Allocations of the result of the serial dictatorship f that uses the given common priority

order π are in bold.

P1 P2 P3 P4

a a c b
b c b c
c d a a
d b d d

Refugee Preferences P

πa πb πc πd
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4

Common Priority Order π
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πEa πEb πEc πEd
1 2 2 1
2 1 1 2
4 4 3 4
3 3 4 3

Enforced Profile πE

The result of the serial dictatorship f(π) is the following:

f(π) =

 1 2 3 4

b a c d


Observe that f(π) satisfies PC no-envy as no refugee in a higher enforced priority class

has envy for a refugee who is in a lower priority class. However, it does not satisfy PC

fairness. This is because (1, a) is a blocking pair for f(π) with respect to πE. Refugee 1

is envious of 2, who is preferred by a over 2 according to country a’s preferences within

the top priority class of a. Hence, country preferences are violated by f(π) within the

priority class. Therefore, whenever f(π) is applied, PC no-envy is satisfied since it is not

possible to have envy towards a refugee in a lower priority class. However, the result f(π)

fails PC fairness, as any order of refugees within a priority class is possible.

Proposition 1. Stability of DA with the enforced hierarchical priority classes is equivalent

to PC no-envy and PC fairness.

Proof. “If” Part. We show that stability of DA with the enforced priority classes implies

PC no-envy and PC fairness. Let µDAE be the matching result of the DA with Hierarchical

Priority Classes at a given problem P . Given that the DA with Hierarchical Priority

Classes is the DA applied to enforced priorities πE, then µDAE is stable with respect to

πE at any given preference profile. Then, there is no refugee-country pair (r, c) blocking

µDAE at any given preference profile. This implies two cases.

Case 1. There is no refugee-country pair (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment
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and is preferred by c according to c’s own preference to a refugee r̂ assigned to c, where r

and r̂ are in the same enforced priority class. Hence, there is not ranking violation within

a priority class and PC fairness is satisfied.

Case 2. There is no refugee-country pair (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment

and is ranked above by c according to c’s priority ranking in πE to a refugee r̂ assigned

to c, where r and r̂ are not in the same enforced priority class. Then, there is no ranking

violation across priority classes. Specifically, there is no r who is in a higher priority class

than r̂ and has envy for r̂. Hence, PC no-envy is satisfied.

Therefore, stability of DA with the enforced priority classes of πE implies PC no-envy

and PC fairness.

“Only If” Part. We show that satisfying PC fairness and PC no-envy implies satis-

fying stability with respect to the enforced priority classes.

Case 1. Suppose PC fairness is satisfied. Then, if a refugee-country pair (r, c) is such

that r prefers c to his assignment and is preferred by c according to c’s own preference

to a refugee r̂ assigned to c then it must be that r̂ is in a higher priority class than r.

This implies r̂ and r are not in the same priority class. Hence, there is no refugee-country

pair (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment and is preferred by c according to c’s

own preference to a refugee r̂ assigned to c. This satisfies stability within each enforced

priority class.

Case 2. Suppose PC no-envy is satisfied. Then, for each preference profile P , if r is

in a higher enforced priority class than r̂, then r does not have envy for r̂. Hence, for

any given preference profile P , if r̂ ∈ µDAE (c) then µDAE (r) Rr c. Therefore, there is no

refugee-country pair (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment and is ranked above

by c according to c’s priority ranking in πE to a refugee r̂ assigned to c. This satisfies

stability across enforced priority classes.
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Therefore, PC fairness and PC no-envy imply stability with respect to πE. In conclu-

sion, satisfying the two axioms of PC fairness and PC no-envy is equivalent to satisfying

stability with respect to enforced priority classes.

Next, I state the first corollary of Proposition 1.

Corollary 1. The DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes satisfies

1. PC fairness and

2. PC no-envy.

Proof. This follows from the equivalence established between stability with respect to

πE, and PC fairness and PC no-envy. This can also be shown by verifying for the two

axioms.

1. PC fairness: Fix a profile P . Let µDAE be the matching result of the DA with

Hierarchical Priority Classes at a given preference profile P . If πE = � then the result

holds. Assume πE is different from �. Then, for contradiction, suppose µDAE is not PC

fair. Then there exists a blocking pair (r, c) at � and r̂ ∈ R such that r̂ ∈ µDAE (c) and r̂

is not in a higher enforced PC than r and r �c r̂. If r and r̂ are in the same PC, then

r �c r̂ and r̂ πEc r since r̂ ∈ µDAE (c). Then PC fairness is violated. If r̂ is in a lower PC

than r, then the priority class hierarchy of πE is violated by the DA with Hierarchical

Priority Classes at P , which is a contradiction.

2. PC no-envy: Fix a preference profile P . For contradiction, suppose µDAE does not

satisfy PC no-envy. Then there exists at least one r̂ who is in a higher enforced priority

class than r and r̂ has envy for r at P . This implies priority ranking violation of r̂ at

πE. Then, µDAE is not stable at πE. Since µDAE is the matching result of the DA with

Hierarchical Priority Classes at P , this is a contradiction.

Hence, for all P , the DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes satisfies PC fairness and

PC no-envy.
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In the following I will call a matching optimal with respect to a stability axiom if every

agent receives at least as good an assignment in this matching as in any other matching

satisfying the stability axiom. Specifically, I will call a matching µ is optimal with

respect to PC fairness and PC no-envy at profile P if, for each refugee r ∈ R,

µ(r) = c is the most preferred country among all countries that refugee r could be

matched to at any matching that satisfies PC fairness and PC no-envy at P , when there

is any such country. Given P ∈ P , a matching mechanism is optimal with respect

to PC fairness and PC no-envy if, for each preference profile P ∈ P , it assigns a

matching to profile P that is optimal with respect to PC fairness and PC no-envy. Next,

we have the second corollary of Proposition 1.

Corollary 2. The DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes is optimal with respect to PC

fairness and PC no-envy.

Proof. This is a direct corollary of Proposition 1. It follows from the Pareto efficiency of

the refugee-optimal matching with the priorities πE.

Furthermore, there is a unique mechanism that is optimal with respect to PC fairness

and PC no-envy, and it is the DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes.

Proposition 2. If a mechanism is PC fair, PC no-envy, and is optimal with respect to

PC fairness and PC no-envy, then it is the DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes.

Proof. Since optimality implies uniqueness, this follows from Proposition 1, and the two

corollaries of Proposition 1.

It is important to discuss this result intuitively in terms of the two key weak stability

and fairness axioms studied in this paper. PC no-envy of any arbitrary matching mech-

anism implies that a refugee r̂ who is in a higher enforced priority class does not have

envy for any of the allocations below r̂ at any profile P . This implies that the allocation
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starts at the first priority class and follows a serial procedure of priority classes accord-

ing to a given ordering of refugees that has the fixed hierarchy of priority classes, where

within priority classes any order of refugees is possible. We allocate to the top priority

class refugees, then allocate to the second priority class refugees, and so on, which is

equivalent to the serial dictatorship procedure with the permutation of agents based on

the hierarchical priority classes. Once the top priority class allocation is done, those allo-

cations are removed as they are final. After, allocations are done for the second priority

class refugees, and so on. Instead of individual agents picking their top choice, we have

priority classes of refugees who get their top choice independent of the preferences of

refugees in other priority classes.

In addition to PC no-envy, the requirements of PC fairness and optimality with respect

to PC no-envy and PC fairness for a matching mechanism imply that for any problem P ,

within each priority class the match must be fair. Thus, for the allocation within each

priority class to be fair, the DA must be applied to each priority class. Therefore, since

the DA applied to P with a given πE is the DA with Hierarchical Priority Classes, and

πE is a partition profile, it is equivalent to the DA applied to the top priority class than

the DA applied to the second priority class, and so on, following the given hierarchical

priority class ordering. Therefore, if a mechanism satisfies PC fairness, PC no-envy, and

is optimal with respect to PC fairness and PC no-envy, then it is the DA with Hierarchical

Priority Classes.

Theorem 1. A mechanism satisfies PC fairness, PC no-envy, and is optimal with respect

to PC fairness and PC no-envy if and only if it is the DA with Hierarchical Priority

Classes.

Proof. “If” Part. This follows from the Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 of the equivalence

result in Proposition 1.

“Only If” Part. This is by Proposition 2.
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2.6 Top Stability

I recognize that the imposed priority classes force the countries to change their pref-

erence rankings and this takes us back from the goal of a fair refugee allocation result.

Because of these imposed priorities for the countries which give certain refugees a priority

at each country, I recognize the need to take into account the refugees’ preferences. A

refugee in a lower priority class is always in that priority class. Since priority classes are

mandated on all countries, every refugee in the first priority class is always prioritized

over every refugee in the second priority class. Considering the refugees in lower priority

classes, I give these refugees a better chance at their top ranked country by lifting them

up using their preferences. In order to pursue this I recognize the need to establish weak

stability axioms that rule out certain salient blocking pairs. For interesting relevant no-

tions, which were studied independently and in different contexts, see Pathak and Sönmez

(2013)[45], Dur, Mennle, and Seuken (2018)[20], Afacan, Alioğulları, and Barlo (2015)[3],

and Morrill (2013)[42].

Note that for the definitions of my weak stability axioms it is important to recall

Definition 2.4.6 of blocking pair (r, c) in Section 2.4.

Definition 2.6.1 (Top Stability Axiom). A matching is top stable if it cannot be

blocked with a pair (r, c), where Pr ranks country c first at a fixed preference profile P . A

mechanism is top stable if, for each preference profile P , whenever the matching assigned

to P is blocked by (r, c), Pr does not rank c first.

Definition 2.6.2 (Top PC Fairness Axiom). A matching µ satisfies top PC fairness

if, for every refugee-country (r, c) such that r prefers c to his assignment at µ and is

preferred by c to a refugee r̂ assigned to c at µ,

• either r̂ is in a higher enforced priority class than r,

• or Pr̂ ranks c first and r is not in priority class R1 of country c.
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A mechanism f satisfies top PC fairness if, for every profile P , it assigns a matching µ

that is top PC fair. Note that whenever there is justified envy with respect to r̂, either

r̂ is in a higher enforced class than r with justified envy, or Pr̂ ranks c first and r is not

in top priority class of country c.

In order to accommodate more refugees in lower priority classes by raising them to the

first priority class at their top ranked country, I further weaken the PC fairness axiom.

Therefore, PC fairness axiom implies top PC fairness. Since I make exceptions for these

refugees at their top choice country and to account for their exceptions of gained rank,

I declare blocking pairs that involve such refugees and their top choice country to be

salient and therefore not allowed.

Countries’ combined priority profile is obtained by combining πE and P .

Definition 2.6.3 (Combined Priorities). The combined priority ranking profile for

countries is obtained by combining � and πE, given a certain mechanism that specifies

the combination procedure using refugee preferences P .

Remark. The combined priority profile of countries is dependent on the refugee prefer-

ence profile P . By contrast, the enforced priority profile of countries is independent of

the refugee preference profile P .

Definition 2.6.4 (The Top Prioritization Mechanism).

1. For every refugee r modify πEc by lifting refugee r up to priority class R1 of c, where

c is top-ranked in Pr.

2. Position r within priority class R1 according to �c (i.e., leave all other priority

rankings the same, except for r’s). This leads to the new combined profile πE−top.
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3. Apply the DA to πE−top. This leads to the matching result fDAE−top(P ) of the Top

Prioritization Mechanism fDAE−top at problem P .

Similar to the other notations for the matching outcomes, I use µDAE−top for the matching

result of the Top Prioritization Mechanism fDAE−top at any given problem P .

Furthermore, given an ordering πc, let Sπc (r) denote the upper contour set at r. The,

the upper contour set of refugee r in country c’s profile is the following:

Sπc (r) = {r̂ ∈ R : r̂ πc r }.

Lemma 1. If Pr ranks country c first, then SπE−top

c (r) ⊆ S�c (r).

Proof. Let r and c be such that Pr ranks country c first. Then, r is lifted to R1 in πE−topc .

Fix r̂ ∈ SπE−top

c (r). Then, we have r̂ ∈ R1. Moreover, given the construction of πE−top,

this means that r̂ �c r. Thus, r̂ ∈ S�c (r).

Moreover, the Top Prioritization Mechanism guarantees top stability of µDAE−top at any

P and thus we have the following result.

Theorem 2. The Top Prioritization Mechanism is

1. top stable and

2. top PC fair.

Proof.

1. Top stability: Fix a given preference profile P . For contradiction, suppose the

matching result µDAE−top is not top stable at the given profile P . Then there is a pair (r, c)

blocking µDAE−top with respect to � at P , where refugee r ranks c first at preference profile
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P . Given that the DA is applied to combined profile πE−top, if country c rejects r in

a round, then c is temporarily matched to at least one refugee other than r. Let this

refugee be r̂. Then, this implies r̂ πE−topc r.

Since r ranks c first at preference profile P then r was lifted to priority class R1 by

country c in πE−topc by the Top Prioritization procedure. By Lemma 1, if r is in the top

priority class of πE−topc and r̂ πE−topc r, then r and r̂ are both in the top priority class.

This contradicts the assumption that (r, c) is a blocking pair of µDAE−top with respect to �.

Hence, µDAE−top is top stable.

2. Top PC fairness: Fix a given preference profile P . For contradiction, suppose µDAE−top

is not top PC fair at the given profile P . Then at the given P , there exists a salient pair

(r, c) that blocks µDAE−top with respect to � that is not allowed under top PC fairness

and there is r̂ ∈ R such that r̂ ∈ µDAE−top(c). The violation of the top PC fairness of the

matching result µDAE−top at given P implies four non-trivial cases. We show contradiction

under each case.

Observe first that when refugee r̂ is not in a higher enforced priority class than r who

is assumed to be blocking with c at �, then they are in the same priority class. Albeit

this is trivial, it is still a possibility since the matching result is assumed to be not top PC

fair at the given profile. However, this violates country preferences within same priority

class, which are assumed to be preserved. Hence, this is a contradiction.

Case 1: Suppose Pr̂ does not rank c first and r is in priority class R1 of country c.

Then, either r̂ is in a lower priority class than r, or r̂ is already in R1 and hence both r

and r̂ are in R1 of country c. If r ∈ R1 of c and r̂ is in a lower priority class, then this

contradicts r̂ πE−topc r since r̂ ∈ µDAE−top(c). If both r, r̂ ∈ R1, then it must be that r �c r̂

since for contradiction we assumed the existence of a blocking pair (r, c) with respect to

�. Country preferences are preserved within same priority classes. Hence, r πE−topc r̂.

However, we also have r̂ πE−topc r since r̂ ∈ µDAE−top(c). This is a contradiction.

Case 2: Suppose Pr̂ ranks c first and r is in priority class R1 of country c. Then,
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r, r̂ ∈ R1, then r �c r̂, which is preserved in R1 hence r πE−topc r̂. However, this

contradicts r̂ πE−topc r given r̂ ∈ µDAE−top(c).

Case 3: Suppose Pr̂ does not rank c first and r is not in priority class R1 of country

c. If r̂ is already in mandated class R1, then r̂ πE−topc r, then there is nothing to prove

as µDAE−top is top PC-fair. However, consider otherwise. Then, neither of the two refugee

families are in R1.

Hence, since we assumed µDAE−top is not top PC fair, either r and r̂ are in the same

priority class, or r̂ is in a lower priority class than r. If they are both in the same priority

class, then (r, c) blocking µDAE−top at � implies that r �c r̂, which is preserved in the same

priority class, then r πE−topc r̂. This is a contradiction to r̂ πE−topc r given r̂ ∈ µDAE−top(c).

If r̂ is in a lower priority class than r, then r having envy for r̂ who is in a lower priority

class is a contradiction to PC no-envy property of the match. This is because if r is in a

higher priority class than r̂ then r does not have envy for r̂ at preference profile P .

Case 4: Suppose Pr̂ ranks c first and r is not in priority class R1 of country c. Then

(r, c) is a salient blocking pair that is allowed under top PC fairness. Hence, this is a

contradiction.

Therefore, the Top Prioritization Mechanism is top stable and top PC fair.

Example 3. Consider the given refugee families R = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, countries

C = {a, b, c, d}, quota vector q = (1, 1, 2, 2), and mandated priority classes R1 = {1, 2}

and R2 = {3, 4, 5, 6}. Since countries c and d have two residency quotas each, let there be

two identical copies of country c each with preferences �c and capacity one, and similarly,

let there be two identical copies of d each with �d and capacity one. Allocations that are

underlined are for the matching result µDAE−top of the Top Prioritization Mechanism.
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

d d d d a a
a b c c d d
b c a a c c
c a b b b b

Refugee Preferences P

�a �b �c �d
1 2 3 5
5 1 4 6
6 5 5 3
2 6 6 4
3 3 2 1
4 4 1 2

Country Preferences �

πEa πEb πEc πEd
1 2 2 1
2 1 1 2
5 5 3 5
6 6 4 6
3 3 5 3
4 4 6 4

Enforced Profile πE

πE−topa πE−topb πE−topc πE−topd

1 2 2 3
5 1 1 4
6 5 3 1
2 6 4 2
3 3 5 5
4 4 6 6

Combined Profile πE−top

Observe that P1, P2, P3, and P4 rank country d first, and P5 and P6 rank country a

first. Thus, country d lifts up {1, 2, 3, 4} and country a lifts up 5 and 6 to top priority

class R1. This gives us the combined priority profile πE−top above.

After applying the DA to πE−top and P , we obtain the matching below:

µDAE−top =

 a b c d

1 2 {5, 6} {3, 4}


Observe that the blocking pair set of µDAE−top with respect to � consists of only (5, d) and

(6, d). Since d is not the top choice of either of the refugees 5 and 6, top stability of µDAE−top

is satisfied at the given problem P . Moreover, the reason for refugees 5 and 6 blocking

µDAE−top with country d with respect to � is the loss of country d to refugees 3 and 4 due

to the priority reversal between {5, 6} and {3, 4}. This priority reversal stems from P3

and P4 ranking d as their top choice, and this leads to {3, 4} getting lifted up to the top

priority class of country d and gaining rank over refugees 5 and 6. Therefore, top PC

fairness of µDAE−top is satisfied.
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A mechanism f is strategyproof if for all r ∈ R, for all P ∈ P and all P ′r, fr(P ) Rr

fr(P
′
r, P−r). A coalition L ⊆ R can manipulate matching f(P ) at P if there exists P ′L

such that for all r ∈ L, fr(P ′L, P−L) Pr fr(P ).3

Remark. The Top Prioritization Mechanism is not strategyproof for refugee families.

Proof. Let P be the original refugee preference profile and P ′ as the misreported refugee

preference profile. Let P4 = aP4dP4cP4b such that the only difference between these two

profiles is that refugee 4 misreports her top choice country as d instead of the truthful a.

For simplicity suppose qc = 1 for each c ∈ C. Note that refugee fDAE−top(P )(4) = c, where

fDAE−top(P )(4) is the outcome assigned to refugee 4 by the Top Prioritization Mechanism

fDAE−top at P . Suppose the given priority classes R1 = {1, 2} and R2 = {3, 4}.

P1 P2 P3 P ′4
d d d d
a b c a
b c a c
c a b b

Refugee Preferences P ′

�a �b �c �d
1 2 3 4
4 1 4 3
2 4 2 1
3 3 1 2

Country Preferences �

πEa πEb πEc πEd
1 2 2 1
2 1 1 2
4 4 3 4
3 3 4 3

Enforced Profile πE

πE−top
′

a πE−top
′

b πE−top
′

c πE−top
′

d

1 2 2 4
2 1 1 3
4 4 3 1
3 3 4 2

Combined Priority πE−top
′

After applying the DA to πE−top′ and P ′, we have the matching below:

µDA
′

E−top =

 a b c d

1 2 3 4


Therefore, refugee 4 manipulates the Top Prioritization Mechanism fDAE−top at P since

there exists P ′4 such that fDAE−top(P
′
4, P−4)(4) P4 f

DA
E−top(P )(4). Hence, refugee 4 manipulates

3Alternative notations to fr(P ′L, P−L) and fr(P ) are f(P ′L, P−L)(r) and f(P )(r), respectively.
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by getting her untruthful top choice.

2.7 Credible Stability

Drawing attention to the refugees who are mandated to be in lower priority classes, I

recognize the need and importance of investigating the ways of giving these refugees an

additional chance of increased rank. As I have mentioned, I pursue this by looking at two

different forms of priority profiles. My first form is obtained by the Top Prioritization

Mechanism, which gives these refugees a better chance at their top ranked country. In

this section I study my second form, under which I give these refugees a better chance at

their Deferred Acceptance (DA) matched country. For a relevant mechanism, which was

studied independently and in a different context, see Biró and Gudmundsson (2020)[13].

In contrast to the Top Prioritization Mechanism, I find that the best matching these

refugees can get in a stable matching is their DA match, which shows the importance of

prioritizing these refugees at their DA matched countries. In addition, prioritizing these

refugees at their DA matched countries is more compelling for countries because each

country has to modify their priorities with respect to their quotas less compared to the

Top Prioritization Mechanism. This is because under the Top Prioritization Mechanism

it is possible that some countries do not have to modify the priority orders as much as

the popular countries. For example, unpopular countries for settlement, such as Poland,

are less likely to be top ranked by refugees. These countries will have fewer refugees to

move up to their top priority class. Whereas, popular countries, such as Germany, may

have to modify their priority rankings much more. If all refugees rank Germany as their

top choice, then all refugees will be moved up to top priority class of Germany. Within

class, Germany will rank according to its own preferences based on its points system. If

a country is popular, then that country needs to make a lot of changes to its priority

ordering, which then deviates more from the mandated priority classes.

I start by providing the definition of a credible blocking pair to build the new weak
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stability axiom. Here, I would like to remind the readers again that the matching result

of the DA ran with � and P is denoted by µDA.

Definition 2.7.1 (Credible Blocking Pair). A pair blocking a matching µ is credible

if it is matched under µDA.

A pair blocking a matching µ is non-credible if it is not matched under µDA.

Definition 2.7.2 (Credible Stability Axiom). A matching is credibly stable if it

cannot be blocked with a credible blocking pair at a given P . A mechanism is credibly

stable if, for each preference profile P , whenever the matching assigned to P is blocked

by (r, c), (r, c) is not a credible blocking pair at P .

Definition 2.7.3 (Credible PC Fairness Axiom). A matching µ satisfies credible

PC fairness at a particular profile P if, for every refugee-country pair (r, c) such that r

prefers c to his assignment at µ and is preferred by c to a refugee r̂ assigned to c at µ,

• either r̂ is in a higher enforced priority class than r,

• or r̂ ∈ µDA(c) at P and r is not in priority class R1 of country c.

A mechanism f satisfies credible PC fairness if, for every profile P , it assigns a matching

µ that is credibly PC fair. Note that whenever there is justified envy with respect to r̂,

either r̂ is in a higher enforced class than r with justified envy, or r̂ ∈ µDA(c) at P and r

is not in top priority class of country c.

In order to accommodate more refugees in lower priority classes by raising them to the

first priority class at their DA matched country, I further weaken the PC fairness axiom.

Therefore, PC fairness axiom implies credible PC fairness. Since I make exceptions for

these refugees at their DA matched country and to account for their exceptions of gained

rank, I declare blocking pairs that involve such refugees and their DA matched country

to be salient and not allowed. In addition, credible stability implies credible PC fairness.

We can see this in Example 4.
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Definition 2.7.4 (The DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism).

1. For every refugee r, modify πEc by lifting refugee r up to priority class R1 of c,

where r ∈ µDA(c).

2. Position r within priority class R1 according to �c (i.e., leave all other priority

rankings the same, except for r’s). This leads to the new combined profile πE−DA.

3. Apply the DA to πE−DA. This leads to the matching result fDAE−DA(P ) of the DA-

Match Prioritization Mechanism fDAE−DA at problem P .

Similar to my other notations for the matching outcomes, I use µDAE−DA for the matching

result of the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism fDAE−DA at any given problem P .

Unlike the Top Prioritization Mechanism, each country’s DA matched refugees get lifted

up to priority class R1. Under the Top Prioritization Mechanism, only the top-ranked

countries lift refugees up to their priority class R1. However, now I lift DA matched

refugees up to their DA matched country’s priority class R1. The key distinction is that

it is the DA-match that is used to move refugees up, which is an assignment, unlike the

top choices. Thus, each country gets to lift up her DA matched refugees.

Lemma 2. If r ∈ µDA(c), then SπE−DA

c (r) ⊆ S�c (r).

Proof. Let r and c be such that r ∈ µDA(c). Then, r is lifted to R1 in πE−DAc . Fix

r̂ ∈ SπE−DA

c (r). Then, we have r̂ ∈ R1. Moreover, given the construction of πE−DA, this

means that r̂ �c r. Thus, r̂ ∈ S�c (r).

Lemma 3. µDA is stable with respect to the priority profile πE−DA.
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Proof. For contradiction, suppose there is a pair (r, c) blocking µDA with respect to

πE−DA. Let r be one of the |µDA(c̄)| refugees matched to c̄. That is, let r ∈ µDA(c̄).

Then, c Pr c̄. Let r̂ be one of the |µDA(c)| refugees matched to c. That is, let r̂ ∈ µDA(c).

Then, r πE−DAc r̂. Thus, r ∈ Sπ
E−DA

c (r̂), and Lemma 2 implies that r ∈ S�c (r̂). Then

(r, c) is also blocking µDA with respect to �, which is a contradiction, since µDA is stable

at �.

Lemma 3 can occur under two cases: µDA is stable with respect πE−DA either by

simply being equal to µDAE−DA or when these two matches differ. Through the DA-Match

Prioritization Mechanism, we have either µDAE−DA = µDA implying µDA is still stable with

respect to πE−DA and even µDAE−DA is stable with respect to �. Or, µDAE−DA 6= µDA, where

µDA is still stable with respect to πE−DA, and µDAE−DA Pareto dominates µDA for refugees,

which I prove in the next theorem.

Remark. When µDAE−DA coincides with µDA, then both µDA and µDAE−DA are stable with

respect to both � and πE−DA.

Definition 2.7.5 (Weak Pareto Domination). A mechanism f weakly Pareto dom-

inates another mechanism g if for every P , the matching assigned to f weakly Pareto

dominates the matching assigned to g.

Theorem 3. The DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism weakly Pareto dominates the DA

at P for the refugees.

Whenever the matching results do not coincide at a particular profile P , then the DA-

Match Prioritization Mechanism leads to a matching µDAE−DA that Pareto dominates µDA

for refugees.

Proof. From Gale and Shapley’s (1962) optimality result, we know the refugee-proposing
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DA-Match Prioritization leads to the refugee-optimal stable matching with respect to

πE−DA. Since µDAE−DA is the refugee-optimal stable matching at πE−DA and matching

µDA is also stable with respect to πE−DA by Lemma 3, if µDAE−DA 6= µDA, then µDAE−DA

Pareto dominates µDA with respect to P .

Furthermore, by Knuth’s (1976)[38] polarity result, we know that the refugees’ pref-

erences P and the combined profile for the countries πE−DA are opposed to each other

on the set of stable matchings. Thus, if µ and µ′ are stable matchings, then all refugees

like µ at least as well as µ′ if and only if all countries like µ′ at least as well as µ. Intu-

itively, the best stable matching for one side is the worst stable matching for the other

side. Thus, the refugee-optimal stable matching is the worst stable matching for countries

(country-pessimal), and the country-optimal stable matching is the worst stable matching

for refugees (refugee-pessimal). Therefore, using Knuth’s (1976)[38] polarity result and

by Lemma 3, I observe that when µDAE−DA is different than µDA, we have the matching

µDAE−DA that is the country-pessimal stable matching with respect to πE−DA. Thus, from

the point of view of countries, µDA, which is stable at πE−DA, Pareto dominates µDAE−DA

at πE−DA.

Moreover, the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism leads to a matching µDAE−DA that

satisfies credible stability. Recall that a credible blocking pair is a pair that is matched

under µDA.

Theorem 4. The DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism is

1. credibly stable and

2. credibly PC fair.

Proof.

1. Credible stability: Fix a given preference profile P . Suppose µDAE−DA 6= µDA. For
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contradiction, suppose the matching result µDAE−DA is not credibly stable at the given

profile P . Then there is a pair (r, c) blocking µDAE−DA with respect to � that is matched

under µDA. Let r be one of the |µDAE−DA(c̄)| refugees matched to c̄ under the DA-Match

Prioritization Mechanism. That is, r ∈ µDAE−DA(c̄). We know µDAE−DA 6= µDA and c 6= c̄.

Thus, by Theorem 3, c̄ Pr c. This contradicts the assumption that (r, c) is a blocking

pair of the matching µDAE−DA with respect to �, given the profile P .

2. Credible PC fairness: Fix a given preference profile P . For contradiction, suppose

µDAE−DA does not satisfy credible PC fairness at P . Then at the given P , there exists

a pair (r, c) blocking µDAE−DA with respect to � that is not allowed under credible PC

fairness and there exists r̂ ∈ R such that r̂ ∈ µDAE−DA(c). The violation of the credible PC

fairness of the matching result µDAE−DA at given P implies four non-trivial cases. We show

contradiction under each case when there is a salient blocking pair that is not allowed

under the weak fairness axiom of credible PC fairness.

Observe first that when refugee r̂ is not in a higher enforced priority class than r who

is assumed to be blocking with c at �, then they are in the same priority class. Albeit

this is trivial, it is still a possibility since the matching result is assumed to be not top PC

fair at the given profile. However, this violates country preferences within same priority

class, which are assumed to be preserved. Hence, this is a contradiction.

Case 1: Suppose r̂ 6∈ µDA(c) at given P and r is in top priority class R1 of country c.

Then, either r̂ is in a lower priority class than r, or r̂ is already in top priority class R1

and hence they are both in R1 of country c. If r ∈ R1 of c and r̂ is in a lower priority

class, then this contradicts r̂ πE−DAc r since r̂ ∈ µDAE−DA(c). If both r, r̂ ∈ R1, then r �c r̂

and thus should be preserved in R1. Then r πE−DAc r̂. However, this contradicts r̂ πE−DAc

r given r̂ ∈ µDAE−DA(c).

Case 2: Suppose r̂ ∈ µDA(c) at P and r is in priority class R1 of country c. Then,

r, r̂ ∈ R1, and we know r �c r̂, but this contradicts r̂ πE−DAc r.

Case 3: Suppose r̂ 6∈ µDA(c) at P and r is not in priority class R1 of country c. If r̂
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is already in mandated class R1, then r̂ πE−DAc r and thus there is nothing to prove as

µDAE−DA is credibly PC-fair. However, consider otherwise. Then, neither of the two refugee

families are in R1.

Hence, since we assumed µDAE−DA is not credible PC fair, either r and r̂ are in the same

priority class or r̂ is in a lower priority class than r. If they are both in the same priority

class, then (r, c) blocking µDAE−DA at � implies that r �c r̂, which is preserved in the same

priority class, hence r πE−DAc r̂. This is a contradiction to r̂ πE−DAc r given r̂ ∈ µDAE−DA(c).

If r̂ is in a lower priority class than r, then r having envy for r̂ who is in a lower priority

class is a contradiction to the PC no-envy property of the match. This is because if r is

in a higher priority class than r̂ then r does not have envy for r̂ at P .

Case 4: r̂ ∈ µDA(c) at P and r is not in priority class R1 of country c. Then, (r, c)

is a salient blocking pair that is allowed under credible PC fairness. Hence, this is a

contradiction.

Therefore, the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism satisfies credible stability and cred-

ible PC fairness.

Example 4. Consider the given refugeesR = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, countries C = {a, b, c, d},

and mandated priority classes R1 = {1, 2, 5, 6} and R2 = {3, 4, 7, 8}. This is an exam-

ple to demonstrate the case where the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism leads to a

matching µDAE−DA that does not coincide with µDA. Suppose q = (2, 2, 2, 2). Allocations

that are double-underlined are for µDAE−DA, which is obtained from applying the DA to P

and πE−DA. Allocations that are underlined are for µDA. Allocations that are marked in

bold are when µDAE−DA coincides with µDA. Note that . indicates any arbitrary ranking.
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

d d d a d d d a
a b c d a b c d
b c a c b c a c
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .

Refugee Preferences P

�a �b �c �d
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
4 1 2 3
8 5 6 7
2 3 1 1
6 7 5 2
3 4 4 5
7 8 8 6

Country Preferences �

πEa πEb πEc πEd
1 2 2 1
5 6 6 2
2 1 1 5
6 5 5 6
4 3 3 4
8 7 7 8
3 4 4 3
7 8 8 7

Enforced Profile πE

πE−DAa πE−DAb πE−DAc πE−DAd

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
2 1 2 1
6 5 6 2
4 3 1 5
8 7 5 6
3 4 4 3
7 8 8 7
Combined Profile πE−DA

After applying the DA to πE−DA and P , we get:

µDAE−DA =

 a b c d

{4, 5} {2, 6} {3, 7} {1, 8}



µDA =

 a b c d

{1, 5} {2, 6} {3, 7} {4, 8}


Applying the DA to P and πE−DA gives the refugee-optimal stable matching µDAE−DA

at πE−DA. The two matching results above are different from each other. Looking at P ,

observe that µDAE−DA Pareto dominates µDA for refugees. At P , refugees 1 and 4 are better

off under the matching µDAE−DA. Note that (3, d) and (7, d) are the only pairs blocking

µDAE−DA with respect to �. Since (3, d) and (7, d) are not matched in µDA, they are not

credible. Then, these blocking pairs are allowed to exist under the weak stability of

credible stability. Thus, the matching µDAE−DA is credibly stable. In addition, the reason

for refugees 3 and 7 blocking µDAE−DA with respect to � is the loss of country d to refugee 1
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due to the priority class reversals between 1 and 3, and 1 and 7. These priority reversals

stem from the discrepancy between πE and �. That is, 1 is in a higher enforced priority

class than 3 and 7 in πE, which leads to the following reversal: 3 �d 1 versus 1 πEd 3 and

7 �d 1 versus 1 πEd 7. Therefore, µDAE−DA is credibly PC fair because it is PC fair.

In this example, we can also see that credible stability implies credible PC fairness.

Notice that none of the blocking pairs (3, d) and (7, d) are matched under the DA. In

the combined profile πE−DA refugees are already moved up to top priority class of their

DA-matched countries. Therefore, the priority reversal between refugees {3, 7} and 1

is due to the mandated priority classes, i.e., difference between the mandated profile of

countries πE and country preferences �. Refugees 3 and 7 have justified envy for 1 since

1 is enforced above these other two refugees in πE. These blocking pairs are then allowed

under PC fairness, and PC fairness implies credible PC fairness.

Remark. The DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism is not strategyproof for refugee fam-

ilies.

Proof. The matching assigned by the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism Pareto-dominates

the matching made by the DA at each preference profile. Thus, by Kesten (2006)[36] and

Ergin (2002)[25], or Kesten and Kurino (2019)[37], the DA-Match Prioritization Mecha-

nism cannot be strategyproof.4

2.8 Conclusion

In order to bring the chaotic stream of refugees under control, one potential solution
4Kesten (2006)[36] or Kesten and Kurino (2019)[37] are more relevant here, since there are no outside

options for refugees in the present setting. Note that this holds also by Abdulkadiroğlu, Pathak, Roth
(2009)[1] (also by Alva and Manjunath (2019)[6]), however they require refugees have an outside option.
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for countries is to participate in a centralized matching mechanism. However, not all

countries can be persuaded to participate in a centralized computerized matching mech-

anism. There is an urgent need to overcome the political impasse preventing countries

from participating in accountability-sharing in the international refugee crisis and find-

ing solutions to the European refugee crisis. In this study, by defining and investigating

a country acceptance problem, I design two new matching mechanisms: the Top Pri-

oritization Mechanism and the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism. I base these new

mechanisms on the priority class hierarchy that I propose using the UNHCR humani-

tarian principles and guidelines. Both of these mechanisms are to be implemented as

a centralized and computerized refugee matching system to match refugee families to

countries. I contribute to the literature by having the country preferences alongside the

UNHCR-mandated hierarchical priority classes of refugees. That is, with the two new

mechanisms in this study, I contribute to the literature by proposing methodologies to rec-

oncile country preferences and the UNHCR-mandated hierarchical priority classes while

maintaining the good stability and fairness properties. I recognize the importance of ex-

plicitly analysing countries’ preferences simultaneously with the prioritization of refugees

enforced on countries. I conduct an axiomatic and fair allocation analysis with a focus

on the stability and fairness of the two new matching mechanisms.

Having two kinds of ranking profiles for countries, the mandated priority profile versus

the preference profile, allows me to study the real world predicaments associated with the

refugee relocation problem. I capture how the difference between the two ranking profiles

creates blocking pairs of countries and refugees due to the mandated hierarchical priority

classes. I weaken the stability axiom, since a mechanism that is stable with respect

to a mandated profile may no longer be stable with respect to countries’ preferences

leading to potential blocking pairs of countries and refugees. With the Top Prioritization

Mechanism, I provide an additional chance for refugees who are mandated in lower priority

classes and therefore face the risk of being stuck in lower priority classes, by prioritizing

these refugees at their top-choice country. I show that the Top Prioritization Mechanism

is top stable and top PC fair. With the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism, I provide
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an additional chance for refugees who are mandated in lower priority classes, by lifting

these refugees up to the first priority class of their DA matched country. I show that the

DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism is credibly stable and credibly PC fair. I also find

that for refugees, the DA-Match Prioritization Mechanism weakly Pareto dominates the

DA. Furthermore, I recognize the importance of persuading countries to participate in a

centralized refugee matching mechanism. I believe that a priority class-based approach

with no imposed category-specific (e.g., PC-specific) set-aside reserve quotas may be more

attractive in terms of increasing countries’ willingness and incentive to participate in

solving the refugee matching problem. Beyond the refugee relocation context, the results

of this study have other policy applications, such as centralized college admissions, the

design of public school choice systems, and immigration.
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Chapter 3

Targeted Priority Reserve Policies

3.1 Introduction

Affirmative action policy limits the number of admitted majority students to give minority

students a better chance to be represented at universities. The literature on matching with

an affirmative action policy demonstrates that simply restricting the number of majority

students who can be admitted by a university, as first introduced by Abdulkadiroǧlu and

Sönmez (2003)[2] and later examined by Kojima (2012)[39], can easily cause inefficiency,

since some university seats may remain unfilled if there are not enough minority applicants

to fill all the reserved minority seats, given that majority students who desire empty

seats are not allowed to get them. Hafalir et al. (2013)[30] propose an affirmative action

policy with minority reserves, the DA-MiR (Deferred Acceptance with Minority Reserves)

mechanism, which is a Deferred Acceptance mechanism with a quota set aside at each

university to prioritize minority students.

Hafalir et al. (2013)[30] demonstrate that the DA-MiR mechanism does not strictly

limit the number of majority students who can be admitted and show that their mecha-

nism leads to a Pareto-improvement over the previously studied majority quota policies,

remedying the inefficiency. Further theoretical studies of affirmative action include Ehlers
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et al. (2014)[23] and Doǧan (2016)[16]. Many of the studied mechanisms are Deferred

Acceptance mechanisms with choice functions, which are explored in general by Ehlers

and Klaus (2016[24]). Related studies of choice functions that are useful for understand-

ing matching with a priority treatment are Echenique and Yenmez (2015)[22], Chambers

and Yenmez (2017[14]) and Doǧan et al. (2019)[17].1

The DA-MiR mechanism of Hafalir et al. (2013)[30] gives higher priority to minority

students up to the reserved number of seats, but this quota can only be exceeded by the

minority students if they no longer enjoy a preferential treatment at the university and

can all qualify without the reserve policy, effectively putting a cap on minority student

admission numbers. This matching mechanism serves the goal of minority representation

well, given its attractive stability and incentive properties. However, if the primary goal

is not representation but to help prioritize a group of typically disadvantaged agents, such

as children with disabilities or refugee families in war zones, who may not be matched

otherwise to highly-ranked entities or may not be matched at all, then the DA-MiR

mechanism is less appealing.

To serve the goal of effective priority treatment (what we refer to as “protection” in

short), we propose an alternative matching mechanism with targeted priority reserves, the

DA-TPR mechanism (Deferred Acceptance with Targeted Priority Reserves), along with

a corresponding new stability concept, which capture the objective of targeting agents

in the priority group (the “priority agents”) who are in need, while recognizing that not

all priority agents may need help. This allows for a higher number of priority agents

to be matched to an entity than the quota set aside for them, which is desirable when

the objective is not representation or diversity, as in affirmative action, and “overrep-

resentation” is not an issue. The DA-TPR mechanism fills the unreserved positions of

the entities (e.g., countries or schools) first, based on a general competition of all agents

regardless of their priority status. This gives an opportunity to priority agents to get

accepted by entities on their own right, without using up reserved positions. Only after
1For additional literature, see Fleiner (2003)[26], Hatfield and Milgrom (2005)[32], Hatfield and

Kominers (2016)[31], and Aygün and Turhan (2020)[11].
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the unreserved positions are filled do entities target priority group agents who are indeed

in need of preferential treatment and fill the reserved positions. This is the exact reverse

of the DA-MiR mechanism which fills the reserved positions first, which may lead to a

situation where already qualified priority agents take up most of the reserved positions,

making the priority treatment policy unhelpful.

For example, when refugees from war zones (such as Syria) are to be matched to

countries which set aside a quota of reserved slots for such refugees to help them, if many

Syrian refugee families qualify for a particular country, say Germany, without relying

on their priority status, then they may take up most (or even all) the set-aside slots,

rendering the priority treatment policy ineffective. If the qualified Syrian refugee families

were allowed to be matched to Germany without using up the set-aside slots, then other

Syrian refugee families that would not qualify otherwise would be able to use the reserved

asylum slots. Thus, the number of refugees from war zones would exceed the quota set by

a country by the number of qualified war-zone refugees who did not need take up reserved

positions, while all reserved positions would go to (or “target”) those war-zone refugees

who need prioritizing to be accepted by this country. A targeted reserve policy may be

applicable to any situation where a disadvantaged group is granted preferential treatment

but some members of this group do not require this treatment since they qualify without

their priority status, provided that the main objective is not representation or diversity,

such as affirmative action for visible or ethnic minorities, but rather to help those priority

agents who are in need of preferential treatment.

Our proposed targeted priority reserve policy, the DA-TPR mechanism, may promote

diversity, but does not aim for representation, and when applying this mechanism the

number of set-aside positions at each entity should reflect how many priority agents are to

be actually prioritized by the entity, not how many priority agents are to be matched to

the entity. In other words, when using the DA-TPR mechanism appropriately, the reserve

quota should be set according to the number of priority agents who are to be matched

to the entity who would not be matched to it without the priority reserve policy. Let us
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emphasize that our proposal is not equivalent to simply increasing the reserve quotas,

rather, it advocates using a mechanism that corresponds to the objective of the priority

policy. The DA-MiR mechanism is to be used when we want to make sure that a certain

number of priority agents is matched to an entity and set the reserve quota accordingly,

serving the purpose of representation. By contrast, the DA-TPR mechanism is to be used

when we want to make sure that a certain number of priority agents is effectively helped

by the priority policy, regardless of whether more priority agents are matched to an entity

than its reserve quota, and we set the number of reserved positions accordingly. Indeed,

if the DA-MiR or a similar representation policy is used inappropriately in a situation

where the main goal is protection, were the designer to switch to the correct DA-TPR

policy the reserve quotas may often be reduced, and this policy would still result in a

more effective priority treatment than the inappropriate DA-MiR mechanism if there are

significant numbers of highly-qualified priority agents. In a broader view, the DA-MiR

and DA-TPR mechanisms can be seen as the two extreme members of a class of matching

mechanisms that allow for all sequences of reserved and unreserved positions, and we also

study this large family of mechanisms, which we call DA-SPR (Deferred Acceptance with

Sequential Priority Reserves) mechanisms.

The idea of changing the sequencing of the reserved and unreserved positions when

filling positions to achieve different results is not new. The effects of different sequencing

(the “precedence order”) have been studied previously in the school choice context by

Dur et al. (2018[19]), (2020)[21]) in different models from ours, examining specific school

choice reserve policies in Boston and Chicago respectively. In our model we have two ex-

ogenously given sets of agents, priority agents and non-priority agents, while in Dur et al.

(2018)[19] each school has a reserve-eligible population, and in Dur et al. (2020)[21] each

student belongs to a specific socio-economic tier and has a composite score which serves

as a basis for prioritization. Dur et al. (2020)[21] presents the first optimality results for

precedence policies in the framework of matching with slot-specific priorities. The model

they study is based on a continuum model version of the matching with slot-specific pri-

orities model introduced by Kominers and Sönmez (2016)[40]. The two applied school
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choice papers [19] and [21] study school-level selection only, and consequently do not use

stability concepts or study the properties of entire matching mechanisms, which is the

main subject of our paper. Apart from their empirical analyses, the theoretical results fo-

cus on studying small changes in the sequencing of a school’s choice function by switching

adjacent positions in the school’s precedence order, which allows for unambiguous com-

parisons. Dur et al. (2018)[19] points out that switching the precedence order position of

a reserve slot of a school with the position of an open slot following it, while fixing the

other precedence order positions, weakly increases the number of reserve eligible students

chosen by the school from a given pool of students. We examine more comprehensive

criteria for selection sequences and establish the equivalence of three related concepts

of comparability and consistency for the selection of priority agents (Theorem 12) for

DA-SPR entity-level selection rules. These results serve as a foundation for comparing

DA-SPR matching mechanisms (Theorem 14), since we study primarily entire matching

mechanisms, similarly to Hafalir et al. (2013)[30], along with new stability concepts, and

analyze their stability, efficiency, and incentive properties.

Another major difference from the previous two school choice studies that consider

precedence orders is that both [19] and [21] view the specific sequencing as merely a means

of affecting the number of accepted prioritized students. In this paper we argue, on the

other hand, that different precedence orders correspond to different policy goals, namely

representation versus protection, and that the latter objective is served by “targeting”

priority agents who need priority treatment. In our approach the DA-MiR mechanism

can be seen as the least targeted priority policy, since it selects agents for all reserved

positions up front, before filling the unreserved positions, thereby giving reserved positions

to agents who would qualify without taking up a reserved position. At the other extreme,

the DA-TPR mechanism that we propose emerges as the most targeted priority policy,

since it selects first from the general agent pool to fill the unreserved positions, allowing

for qualified priority agents to take unreserved positions, and then it fills the reserved

positions from the remaining lower-ranked priority agents.
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Our motivation is also different from that of the previous papers which study specific

school choice designs. Our main inspiration to identify and study the difference between

the goals of representation and protection, and the consequences of this difference for

designing a priority policy, comes from the refugee matching problem (see Jones and

Teytelboym (2016[34], 2017[35], Andersson and Ehlers (2020)[7], and Van Basshuysen

(2017)[59]). The shift from representation to protection is particularly important in the

refugee protection context, since representation is not an issue for refugee settlement, but

helping those refugee families that are in need of extra protection, for example refugees

from war zones, is very relevant for designing a centralized refugee matching mechanism

to solve the host country choice problem of refugee families (Sayedahmed (2017)[51],

(2018)[52]). Sayedahmed (2018)[52] studies the design of a centralized refugee matching

mechanism with priority classes, where refugee families in danger zones and/or with a

long waiting period would be prioritized over others. In this context it is irrelevant

to track which priority class the refugee families come from, and overrepresentation or

underrepresentation of refugees from a particular priority class is not a matter of concern

for countries, while the protection of refugee families from danger zones is. The protection

goal is particularly appropriate during an emergency situation such as the Syrian refugee

crisis, since it is not just a matter of matching Syrian refugee families to more desirable

countries, but also whether we can match them to any country at all, given the shortage

of resettlement opportunities, which may literally be a matter of life and death.

In this paper, which is meant to be a first theoretical study of mechanisms with dif-

ferent precedence orders serving different policy goals in a simple setting, we show that

the DA-TPR mechanism retains the positive features of the DA-MiR mechanism. We

prove that it satisfies our new stability concept called protection-stability, and that the

DA-TPR mechanism is the optimal protection-stable mechanism (Theorem 5). We also

prove that the DA-TPR mechanism, just like the DA-MiR mechanism, is weakly group-

strategyproof, along with the entire class of DA-SPR mechanisms (Theorem 10). We

also establish characterization results for the two main mechanisms: the DA-TPR is the

only strategyproof mechanism that is protection-stable (Theorem 6), while the DA-MiR is
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the only strategyproof mechanism that is representation-stable (Theorem 7). Protection-

stability is our new stability concept which aims for effective preferential treatment, and

representation-stability corresponds to the stability concept with minority reserves intro-

duced by Hafalir et al. (2013)[30]. Regarding their respective policy impact, we demon-

strate that if agents have the same preferences over entities and entities have the same

ranking over agents then the DA-TPR outcome weakly Pareto-dominates the DA-MiR

outcome for priority agents (Theorem 14). Although there may be correlation among

agent preferences and entity rankings in many real-life matching applications, we focus

on homogeneous profiles primarily because they provide a benchmark that allows us to

compare the two matching mechanisms which are not comparable in general for arbitrary

(“noisy”) profiles (Theorem 13). The comparison that we obtain based on the benchmark

homogeneous profiles demonstrates that the DA-TPR mechanism increases the welfare

of the priority group when compared to the DA-MiR mechanism, without increasing the

reserve quotas. It is also clear that at the entity-selection level the DA-TPR mechanism

unambiguously favors priority agents compared to the DA-MiR mechanism (Theorem 12),

keeping in mind that preferential treatment is only provided for the set-aside reserved

positions, guaranteeing the rights of the non-priority group.

The broader family of DA-SPR mechanisms that we study includes arbitrary prece-

dence orders specified for each entity, and thus each member of this family is associated

with a different set of selection rules for the entities. We explore this class of mecha-

nisms and study their comparability in terms of their policy impact both at the entity

level and at the level of the entire mechanism (Theorems 12, 13, and 14). We ob-

tain the following characterization as our main result: a matching mechanism satisfies a

weak reserve-stability axiom (weaker than both protection-stability and representation-

stability) and strategyproofness if and only if it is a DA-SPR rule (Theorem 11). In

addition, we show that DA-SPR rules are constrained efficient (Theorem 9) and weakly

group-strategyproof (Theorem 10). These results demonstrate the importance of this

family of priority treatment policies. We also identify and study a special subset of the

family of DA-SPR mechanisms, the Split DA-SPR mechanisms, which stand out due to
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their transparency. These mechanisms offer a range of explicit policies between the two

extremes of the DA-MiR and DA-TPR policies and represent a compromise between the

two by dividing the reserved positions into non-targeted and targeted reserved positions,

with the non-targeted reserved positions at the beginning of the sequence (as in the DA-

MiR) and the targeted positions at the end of the sequence (as in the DA-TPR). It is

easy to understand the policy goal behind these mechanisms, as opposed to arbitrary

mixed sequences which would be difficult to justify for practical purposes due to their

ambiguous priority treatment policies. Therefore, we recommend adopting a policy from

the class of Split DA-SPR mechanisms which allow for clarity and flexibility when select-

ing a priority reserve policy, enabling the policy designer not only to set the number of

reserved positions but also to determine the extent to which the priority policy is to be

targeted at agents who need preferential treatment at each entity.

Finally, in addition to the school choice studies on preference orders, there are also

several recent working papers that study various applications of affirmative action with

reserved positions, which were written simultaneously with our paper and further demon-

strate the relevance of our theoretical inquiry. Sönmez and Yenmez (2019) [56] study

India’s Supreme Court mandated procedure. They highlight that while a candidate can

never lose a position to a less meritorious candidate from her own group, she can lose a

position to a less meritorious candidate from a higher-privilege group. By studying choice

rules that eliminate justified envy, they propose an alternative choice rule that resolves

this deficiency. For additional literature on minority reserves in different contexts, see

Aygün and Turhan (2017)[9], Aygün and Turhan (2020)[10], and Aygün and Bó (2020)[8].

In addition, Pathak et al. (2020)[44] study the 2019 H-1B visa allocation rule adopted by

the Trump administration which maximizes the rate of high-skill awards and minimizes

the rate of low-skill awards. They study visa allocation rules as functions of a given set

of applicants, and by fixing the applicant set they focus their inquiry on the properties

of matchings. Another study on choice rules is Sönmez and Yenmez (2019)[57] which

examines overlapping reserves. Sönmez and Yenmez (2019)[55] study the constitutional

implementation of reservation policies in India, and is somewhat more related to our
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study. They propose a new mechanism based on the Deferred Acceptance mechanism

with an adapted choice function for heterogeneous positions as an improvement over the

currently used Supreme-Court-mandated procedure that implements reservations when

the positions are homogeneous. This paper is the first to propose a mechanism to im-

plement both vertical and horizontal reservations in India which involves heterogeneous

positions, that is, where the applicants apply for distinct institutions simultaneously.

Lastly, Pathak et al. (2020)[46] study the fair allocation of vaccines, ventilators, and

antiviral treatments, and provides a precedence order comparative static analysis as part

of a sequential reserve matching. Some of their results, along with some of the findings

in Dur et al. (2018)[19] and Dur et al. (2020)[21], are related to our Theorem 12, which is

the only theorem that we have on choice rules (or entity selection rules, as we call them),

as opposed to matching mechanisms. Pathak et al. (2020)[46] also study matching results

and find that a matching result complies with eligibility requirements, is non-wasteful,

and respects priorities if, and only if, it is DA-induced. All these recent papers are quite

specific to the particular application they study, while our aim is to provide some fun-

damental insights in a simple and more abstract setting. On the whole, these studies

demonstrate that there are many interesting real-life allocation problems that can be ad-

dressed using priority reserve positions, and support our view that preferential treatment

policies are important and worthwhile to study using a more theoretical approach as well.

3.2 Model with Priority Reserves

A matching market with priority reserves is defined by the following components.

1. A finite set of agents N .

2. A priority group N+ ⊂ N . We call N0 = N \ N+ the non-priority group.

Thus, N = N+∪N0. We will refer to agents in the priority group as priority agents

for short, and to agents in the non-priority group as non-priority agents.

3. A finite set of entities E.
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4. Each entity e ∈ E has a capacity qe > 0, which is the number of available positions

at entity e. Let q ≡ (qe)e∈E.

5. Reserved positions. Let qe = qre + que , where qre ≥ 0 denotes the number of

reserved positions for the priority group N+, and que ≥ 0 is the number of unreserved

positions at e. Let qr ≡ (qre)e∈E and qu ≡ (que )e∈E. In order to rule out uninteresting

cases and simplify the exposition, we assume that at least one entity has at least

one reserved position, and each entity has at least one unreserved position.

6. Each i ∈ N has strict preferences Pi are over E ∪ {i}. Agents may not find all

entities acceptable, and ranking an entity below i indicates that the entity is not

acceptable.

7. Each e ∈ E has a strict (priority) ranking �e over N . Entities are not consid-

ered active agents with their exogeneously given priorities over agents, similarly to

schools in the school choice model of Abdulkadiroǧlu and Sönmez (2003). Thus,

when considering efficiency and incentives, we only consider the agents’ side. We

will refer to the entity priorities from now on as entity rankings in order to avoid

any confusion in the terminology between entity priorities and the fixed set of pri-

ority agents N+.

Let P ≡ (Pi)i∈N denote a preference profile for the agents and let P be the set of

preference profiles. Let �≡ (�e)e∈E denote an entity ranking profile and let Π be the

set of entity ranking profiles. Then a market is defined by 〈N,N+, E, q, qr, P,�〉. Given

fixed N,N+, E, q, qr and �, a market is determined by a preference profile P . Although

we fix the entity ranking profile �∈ Π, we indicate it explicitly throughout the paper

and work with a profile (P,�) consisting of a preference profile P ∈ P and the fixed

entity ranking profile �.

We will also need the following notation concerning the preferences. Let Ri denote the

weak preferences of agent i ∈ N associated with Pi. Since preferences are assumed to be

strict, eRie
′ means that either ePie′ or e = e′. We will write Pi ∈ (e) if agent i ranks
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entity e first, Pi ∈ (e, e′) if agent i ranks entity e first and entity e′ second, and so on.

Then, for example, Pi ∈ (e, i) indicates that agent i finds only entity e acceptable. The

preferences of a coalition S ⊆ N in preference profile P are denoted by PS. We denote

the preference profile of all the agents except for i by P−i, and the preference profile of

all the agents except the agents in coalition L by P−L.

In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that for all e ∈ E, |N+| > qe and

|N0| > qe. These are mild assumptions which are easily satisfied in most applications

and allow us to ignore some unimportant special cases in which there are too few agents.

Matching. A solution to a problem is a matching µ which is a function from N to E∪N

such that, for every agent i ∈ N , µ(i) ∈ E ∪ {i}, where µ(i) = e means that agent i is

matched to entity e and µ(i) = i means that agent i is unmatched. We will refer to µ(i)

as agent i’s assignment in µ. With a slight abuse of notation we denote that set of agents

matched to i in matching µ by µe, and hence require that µe ⊆ N such that |µe| ≤ qe.

LetM denote the set of matchings.

A matching µ Pareto-dominates matching ν at preference profile P ∈ P if for all

agents i ∈ N, µiRiνi, and there exists agent j ∈ N such that µjPjνj. A matching µ

weakly Pareto-dominates matching ν at preference profile P if either µ Pareto-dominates

ν or µ = ν.

Matching mechanism. A (matching) mechanism is a function f : P →M that assigns

a matching to each preference profile P ∈ P . Given the fixed entity ranking profile �∈ Π,

we can also write that a mechanism assigns a matching to profile (P,�) for all P ∈ P .2

A mechanism f Pareto-dominates mechanism g for N ′ ⊆ N if for all preference profiles

P ∈ P , fN ′(P ) weakly Pareto-dominates gN ′(P ), and there exists P̃ ∈ P such that

fN ′(P̃ ) 6= gN ′(P̃ ).
2Alternatively, we could also define a mechanism for all �∈ Π, so that f : (P ×Π)→M. All of our

results hold for this broader definition of a mechanism, except for Theorem 11.
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3.3 Stability Axioms

Our analysis is focused on stability with priority reserves, and we collect the definitions

of our key stability concepts in this section. Let us first recall some standard concepts of

stability. Given a profile (P,�), a matching µ is blocked by an agent i ∈ N if iPiµ(i). A

matching µ is blocked by an agent-entity pair (i, e) ∈ N × E if the agent prefers entity

e to her assignment in µ and the agent’s ranking is violated in the entity ranking of e.

Formally, (i, e) blocks a matching µ if e Pi µ(i) and, given that i 6∈ µe, either i �e j for

some j ∈ µe or |µe| < qe. In the first case agent i is higher in entity e’s ranking than

agent j, and in the second case e has at least one position left unfilled and thus i could be

matched to e in addition to the other agents who have already been matched to e in µ.

A matching is stable if it is not blocked by an agent or an agent-entity pair. A matching

mechanism is stable if it assigns a stable matching to each profile (P,�).

Before introducing our main stability axiom, let N̄+
e (µe,�e) ≡ {j ∈ (µe ∩ N+) : ∀l ∈

(µe ∩N0), l �e j}. We can interpret N̄+
e as the set of protected priority agents for entity

e with ranking �e at a given matching µ (as long as at least one non-priority agent is

matched to e), since these are the priority agents who are matched to e and are ranked

lower by entity e than all non-priority agents matched to the entity. Note that whether

a priority agent is protected is not given exogenously, since it depends on the matching

(which in turn depends on the profile in a mechanism) and on the entity’s ranking.

Protection-stability (stability with protective reserves):

A matching µ is protection-stable at profile (P,�) if the following hold:

1. For all i ∈ N , µ(i)Rii.

2. If there are i ∈ N and e ∈ E such that ePiµ(i), then |µe| = qe and

(2a) if i ∈ N+ then, for all j ∈ µe, j �e i, and |N̄+
e (µe,�e)| ≥ qre ;

(2b) if i ∈ N0 then, for all j ∈ (µe∩N0), j �e i, and |{h ∈ (µe∩N+) : i �e h}| ≤ qre .
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Given�∈ Π, a matching mechanism is protection-stable if it assigns a protection-stable

matching to profile (P,�) for each preference profile P ∈ P .

Condition 1 in the definition of protection-stability requires that the matching is not

blocked by any agent, and condition 2 rules out blocking by an agent-entity pair with

respect to protection reserves. In particular, to prevent such a blocking, whenever there

exists agent i who prefers an entity e to her assignment in µ, condition 2 requires that

the entity’s capacity be filled. Moreover, if agent i is a priority agent, (2a) stipulates

that all agents who are matched to e are ranked higher by e than i, and the qre lowest-

ranked agents by entity e who are matched to e must be priority agents, ensuring that

all reserved positions are filled with protected priority agents, agents who would not have

been selected by entity e without the reserve policy (i.e., in our terminology, all reserved

positions are targeted). Furthermore, if agent i is a non-priority agent then (2b) requires

that all non-priority agents who are matched to entity e are ranked higher by e than i,

and the number of priority agents matched to e who are ranked below i by entity e does

not exceed the number of reserved positions qre , ensuring the rights of non-priority agents.

Now we state the definition of stability with minority reserves, proposed by Hafalir et

al. (2013, [30]), written in a form that makes it easily comparable to the definition of

protection-stability. We call this notion representation-stability.

Representation-stability (stability with representative reserves):

A matching µ is representation-stable at profile (P,�) if the following hold:

1. For all i ∈ N , µ(i)Rii.

2. If there are i ∈ N and e ∈ E such that ePiµ(i), then |µe| = qe and

(2a) if i ∈ N+ then, for all j ∈ µe, j �e i, and |µe ∩N+| ≥ qre ;

(2b) if i ∈ N0 then, for all j ∈ (µe ∩N0), j �e i, and if |{µe ∩N+}| > qre then for

all j ∈ µe, j �e i.
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Given�∈ Π, a matching mechanism is representation-stable if it assigns a representation-

stable matching to profile (P,�) for each preference profile P ∈ P .

Representation-stability is similar to protection-stability, but it differs from it in some

key aspects concerning the treatment of reserved positions. It requires that whenever

there exists a priority agent i who prefers an entity e to her assignment in µ, all reserved

positions at e are filled with priority agents, but note that it is not required that the

reserved positions are targeted, that is, some or all of the priority agents matched to e

could have been selected by entity e without the reserve policy. Furthermore, if there

exists a non-priority agent i who prefers entity e to her assignment in µ, the number of

priority agents matched to e can only exceed the number of reserved positions qre if i has

a lower rank at e than all the agents matched to e, implying that a priority agent cannot

take up a reserved position unless there are enough highly-ranked priority agents that

none of them require a reserved position, in which case the top qe agents are selected

regardless of their priority status.

Protection-stability and representation-stability are logically independent of each other.

The differences in the definitions of representation-stability and protection-stability are

restricted to the second condition in both (2a) and (2b). Representation-stability does

not imply protection-stability since (2a) is stronger for protection-stability, as protection-

stability gives more rights to priority agents. Formally, since N+
e (µe,�e) ⊆ (µe ∩

N+), (2a) in protection-stability implies (2a) in representation-stability. On the other

hand, protection-stability does not imply representation-stability since (2b) is stronger

for representation-stability, as representation-stability gives more rights to non-priority

agents. Suppose that |{h ∈ (µe ∩N+) : i �e h} > qre and (2b) in representation-stability

holds. Then |µe ∩ N+| > qre , and it follows that for all j ∈ µe, j �e i. This is a contra-

diction, since qre ≥ 0 implies that |{h ∈ (µe ∩N+) : i �e h} > 0, and thus there exists at

least one h ∈ (µe ∩N+) such that i �e h.

Our last stability axiom is a weak stability axiom with priority reserve positions which

is implied by both protection-stability and representation-stability. It is defined by using
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the weaker condition in each case in the definitions of the two stability axioms, namely,

(2a) specifying the rights for minority students is taken from representation-stability, and

(2b) specifying the rights for majority students is taken from protection-stability.

Weak reserve-stability:

A matching µ is weakly reserve-stable at profile (P,�) if the following hold:

1. For all i ∈ N , µ(i)Rii,

2. If there are i ∈ N and e ∈ E such that ePiµ(i), then |µe| = qe and

(2a) if i ∈ N+ then, for all j ∈ µe, j �e i and |µe ∩N+| ≥ qre

(2b) if i ∈ N0 then, for all j ∈ (µe ∩N0), j �e i and |{h ∈ (µe ∩N+) : i �e h}| ≤ qre .

Given �∈ Π, a matching mechanism is weakly reserve-stable if it assigns a weakly

reserve-stable matching to profile (P,�) for each preference profile P ∈ P .

We remark that if N+ = ∅ (or if qre = 0 for each entity e) then all three stability

axioms reduce to standard stability, since then (2a) and the second part of (2b) are

satisfied vacuously in each definition and the first part of (2b) simply rules out blocking

by an agent-entity pair.

We will say that if an agent-entity pair (i, e) violates either (2a) or (2b) in the defi-

nition of protection-stability for µ at (P,�), then (i, e) is a blocking pair to (or blocks)

µ at (P,�) with respect to protective reserves. We will use similar terminologies based

on representation-stability and weak reserve-stability, namely, blocking with respect to

representative reserves and blocking with respect to weak reserves, respectively.
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3.4 Deferred Acceptance with Targeted Priority Re-

serves

In the standard Gale-Shapley agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance mechanism [27] enti-

ties simply follow the entity rankings for selection, which corresponds to not having any

priority agents or not having any reserved seats. It yields the optimal stable assignment

at every profile, where optimal means that each agent receives her most preferred assign-

ment that the agent may receive in a stable matching. In other words, the optimal stable

matching Pareto-dominates any other stable matching.

All matching mechanisms that we study are agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance (DA)

mechanisms, but with non-standard choice functions for entities. We refer to choice

functions as entity selection rules. The selection rule for each entity specifies the set

of selected agents from each applicant pool S ⊆ N which may arise in some step of the

iterated agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance algorithm. When there is a priority reserve

policy in place, the entity selection rule for each entity depends on the overall capacity

of the entity as well as its reserve quota, and different entity selection rules differ in their

priority reserve policies.

Now we formally define our proposed matching mechanism.

Deferred Acceptance with Targeted Priority Reserves (DA-TPR)

Fix a preference profile P ∈ P .

Step 1: Each agent applies to her most preferred entity according to P . Given the

fixed entity ranking profile �, each entity e ∈ E selects from all of its applicants as

follows:

1a. Select the highest-ranked que agents from all the applicants according to entity rank-

ing �e. If there are fewer than que applicants then select all of them.
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1b. Select the highest-ranked qre priority agents from the remaining applicants accord-

ing to �e. If there are fewer than qre priority agents remaining then select the

highest-ranked non-priority agents from the remaining applicants to fill the remain-

ing positions.

Tentatively assign all selected agents to e and reject the rest.

Step k : Each agent who was rejected in step k− 1 applies to her next most preferred

acceptable entity according to P among the entities that have not yet rejected her, if any

such entity remains. Each entity e ∈ E selects from the set of agents it has been holding

tentatively, together with the set of its new applicants in this step as specified below. We

refer to this set of agents as Ake , the applicant pool of entity e at step k.

ka. Select the highest-ranked que agents from Ake according to entity ranking �e. If there

are fewer than que agents in Ake then select all of them.

kb. Select the highest-ranked qre priority agents from the remaining agents in Ake ac-

cording to �e. If there are fewer than qre priority agents remaining then select

the highest-ranked non-priority agents from the remaining agents in Ake to fill the

remaining positions.

Tentatively assign all selected agents to e and reject the rest.

The algorithm terminates when there are no agents whose proposal is rejected, and the

tentative assignments become final.

Hafalir et al.’s [30] proposed mechanism, the DA-MiR (Deferred Acceptance with Mi-

nority Reserves) is a DA matching mechanism with an entity selection rule which aims to

implement affirmative action with a minority reserve policy in the school choice context.

It differs from the DA-TPR in that it first selects agents for the qre reserved positions

from the set of N+ agents (priority agents in our terminology correspond to minority

students in Hafalir et al. [30]), and then it fills the rest of the positions from all the

remaining applicants. We give the definition of the DA-MiR mechanism below using our
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terminology.

Deferred Acceptance with Minority Reserves (DA-MiR)

Fix a preference profile P ∈ P .

Step 1: Each agent applies to her most preferred entity according to P . Given the

fixed entity ranking profile �, each entity e ∈ E selects from all of its applicants as

follows:

1a. Select the highest-ranked qre priority agents from all the applicants according to

entity ranking �e.

1b. Select the highest-ranked que agents according to �e from the remaining applicants.

If there are fewer than qe applicants in total then select all of them.

Tentatively assign all selected agents to e and reject the rest.

Step k : Each agent who was rejected in step k− 1 applies to her next most preferred

acceptable entity according to �e among the entities that have not yet rejected her, if

any such entity remains. Each entity e ∈ E selects from its applicant pool Ake (defined

as the union of the set of agents it has been holding tentatively and the set of its new

applicants in this step) as specified below.

ka. Select the highest-ranked qre priority agents from Ake according to �e.

kb. Select the highest-ranked que agents according to �e from the remaining agents in

Ake . If there are fewer than qe applicants in total then select all of them.

Tentatively assign all selected agents to e and reject the rest.

The algorithm terminates when there are no agents whose proposal is rejected, and the

tentative assignments become final.

The difference between DA-MiR and DA-TPR is the time when the reserved positions
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are filled. The DA-MiR fills the reserved positions first, whereas the DA-TPR fills the

reserved positions last. Thus, the DA-TPR allows for selecting priority agents for unre-

served seats up front, without using up reserved seats, priority agents who would have

been selected on their own right in the absence of a priority reserve policy.

Example 5. DA-TPR versus DA-MiR entity selection and matching.

Let N+ = {i1, i4, i5} , N0 = {i2, i3}, E = {e1, e2, e3}, q = (2, 1, 2), qr = (1, 0, 0).

Agent Preference Profile

Pi1 Pi2 Pi3 Pi4 Pi5
e1 e3 e1 e1 e1
e3 e1 e2 e2 e2
e2 e2 e3 e3 e3

Entity Ranking Profile

�e1 �e2 �e3
i1 i1 i1
i2 i2 i2
i3 i4 i3
i4 i5 i4
i5 i3 i5

DA-TPR

Step e1 e2 e3
1 i1 i3 i4 i5 i2
2 i1 i4 i3 i5 i2
3 i1 i4 i5 i2 i3

DA-MiR

Step e1 e2 e3
1 i1 i3 i4 i5 i2
2 i1 i3 i4 i5 i2
3 i1 i3 i4 i2 i5

The matchings that result from the two different matching mechanisms are indicated

in the preference profile of the agents: the DA-TPR matching is in bold and the DA-MiR

matching is underlined.

Using the selection of entity e1 in Step 1 of this example, we can demonstrate the

fundamental difference in entity selection for the two matching rules. Entity e1 has

one reserved position and one unreserved position, and its applicant pool in Step 1 is

Ake1 = {i1, i3, i4, i5}. Given �e1 , following the DA-TPR entity selection rule entity e1

chooses i1 for the unreserved position, and then priority agent i4 is selected for the reserved

position. By contrast, following the DA-MiR entity selection rule entity e1 chooses i1 for

the reserved position, and then agent i3 is selected for the unreserved position. Note

that the DA-MiR selection rule allocates the reserved position to priority agent i1 in this
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example, who would have been selected without a priority policy anyway, while priority

agents i4 and i5 would have benefited from the reserved position. The DA-TPR selection

rule, on the other hand, selects the top-ranked piority agent i1 for the unreserved position

up front, and allocates the reserved position to i4 (the higher-ranked between the two

priority agents in need of a reserved position at e1.) Indeed, here the DA-MiR selection

rule ends up taking the two top-ranked agents, so the reserve policy makes no difference

in the DA-MiR selection in this case, despite having a reserved position.

Overall, observe that priority agents i4 and i5 are better off under the DA-TPR mech-

anism compared to the DA-MiR mechanism, while priority agent i1 is indifferent. �

In the following we will call a matching optimal with respect to a stability axiom if every

agent receives at least as good an assignment in this matching as in any other matching

satisfying the stability axiom. Specifically, a matching µ is optimal with respect to

protection-stability at profile (P,�) if, for each agent i ∈ N , µ(i) = e is the most

preferred entity among all entities that agent i could be matched to at any protection-

stable matching at (P,�), when there is any such entity. Given �∈ Π, a matching

mechanism is optimal with respect to protection-stability if, for each preference

profile P ∈ P , it assigns a matching to profile (P,�) that is optimal with respect to

protection-stability. We define the optimality of a matching and a matching mechanism

similarly with respect to representation-stability.

Theorem 5 (Stability and optimality of the DA-TPR mechanism).

The DA-TPR mechanism satisfies protection-stability and it is optimal with respect to

protection-stability.

Proof. First we prove the protection-stability of the DA-TPR mechanism fTPR. Fix a

preference profile P ∈ P . It is readily checked that condition 1 and the first statement on

quota saturation in condition 2 of the definition of protection-stability hold at profile (P,�

), so suppose that there exists a blocking pair (i, e) at (P,�) with respect to protective

reserves, and thus either (2a) or (2b) does not hold. Let µ ≡ fTPR(P,�). Then ePiµ(i)
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by assumption, which implies that i applied to entity e in some step of the DA-TPR

procedure fTPR at (P,�) and was rejected by e at this step or in a later step.

(2a) Let i ∈ N+. It is clear that for all j ∈ µe, j �e i. Suppose that |N̄+
e (µe,�e)| < qre .

Then, since all reserved positions are filled last by entity e in each step, there exists

j ∈ N0 who is selected for a reserved position in some step of the DA-TPR procedure

at (P,�) and who is eventually matched to e. However, this implies that all priority

agents who applied to entity e in any step of the DA-TPR procedure at (P,�) have been

selected by e, which contradicts ePiµ(i).

(2b) Let i ∈ N0. It is clear that for all j ∈ (µe ∩ N0), j �e i. Suppose that |{h ∈

(µe ∩ N+) : i �e h}| > qre . This implies that there exists at least one priority agent h

who was selected for an unreserved position in the last step in the DA-TPR procedure

at (P,�), prior to the selection of priority agents for the reserved positions, such that

i �e h. Since ePiµ(i), this is a contradiction.

We show next that the DA-TPR mechanism is optimal with respect to protection-

stability. We will use the following terminology: entity e is achievable for agent j at

profile (P,�) if there is a protection-stable matching µ at (P,�) such that µ(j) = e.

Fix a preference profile P ∈ P . Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist an entity

e and agent j such that e rejects agent j in some step k of the DA-TPR procedure at

(P,�) and e is achievable for j. Assume without loss of generality that no agent was

rejected by an entity that is achievable for the agent prior to step k of the DA-TPR

procedure at (P,�). Since j is rejected, qe agents are matched to e in step k. Let

this set of agents be L ⊂ N . Given the DA-TPR procedure, if j ∈ N0 then, for all

l ∈ L, l �e j. On the other hand, if j ∈ N+ then, for all h ∈ (L ∩ N+), h �e j. Let

H ≡ {h ∈ (L ∩N+) : ∀l ∈ (L ∩N0), l �e h}. Then j ∈ N+ also implies that |H| = qre .

Since e is achievable for j, there exists a protection-stable matching µ at (P,�) such

that µ(j) = e. Then, given that |L| = qe and j /∈ L, there exists i ∈ L such that µ(i) 6= e.

Then, as shown above, if j ∈ N0 then i �e j, and if both j ∈ N+ and i ∈ N+ then we
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also have i �e j.

Note that µ(i) is achievable for i, since µ is protection-stable. Furthermore, since no

agent was rejected by an entity that is achievable for the agent prior to step k, by our

assumption, we have ePiµ(i).

Case 1: i ∈ N+

Since µ is protection-stable, for all h ∈ µe, h �e i. Thus, j �e i. However, as shown

above, given that i ∈ N+, we have i �e j, regardless of whether j ∈ N0 or j ∈ N+.

This is a contradiction.

Case 2: i ∈ N0

Since µ is protection-stable, for all h ∈ (µe ∩ N0), h �e i. Thus, if j ∈ N0,

j �e i. However, as shown above, if j ∈ N0 then i �e j, which is a contradiction,

and hence j ∈ N+. This implies that for all h ∈ H, h �e j, as shown above.

Moreover, for each h ∈ H, either e is her best achievable entity at (P,�) or h

cannot achieve e, given our assumption on step k. But since µ(j) = e and µ is

protection-stable, given that for all h ∈ H, h �e j, it follows that H ⊂ µe. This

implies that |{h ∈ (µe∩N+) : i �e h}| > qre , which contradicts (2b) in the definition

of protection-stability. Given that µ is protection-stable, we have a contradiction.

Thus, we can conclude that µ is optimal with respect to protection-stability at (P,�)

for all preference profiles P ∈ P for an arbitrary fixed entity ranking profile �∈ Π, and

therefore the DA-TPR mechanism is optimal with respect to protection-stability.

A matching mechanism f is strategyproof if for all i ∈ N , for all P ∈ P and all alter-

native preferences P ′i for agent i, fi(P )Rifi(P
′
i , P−i). A coalition L ⊆ N canmanipulate

matching f(P ) at P if there exists P ′L such that for all i ∈ S, fi(P
′
L, P−L)Pifi(P ). A

matching mechanism f is weakly group-strategyproof if there is no coalition that
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can manipulate the matching f(P ) at any preference profile P ∈ P . Thus, weak group-

strategyproofness implies strategyproofness. Note that this is the weaker version of group-

strategyproofness, which is satisfied by the standard Deferred Acceptance mechanism.

Theorem 6 (Characterization of the DA-TPR mechanism).

The DA-TPR mechanism is the only protection-stable and strategyproof mechanism.

We can establish a similar result for the DA-MiR mechanism, using representation-

stability instead of protection-stability. Hafalir et al. (2013)[30] shows that the DA-MiR

mechanism satisfies representation-stability and is optimal with respect to representation-

stability. We prove the following characterization result which is parallel to the charac-

terization of the DA-TPR mechanism.

Theorem 7 (Characterization of the DA-MiR mechanism).

The DA-MiR mechanism is the only representation-stable and strategyproof mechanism.

The proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are in Appendix B. Although these two characteriza-

tions only require strategyproofness, we will prove a result in Section 5 that implies that

both the DA-TPR and the DA-MiR mechanisms are also weakly group-strategyproof.

This has already been shown for the DA-MiR rule by Hafalir et al. (2013)[30].

Based on the observation that both protection-stability and representation-stability

simplify to standard stability when there are no priority agents (or, alternatively, no

reserved positions at any entity) and given that both the DA-TPR and the DA-MiR

mechanisms become the standard DA mechanism under these conditions, our character-

izations of the DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms (Theorems 6 and 7) both simplify to

the characterization of the standard DA mechanism in Alcalde and Barberà (1994)[4],

which states that the only stable mechanism which is strategyproof is the DA mechanism.
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3.5 The Class of Sequential Priority Reserves Mecha-

nisms

In this section we broaden our inquiry and study a class of matching mechanisms which

includes both the DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms and allows for an arbitrary ordering

of reserved and unreserved positions for the entity selection rules. If each entity selec-

tion rule starts with the unreserved positions then we get the DA-TPR mechanism, and

if each entity selection rule starts with the reserved positions then we get the DA-MiR

mechanism. However, all orderings of reserved and unreserved positions and all combina-

tions of different entity selection rules lead to a matching mechanism, and we refer to this

family of mechanisms as Deferred Acceptance with Sequential Priority Reserves,

or DA-SPR mechanisms for short. Choice functions (in our terminology entity selection

rules) with an arbitrary sequence of minority reserve and unreserved school seats have

been examined in different models in the Boston and Chicago school choice models by

Dur et al. (2018)[19] and (2020)[21].

All the matching mechanisms studied in this paper are Deferred Acceptance mecha-

nisms with specific selection rules (i.e., choice functions) for entities, where the entity

selection rule is applied in each step by each entity to their applicant pool, given the

entity’s ranking of agents. We can define a general Deferred Acceptance mechanism with

an entity selection rule specified for each entity, instead of simply selecting the highest-

ranked agents from the applicant pool Ake in each step k, as in the standard Deferred

Acceptance mechanism, where the applicant pool Ake ⊆ N in step k is the union of

the set of new applicants to e and the set of agents tentatively matched to e in step

k − 1. Before introducing the DA-SPR mechanisms, we first define entity selection rules

in general.

Entity selection rules. The selection rule for entity e, denoted by ce, maps from any

set of agents (the applicant pool) A ⊆ N and any entity ranking �e to a subset of A as

follows:
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i. if |A| ≤ qe then ce(A,�e) = A.

ii. if |A| > qe then ce(A,�e) ⊂ A such that |ce(A,�e)| = qe.

For DA-SPR mechanisms specifically, the entity selection rules are given by the set

of all feasible sequences of reserved and unreserved positions: for any entity e ∈ E

the sequence consists of an arbitrary order of qre reserved positions and que unreserved

positions. Thus, for an entity e with qre = 2 and que = 3, the sequence (u, r, r, u, u) is

an example of a feasible sequence, where r denotes a reserved position and u denotes an

unreserved position. We will refer to such a feasible sequence henceforth as an entity

selection sequence for entity e and denote it by se.

DA with Sequential Priority Reserves (DA-SPR)

Fix a profile s ≡ (se)e∈E of entity selection sequences. Then the DA-SPR mechanism f s

specifies a matching for each preference profile P ∈ (P based on the iterative steps of the

Deferred Acceptance mechanism using the specific entity selection rule se for each entity

e ∈ E. Given the definitions of the DA-TPR and DA-MiR rules, instead of the specific

entity selection sequences that these two rules use in steps ka. and kb., the DA-SPR

mechanism f s uses entity selection sequence se for each entity e. Specifically, each entity

e in each step k (k ≥ 1) of the procedure at preference profile P fills positions according to

the specific sequence of reserved and unreserved positions in se as follows: to fill a reserved

position it chooses the next highest-ranked priority agent from the remaining agents in

Ake , and to fill an unreserved position it chooses the next highest-ranked remaining agent

in Ake according to �e. In case there are not enough priority group applicants in Ake to fill

all qre positions with priority agents, the entity fills the position by the next highest-ranked

non-priority agent remaining in Ake .

It is readily seen from the above definition that the DA-SPR mechanisms constitute a

family of Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with specific selection rules for entities, which

are determined by the entity selection sequence se for each entity e, and thus DA-SPR
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mechanisms are parameterized by the profile of entity selection sequences s. The DA-SPR

mechanism with se = (u, . . . , u, r, . . . r) for each entity e, consisting of the que unreserved

positions first and then the qre reserved positions, is the DA-TPR mechanism, while the

DA-SPR mechanism with se = (r, . . . , r, u, . . . u) for each entity, consisting of the qre

reserved positions first and then the que unreserved positions, is the DA-MiR mechanism.

Since the DA-TPR mechanism is protection-stable by Theorem 4.1, it is also weakly

reserve-stable. Similarly, since the DA-MiR mechanism is representation-stable (Hafalir

et al. (2013)[30]), it is also weakly reserve-stable. We extend these results to the entire

family of DA-SPR mechanisms.

Theorem 8 (Stability property of DA-SPR mechanisms).

DA-SPR mechanisms are weakly reserve-stable.

Proof. Fix a profile of entity selection sequences s ≡ (se)e∈E and let f s denote the cor-

responding DA-SPR mechanism. Fix a preference profile P ∈ P and let �∈ Π be the

fixed entity ranking profile. It is readily checked that condition 1 and the first state-

ment on quota saturation in condition 2 of the definition of weak reserve-stability hold at

(P,�), so suppose that there exists a blocking pair (i, e) at (P,�) with respect to weak

reserves, and thus either (2a) or (2b) does not hold in the definition. Let µ ≡ f s(P,�).

Then ePiµ(i) by assumption, which implies that i applied to entity e in some step of the

DA-SPR procedure f s at (P,�) and was rejected by e at this step or in a later step.

(2a) Let i ∈ N+. If there exists j ∈ µe such that i �e j, then if j is selected by e

for any (reserved or unreserved) position in the last step of the DA-SPR procedure f s at

(P,�) then i would not have been have been rejected by e in either the last step or in

any previous step of the procedure. Suppose that |µe ∩ N+| < qre . This means that all

priority agents who applied to entity e in any step of the DA-SPR procedure f s at (P,�)

have been selected by e, contradicting the fact that i had applied.

(2b) Let i ∈ N0. If there exists j ∈ (µe ∩ N0) such that i �e j, then if j is selected by e
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for any (reserved or unreserved) position in the last step of the DA-SPR procedure f s at

(P,�) then i would not have been rejected by e in either the last step or in any previous

step of the procedure. Suppose that |{h ∈ (µe ∩ N+) : i �e h}| > qre . This implies that

there exists at least one priority agent h who was selected for an unreserved position

in the last step in the DA-TPR procedure at (P,�), such that i �e h. But then this

unreserved position would have been filled in either the last or in some previous step by

i, when i applied to e, given that ePiµ(i), and this unreserved position would have been

filled in the last step either by agent i or by some agent j such that j �e i. Since i �e h,

j 6= h, and we have a contradiction.

In either case there is no pair (i, e) that blocks µ with respect to weak reserves at (P,�).

Therefore, f s is weakly reserve-stable. Since f s is an arbitrary DA-SPR mechanism, the

result follows.

Recall that the DA-TPR mechanism is optimal with respect to protection-stability

(Theorem 5) and the DA-MiR mechanism is optimal with respect to representation-

stability (Hafalir et al. (2013)[30]). Optimality implies uniqueness, so we cannot establish

an optimality result for the class of DA-SPR mechanisms with respect to weak reserve-

stability. We will show, however, that these mechanisms are constrained efficient subject

to weak reserve-stability, which means that a DA-SPR mechanism assigns a matching to

each profile such that this matching is not only weakly reserve-stable, but it is also not

Pareto-dominated by another weakly reserve-stable matching at the given profile.

Constrained efficiency. A matching mechanism f is constrained efficient with re-

spect to weak reserve-stability if, for all preference profiles P ∈ P , whenever a matching

ν Pareto-dominates f(P ) at P , ν is not weakly reserve-stable at P .

Theorem 9 (Constrained efficiency property of DA-SPR mechanisms).

DA-SPR mechanisms are constrained efficient with respect to weak reserve-stability.
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Proof. Fix a profile of entity selection sequences s ≡ (se)e∈E and let f s denote the cor-

responding DA-SPR mechanism. Suppose, by contradiction, that P ∈ P is a preference

profile such that f s(P ) is Pareto-dominated by ν ∈M, where ν is a weakly reserve-stable

matching at (P,�), given the fixed entity ranking profile �∈ Π. Let µ ≡ f s(P ). Then

there exists j∗ ∈ N such that νj∗Pj∗µj∗ . Let e ≡ ν(j∗). Assume without loss of generality

that j∗ gets rejected by e in step k of the DA-SPR procedure f s applied to P such that

there is no agent h ∈ N who gets rejected by ν(h) in any step prior to k. Let J ⊂ N

be the set of those agents who are rejected by e in step k of the procedure and who are

assigned to e in matching ν. Then, for all j ∈ J, ν(j) = e and µ(j) 6= e. Note that j∗ ∈ J

and thus J 6= ∅.

Let I ⊂ N be a set of agents such that for all i ∈ I, i is tentatively matched to e in

step k of the DA-SPR procedure f s applied to (P ) and ν(i) 6= e. In addition, choose I to

satisfy |I| = |J |. Note that such a set I exists, since qe agents are matched temporarily

to e in step k of the procedure, given that agents in J get rejected by e in step k, and

|νe| ≤ qe. If ν(i)Pie for some i ∈ I then our assumption on step k of the DA-SPR

procedure f s applied to P does not hold, and since ν(i) 6= e this implies that for all i ∈ I,

ePiν(i).

Let L ≡ (νe \J)∪I. Note that |L| = qe since J ⊂ νe and νe∩I = ∅. We will show that

L is exactly the set of agents who are tentatively matched to e in step k of the DA-SPR

procedure f s applied to P . Note first that this set has qe agents since j∗ is rejected by e

in step k. Let l be an arbitrary agent in this set. Then l /∈ J . Thus, if l ∈ νe then l ∈ L.

Moreover, if l /∈ νe then l ∈ I, so l ∈ L in this case as well. This proves that every agent

who is tentatively matched to e in step k is in L. Since both sets have cardinality qe, the

equality of the two sets follows.

Case 1. There exist i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that i, j ∈ N+.

Since i, j ∈ N+ and since i is selected while j is rejected by e in step k of the DA-SPR

procedure f s applied to P , i �e j holds. Given ν(j) = e and ePiν(i), this contradicts the

first requirement in part (2a) in the definition of weak reserve-stability for ν at (P,�).
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Case 2. There exist i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that i, j ∈ N0.

Since i, j ∈ N0 and since i is selected while j is rejected by e in step k of the DA-SPR

procedure f s applied to P , i �e j holds. Given ν(j) = e and ePiν(i), this contradicts the

first requirement in part (2b) of the definition of weak reserve-stability for ν at (P,�).

Case 3. For all i ∈ I, i ∈ N+, and for all j ∈ J , j ∈ N0.

Note first that if there exist i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that i �e j then we get the same

contradiction as in Case 1. Thus, for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , j �e i. Suppose |L∩N+| > qre .

Then, since L is the set of agents who are tentatively matched to e in step k of the DA-SPR

procedure f s applied to P , there exists j ∈ J such that j should not have been rejected

by e in step k. Thus, |L ∩ N+| ≤ qre . Then, given |J | = |I| ≥ 1 , |νe ∩ N+| < qre , which

contradicts the second requirement in part (2a) of the definition of weak reserve-stability

for ν at (P,�).

Case 4. For all i ∈ I, i ∈ N0, and for all j ∈ J , j ∈ N+.

Fix i ∈ I. Since L is the set of agents who are tentatively matched to e in step k of the

DA-SPR procedure f s applied to P , i ∈ (L ∩N0), and j∗ ∈ J is a priority agent who is

rejected by e in step k, {h ∈ (L ∩ N+) : i �e h} ≥ qre . Note that for all j ∈ J , since i

is selected while j is rejected by e in step k of the DA-SPR procedure f s applied to P ,

i �e j holds. Then, given |J | = |I| ≥ 1, {h ∈ (νe ∩N+) : i �e h} > qre , which contradicts

the second requirement in part (2b) of the definition of weak reserve-stability for ν at

(P,�).

We have shown that there is a contradiction in each possible case. Therefore, f s(P )

is not Pareto-dominated for any DA-SPR mechanism f s at any preference profile P

by any weakly reserve-stable matching, which means that all DA-SPR mechanisms are

constrained efficient with respect to weak reserve-stability.

We state next that not only the DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms are strategyproof,

as established before (see Theorems 4.2 and 4.3), but also the entire family of DA-SPR

mechanisms is weakly group-strategyproof, implying that they are also strategyproof.
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Theorem 10 (Incentive property of DA-SPR mechanisms).

DA-SPR mechanisms are weakly group-strategyproof.

Proof. We use the augmented market MA(s), a one-to-one matching market with one

position for each entity, as defined in Appendix A, to show that an arbitrary DA-SPR

mechanisms f s is weakly group-strategyproof. By Lemma A.1 in Appendix A, the agent-

proposing standard DA mechanism applied to the augmented market MA(s) leads to a

matching that corresponds to the matching assigned by the DA-SPR mechanism f s to

the original market M . Now suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a market M

with profile (P,�) in which a coalition L ⊆ N can manipulate the DA-SPR matching

f s(P ) at profile P , given �. Then coalition L can also manipulate the agent-proposing

DA matching fDA(PA(s)) in the corresponding augmented market MA(s) at profile PA(s),

given �A. This is a contradiction, since the agent-proposing DA mechanism is weakly

group-strategyproof (Dubins and Freedman (1981)[18], Roth (1982)[47]).

With these results in hand, we are now ready to establish our main theorem stated

below. Note that this characterization requires strategyproofness only, although all DA-

SPR mechanisms satisfy weak group-strategyproofness as well, as we have just shown.

The proof of Theorem 11 is relegated to Appendix B.

Theorem 11 (Characterization of DA-SPR mechanisms).

A matching mechanism is weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof if and only if it is a

DA-SPR mechanism.

Intuitively speaking, the set of weakly reserve-stable mechanisms is large, since weak

reserve-stability allows for all priority violations that are consistent with different ways

of administering the priority reserve policy. In particular, it only requires that at least

qre positions are filled by priority agents at any entity e that is preferred by a priority

agent to her assignment in a given matching, and that no more than qre priority agents

are assigned to an entity who are ranked lower by the entity than a non-priority agent

who prefers this entity to his assignment in the given matching. Our characterization
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theorem above tells us that requiring strategyproofness narrows down the large set of

weakly reserve-stable mechanisms to DA-SPR mechanisms.

3.6 Selection Sequences and Consistent Selection

Sequential priority reserve policies may be ambiguous in their policy impact. The fol-

lowing example demonstrates that, depending on the entity ranking, two entity selection

sequences may produce inconsistent results when considering the number of selected pri-

ority agents.

Example 6. Ambiguous policy impact of DA-SPR mechanisms.

Fix an entity e ∈ E. Consider applicant pool A = A0∪A+, where A0 = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5} ⊆

N0 and A+ = {i6, i7, i8} ⊆ N+. Let qre = 2 and que = 2. Consider entity rankings

�e: (i6, i1, i2, i7, i3, i8) and �̂e : (i1, i6, i7, i3, i2, i8), and two entity selection sequences:

se = (u, r, r, u) and s′e = (r, u, u, r).

When the entity ranking is �e, the two entity selection sequences result in the following

selections from A (priority agents are indicated in bold below):

se yields

 i6i6i6 i7i7i7 i8i8i8 i1

u r r u


with a total of three priority agents selected by e, and

s′e yields

 i6i6i6 i1 i2 i7i7i7

r u u r


with a total of two priority agents selected by e.

When the entity ranking �̂e is used, the two entity selection sequences result in the

following selections from A:

se yields

 i1 i6i6i6 i7i7i7 i3

u r r u
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with a total of two priority agents selected by e, and

s′e yields

 i6i6i6 i1 i7i7i7 i8i8i8

r u u r


with a total of three priority agents selected by e. �

The example shows that we cannot necessarily say which entity selection rule is more

favorable for the priority group, since this depends on the entity rankings. In light of

this, we define a property of a pair of entity selection rules which eliminates the above

inconsistency.

Selection consistency. We call a pair of entity selection rules ce and c′e selection

inconsistent if there exist an applicant pool A ⊆ N and a pair of entity rankings �e

and �̂e such that

| ce(A,�e) ∩N+| > | c′e(A,�e) ∩N+|

and

| ce(A, �̂e) ∩N+| < | c′e(A, �̂e) ∩N+|.

Two entity selection rules are selection consistent if they are not selection inconsistent.

That is, if the number of priority agents chosen by selection rule ce from A is greater

than the number of priority agents chosen by c′e from A under given entity preferences,

then under any other entity preferences the number of priority agents selected by ce from

A cannot be less than the number selected by c′e, ensuring that the two entity selection

rules are consistent with each other in their policy impact.

We introduce next a more demanding criterion for comparing two entity selection rules.

N+-superiority. A selection rule ce is N+-superior to another selection rule c′e

for entity e if, for all A ⊆ N and all entity rankings �e, we have (c′e(A,�e) ∩N+) ⊆

(ce(A,�e) ∩N+). That is, if a priority agent is chosen by selection rule c′e from A then

this priority agent is also chosen by selection rule ce from A, given a fixed entity ranking
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�e.

It can easily be verified that if one entity selection rule is N+-superior to another

one then the two entity selection rules are selection consistent. It is also clear that the

converse does not hold, since selection consistency does not require set inclusion of the

selected priority agents. However, all entity selection rules of interest follow the entity

ranking among priority agents (i.e., do not allow for violations of entity rankings between

any two priority agents), so the converse also holds for such entity selection rules. We

obtain a more general equivalence result for DA-SPR selection sequences, which involves

the comparability of entity selection sequences as defined below.

Let Σ(se) denote the list of the cumulative reserved position count in the entity selection

sequence se for entity e ∈ E. Thus, for example, if se = (u, r, r, u, u) then Σ(se) =

(0, 1, 2, 2, 2). Two selection sequences se and s′e for entity e are comparable if either

Σ(se) ≤ Σ(s′e) or Σ(se) ≥ Σ(s′e), meaning that two corresponding entries in the two lists

of cumulative reserved position counts are either the same or the strict inequality holds

in the required direction consistently. If two distinct entity selection sequences se and s′e

are comparable, we call se more targeted than s′e if Σ(se) ≤ Σ(s′e), and less targeted

if Σ(se) ≥ Σ(s′e).

Note that in Example 6 se and s′e are not comparable, since Σ(se) = (0, 1, 2, 2)

and Σ(s′e) = (1, 1, 1, 2). However, s′′e = (u, r, u, r) is comparable to se, since Σ(s′′e) =

(0, 1, 1, 2) ≤ Σ(se). In particular, s′′e is more targeted than se. Moreover, since Σ(s′′e) ≤

Σ(s′e), s′′e is also more targeted than s′e. Note, finally, that s′′e is also N+-superior to both

se and s′e.

Theorem 12 (Consistency and comparability of selection sequences).

Given two DA-SPR entity selection sequences, the following statements are equivalent.

1. The two entity selection sequences are selection consistent.

2. One entity selection sequence is N+-superior to the other one.
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3. The two entity selection sequences are comparable.

Proof. 1. implies 2. since DA-SPR selection sequences follow the entity ranking when

choosing priority agents. It is immediate that 3. implies 1. Thus, what remains to be

shown is that 2. implies 3. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist two DA-SPR

entity selection sequences se and s′e that are not comparable, but se is N+-superior to s′e.

Since the two selection sequences are not comparable, se is not more targeted than s′e,

and thus there exists a position, say the kth position, in these sequences such that the

cumulative count of reserved positions up to (and including) the kth position is strictly

higher for se than for s′e. Let the applicant pool be N and let �e rank agents according

to se up to the kth rank as follows: for each reserved position �e ranks a priority agent

and for each unreserved position it ranks a non-priority agent. Starting from the k + 1st

rank, let �e rank all remaining non-priority agents first and then all the remaining priority

agents. Then se with ranking �e selects the top k agents regardless of their priority status

for the first k positions, and then it selects additional priority agents for the remaining

reserved positions only. This means that se selects exactly qre priority agents. Note that

s′e with ranking �e cannot select fewer priority agents for the first k positions than se

selected for the same positions, since selecting exactly the top k agents means selecting as

few priority agents as possible for these positions. Starting from the k + 1st position, s′e

selects additional priority agents for the remaining reserved positions only. Since |N | > qe,

|N0| > que and |N+| > qre by assumption, and the cumulative count of reserved positions

starting from the k+1st position is strictly higher for s′e than for se, s′e selects more priority

agents from N than se, and the set of priority agents selected by s′e is a strict superset

of the set of priority agents selected by se: (se(N,�e) ∩N+) ⊂ (s′e(N,�e) ∩N+). This

contradicts the assumption that se is N+-superior to s′e.

We remark that the implication that 3. implies 2. generalizes the observations in Propo-

sition 2 of Dur et al. (2018)[19] and can be verified in a straightforward manner. As

mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 12 is also related to some findings in Dur et al.

(2020)[21] and Pathak et al. (2020)[46] in different contexts.
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3.7 Comparing DA-SPR Mechanisms: Policy Implica-

tions

We specify two criteria for comparing matching rules in terms of the welfare of priority

agents: the first one compares the outcomes at all profiles, which will be shown to be

too strong a criterion, and thus we introduce a second criterion which restricts compar-

isons to the “benchmark” homogeneous profiles, where all entity rankings are the same

and all the agents have the same preferences over entities. We focus on comparing the

outcomes at homogeneous profiles because, as we show in Theorem 13, it is not possible

to compare DA-SPR mechanisms on the basis of their priority policy impact when we

consider all profiles. Unlike in Example 1, where the DA-TPR mechanism leads to a

Pareto-improvement for priority agents compared to the DA-MiR mechanism, we can

find profiles where some priority agents are worse off under the DA-TPR mechanism

than under the DA-MiR mechanism. Restricting attention to homogeneous profiles is a

reasonable relaxation in this context, partly because in many real-life applications a high

correlation in both entity rankings and agent preferences is likely, but more importantly

because homogeneous profiles serve as a litmus test of priority agent treatment, without

the “noise” of the heterogeneous entity rankings and agent preferences.

N+-domination. A matching mechanism f N+-dominates another mechanism g if f

Pareto-dominates g for the set of priority agents N+ for an arbitrary entity ranking profile

�∈ Π. A matching mechanism f homogeneously N+-dominates another mechanism

g if, given that the fixed entity ranking profile �̃ ∈ Π is homogeneous, f Pareto-dominates

g for the set of priority agents N+ at every homogeneous preference profile P̃ ∈ P .

We show first that the lack of comparability holds in general for all mechanisms that

satisfy weak reserve-stability and strategyproofness, and thus, by Theorem 11, for all DA-

SPR mechanisms. Since no two DA-SPR mechanisms are comparable this way, it follows,

perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that the DA-TPR mechanism does not Pareto-dominate

the DA-MiR mechanism for priority agents, that is, it does not N+-dominate it.
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Theorem 13 (No N+-domination).

Given two strategyproof and weakly reserve-stable mechanisms, neither N+-dominates

the other.

Proof. By Theorem 11, we only need to show that, for two given DA-SPR mechanisms,

neither N+-dominates the other. Fix two DA-SPR mechanisms, f and g. Since f and g

are two distinct mechanisms, there exists entity e ∈ E such that sfe 6= sge, where sfe is the

entity selection sequence for e in mechanism f , and sge is the entity selection sequence for

e in mechanism g. Assume without loss of generality that the kth position (k > 0) is the

first one which is different between the two selection sequences.

Case 1: The kth position in sfe is an unreserved position, while the kth position in sge

is a reserved position.

We specify entity ranking �e for entity e as follows. Prior to the kth position, let �e rank

a priority agent corresponding to each reserved position, and let it rank a non-priority

agent corresponding to each unreserved position in the two entity selection sequences sfe

and sge. Moreover, let �e rank a priority agent kth. After the kth rank, let �e rank

all the remaining non-priority agents, and finally all the remaining priority agents. Note

that at least one priority agent is ranked at the end, lower than the priority agent in the

kth rank, since |N+| > qre by assumption. For all i ∈ N , let Pi ∈ (e). Let j ∈ N+ be

the lowest-ranked priority agent by �e such that j is selected from N by e with ranking

�e, that is, j ∈ sfe (N,�e). Then, since there is one more reserved position after the kth

position in sfe than in sge, and given that |N0| > que and all remaining priority agents who

were not selected for the first k positions by either entity selection rule are ranked last by

�e, j /∈ sge(N,�e). This means that fj(P ) = e and gj(P ) 6= e, where the rest of the profile

is arbitrary (i.e., with the exception of Pi ∈ (e) for all i ∈ N and the specification of �e).

Therefore, fj(P )Pj gj(P ), and since j ∈ N+ it follows that g does not N+-dominate f .

Case 2: The kth position in sfe is a reserved position, while the kth position in sge is

an unreserved position.
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Note first that there exists k′ with k′ > k such that the k′th position in sfe is an unreserved

position, and the k′th position in sge is a reserved position. Without loss of generality, let

k′ be the first such position. We specify entity ranking �e for entity e as follows. Up to

and including the kth position, let �e rank a priority agent corresponding to each reserved

position, and let it rank a non-priority agent corresponding to each unreserved position

in sfe . Starting at the k+ 1st position, let �e rank all remaining priority agents first and

then all remaining non-priority agents, with one exception: let �e rank a non-priority

agent k′th. Such a non-priority agent exists by our assumption that |N0| ≥ que . Note that,

given the applicant pool N , entity e with selection rule sfe would select a non-priority

agent h ∈ N0 who would not be selected by e with selection rule sge, since sfe would lead

to choosing a priority agent for the kth position but not for the k′th position, while sge

would lead to choosing a priority agent for both the kth and k′th positions (given the

assumption that |N+| > qre + 1), and otherwise both entity selection rules would lead to

selecting the same agents. Then there exists a priority agent j ∈ N+ such that, given

the applicant pool N , entity e with selection rule sge would select agent j who would not

be selected by e with selection rule sfe . Let all qe − 1 agents who would be selected from

N by e with ranking �e according to both sfe and sge rank entity e first in preference

profile P . Also, let Ph ∈ (e, e′) and Pj ∈ (e, j). Furthermore, let e′ ∈ E \ {e} and let

qe′ agents who would not be selected by entity e with ranking �e from N according to

either sfe or sge rank e′ first. Note that qe′ such agents exist by our assumption that for all

e, e′ ∈ E, |N | > qe + qe′ . Include in this set of qe′ agents a priority agent i ∈ N+. Note

that, by our assumption that |N+| > qre + 1, such an agent exists. Let �e′ rank i last and

let Pi ∈ (e′). Let all other agents have no acceptable entities, and let the rest of profile

(P,�) be arbitrary.

At preference profile P under mechanism f entity e selects its top qe-ranked agents in

the first round of the procedure, including agent h but not agent j. The first round is

the final round under mechanism f , since only j gets rejected in the first round and j

has no acceptable entities other than e, the entity that rejected j in the first round. On

the other hand, at profile (P,�) under mechanism g entity e selects the same agents as
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under mechanism f , except that h is rejected and j is accepted by e. This means that

h applies to e′ in the second round under mechanism g, and since e′ accepted all of its

qe′ applicants in the first round, including i ∈ N+, and since �e′ ranks i last, h ∈ N0 is

accepted and i is rejected by e′ in the second round, given that entity e′ has at least one

unreserved position. This implies that fi(P ) = e′ and gi(P ) 6= e′. Thus, fi(P )Pi gi(P )

and, since i ∈ N+, it follows that g does not N+-dominate f . Finally, note that since f

and g were two arbitrary DA-SPR mechanisms, the proof is completed.

The following result follows directly from Theorems 11 and 13.

Corollary 3.

Given two DA-SPR mechanisms, neither N+-dominates the other.

One DA-SPR mechanism is more targeted than another one if all the entity se-

lection sequences are either the same or more targeted for the first one than for the

second one. We define the concept of a less targeted DA-SPR mechanism similarly.

Clearly, the unique most targeted DA-SPR mechanism is the DA-TPR mechanism, and

the unique least targeted mechanisms is the DA-MiR mechanism, the two extreme mem-

bers of the family of DA-SPR mechanisms. We will say that two DA-SPR mechanisms

are comparable if one is more targeted than the other one.

In the proof of Theorem 13, Case 1 is the more intuitive case, since its proof implies

that a less targeted mechanism does not N+-dominate a more targeted one, but note

that this proof applies much more generally. Case 2 is more surprising at first glance,

however, since its proof implies, among others, that a more targeted mechanism does not

N+-dominate a less targeted one and, specifically, that the DA-TPR mechanism does not

N+-dominate the DA-MiR mechanism, contrary to expectation. Despite the fact that in

each round of the DA-TPR mechanism each entity always selects at least as many priority

agents as the DA-MiR mechanism (and often more) if they have the same applicant pool,

as shown by Theorem 12, it is not necessarily the case that the DA-TPR outcome Pareto-

dominates the DA-MiR outcome for priority agents at any given arbitrary profile. This
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is due to the fact that when the profile is not homogeneous and entities face different

applicant pools depending on the selections made by other entities in previous steps, even

one small change may trigger different rejection chains along the steps of the iterative

procedure of the Deferred Acceptance mechanism, resulting in a series of differences in

the assignments of agents, which makes a consistent comparison of matching outcomes at

all profiles impossible. In particular, such rejection chains at non-homogeneous profiles

can cause some priority agents to be worse off under the DA-TPR mechanism than

under the DA-MiR mechanism, and this fact is captured in a more generally applicable

form by the proof of Case 2. Thus, an understanding of how the Deferred Acceptance

algorithm works makes this result more clear. A similar phenomenon has been identified

by Kojima (2012)[39] when the reserve numbers are increased, as opposed to changing

the entity selection sequences that we study here, which may also appear mystifying at

first, just like the findings presented here. Although both types of changes in the priority

policy clearly favor priority agents in the entity selection, due to the inner workings of

the Deferred Acceptance mechanism neither of these changes favors the priority agents

unambiguously when considering the entire mechanism, as reflected by a comparison of

the final matching outcomes at an arbitrary profile.

Although N+-domination is not possible among DA-SPR rules, we can establish N+-

domination results for any two DA-SPR mechanisms that are comparable. We know that

priority agent selection is increased under a more targeted mechanism compared to a less

targeted mechanism at the entity selection level without raising the number of reserved

positions, just by changing the ordering of reserved and unreserved positions in the entity

selection sequence (see Theorem 12). We prove below that this carries over to the entire

matching mechanism when we restrict our attention to homogeneous profiles. Our result

holds not only for the DA-TPR versus the DA-MiR mechanisms, but also extends to any

two comparable DA-SPR mechanisms.

In the proof of the theorem we show that when the entities have homogeneous rankings

and the agents have homogeneous preferences, each DA-SPR mechanism is equivalent to a
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serial dictatorship of the entities, and each entity chooses in turn from all the remaining

agents according to the entity selection rule specified by the DA-SPR mechanism in

question. This is shown to imply that when one DA-SPR mechanism is more targeted

than another, the more targeted mechanism leads to a matching which weakly Pareto-

dominates the matching outcome reached by the less targeted mechanism for priority

agents. This is not by accident, and demonstrates that a more targeted mechanism is

preferable to a less targeted mechanism when we wish to favor priority agents more. We

note that it follows from the theorem that the DA-TPR outcome Pareto-dominates the

DA-MiR outcome for the set of priority agents at any homogeneous profile.

Theorem 14 (Homogeneous N+-domination).

Given two comparable DA-SPR matching mechanisms, the more targeted DA-SPR mech-

anism homogeneously N+-dominates the less targeted DA-SPR mechanism.

Proof. Let f and f ′ be two DA-SPR mechanisms such that f is more targeted than

f ′. Let s ≡ (se)e∈E and s′ ≡ (s′e)e∈E be the profiles of entity selection sequences for f

and f ′ respectively. Fix a homogeneous preference profile P̃ ∈ P and a homogeneous

entity ranking profile �̃ ∈ Π. For all i ∈ N , let Pi ∈ (e1, e2, . . . , et, i), where t ≤ |E|.

Observe that, given �̃, both f(P̃ ) and f ′(P̃ ) are obtained by the acceptable entities in

Pi choosing sequentially among all remaining agents according to their respective entity

selection sequences in f and f ′, where the sequence of the entities is determined by the

ordering of the entities in the common preference ordering Pi. That is, first e1 picks

qe1 agents, then e2 picks qe2 agents among the remaining agents, and so on, all the way

to entity et. Since entity rankings are also homogeneous, both of these mechanisms

correspond to one entity with T positions selecting according to the combined entity

selection sequences of all entities in the order of e1, e2, . . . , et, where T ≡
∑t

v=1 qev . Let sT

denote the combined sequence of length T consisting of selection sequences se1 , se2 , . . . , st,

in this order. Similarly, let s′T denote the combined sequence of length T consisting of

selection sequences s′e1 , s
′
e2
, . . . , s′t, in this order. Since for all v = 1, . . . , t, sev is more

targeted than s′ev , it follows that sT is more targeted than s′T , that is, Σ(sT ) ≤ Σ(s′T ).
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Observe that, given a fixed entity ranking, an entity with a more targeted entity selection

sequence selects all the priority agents that it would select with a less targeted entity

selection sequence, and sometimes more, as shown by Theorem 12. Therefore, mechanism

f homogeneously N+-dominates mechanism f ′.

3.8 Policies for Compromising Between Protection and

Representation

Since not all DA-SPR mechanisms are comparable to each other, and arbitrary members

of this family of mechanisms may be less than transparent in their policy implications, as

demonstrated by Example 6, we now introduce a subclass of the DA-SPR mechanisms,

the Split DA-SPR mechanisms, which are intuitive and provide consistent and comparable

priority treatment policies.

Split DA-SPR mechanisms

A Split DA-SPR entity selection sequence se for entity e ∈ E is of the following

form:

se = (r, . . . , r,︸ ︷︷ ︸
qrfe

u, . . . , u,︸ ︷︷ ︸
que

r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
qrbe

),

where qrfe is the number of reserved positions at the front and qrbe is the number of

reserved positions at the back of the sequence, with qre = qrfe +qrbe . The reserved positions

are split between the beginning and end of the sequence (the front and the back) with

all unreserved positions between the reserved positions. Note that the DA-TPR and

DA-MiR entity selection sequences are both Split DA-SPR sequences. In particular, a

Split DA-SPR selection sequence with qrbe = qr is a DA-TPR entity selection sequence,

and a Split DA-SPR selection sequence with qrfe = qr is a DA-MiR selection sequence.

Observe that any two Split DA-SPR entity selection sequences are comparable: a lower
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qrfe (or, equivalently, a higher qrbe ) leads to a more targeted Split DA-SPR rule. Since

the Split DA-SPR selection sequences are comparable, Theorem 12 tells us that they are

unambiguous in their relative policy impact.

Split DA-SPR mechanisms are DA-SPR mechanisms such that each entity uses a Split

DA-SPR entity selection sequence. Moreover, if two Split DA-SPR mechanisms are com-

parable, which requires that all of the selection sequences of the more targeted mechanism

are either more targeted or the same as the selection sequences of the less targeted mech-

anism when compared for each entity, then Theorem 14 implies that their relative policy

impact is unambiguous at homogeneous profiles. We summarize these results in the

corollary below.

Corollary 4. Let f and g be two Split DA-SPR mechanisms such that f is more targeted

than g. Then for each entity e ∈ E the entity selection rule used by f is either the

same or N+-superior to the entity selection rule used by g. Moreover, mechanism f

homogeneously N+-dominates mechanism g.

As Corollary 2 shows, Split DA-SPR entity selection rules and mechanisms possess

some nice properties regarding their policy impact. They are also quite intuitive, since

in a Split DA-SPR mechanism each entity selects agents according to a split sequential

priority reserve policy in which reserved positions are either at the front or at the end,

with the unreserved positions in the middle. The reserved positions at the front can

be seen as “non-targeted” positions, and the reserved positions at the back as “targeted”

positions, positions to be given to priority agents who would be assigned to a less preferred

entity without such a targeted position. Despite not being fully comparable, as shown by

Corollary 3, due to their transparency Split DA-SPR mechanisms offer attractive policy

choices for a designer who wishes to compromise between the fully targeted DA-TPR

mechanism and the fully non-targeted DA-MiR mechanism.
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3.9 Conclusion

This study brings a new perspective to the analysis of priority reserves and emphasizes

the importance of clarifying the objective for providing priority treatment in diverse re-

source allocation problems, such as refugee settlement, centralized university admissions,

or school choice. The previous literature on reserve policies focuses mainly on affirma-

tive action and implicitly views representation as the primary goal of priority treatment,

without making this assumption explicit. We seek an understanding of priority treatment

policies in a more general framework by considering representation and effective preferen-

tial treatment (what we refer to simply as “protection”) as two distinct objectives, and by

evaluating priority reserve policies in terms of these objectives. In our formal treatment

the objective of providing protection for the priority group is fulfilled by a preferential

policy which is targeted at those members of the group who need it.

As a first step towards a more unified approach to priority reserve design, we study

the normative and incentive properties of matching mechanisms with a reserve policy

in a simple model with one group of agents who are to be prioritized over the rest of

the agents, and analyze and characterize two contrasting reserve policies in order to

understand the impact of their design. Our results identify Hafalir et al.’s (2013)[30] DA-

MiR mechanism as the least targeted priority reserve mechanism, serving the primary

goal of representation, as opposed to the DA-TPR mechanism which we propose as the

most targeted priority reserve mechanism, serving the primary goal of providing effective

preferential treatment.

These two matching mechanisms, the DA-MiR and the DA-TPR, are the two extreme

members in the large family of DA-SPR mechanisms which includes any arbitrary se-

quence of reserved and unreserved positions for each entity when using the Deferred

Acceptance mechanism with entity selection based on these sequences. We characterize

this general class of mechanisms in terms of their desirable stability and incentive prop-

erties, which underlines the importance of these mechanisms. However, we argue that
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many members of this family of reserve policies are unclear in terms of their objectives

and their impact on the welfare of the priority group. Therefore, we identify a subclass of

the class of DA-SPR mechanisms, the Split DA-SPR mechanisms, which have a transpar-

ent design that explicitly specifies which reserved positions are targeted and which ones

are not. The family of Split DA-SPR mechanisms enables the policy designer to combine

the two goals of representation and protection in different proportions for each entity,

since it consists of a whole range of selection policies which compromise between these

two goals. These mechanisms are simple and are shown to be relatively consistent in

their policy impact, and provide flexibility to choose a selection sequence for each entity

which is transparent in its desired compromise.

Appendix A: Augmented Markets

We introduce an augmented one-to-one matching market for each DA-SPR mechanism,

for which the standard agent-proposing DA mechanism produces the same matching as

the DA-SPR mechanism.

Let the original market be M = 〈N,N+, E, q, qr, P,�〉. Fix a profile of entity selection

sequences s ≡ (se)e∈E and let f s denote the corresponding DA-SPR mechanism. We

define an augmented market MA(s) = 〈N,EA, PA(s),�A〉 for market M and DA-SPR rule

f s, as follows. Split each entity e ∈ E into qe entities with one position for each entity.

Then the set of entities EA in the augmented market consists of
∑

e∈E qe entities. The

entity ranking �Ae of entity e in the augmented market is given as follows. For each

entity e ∈ E, corresponding to each of the que unreserved positions of e, the entity eu in

the augmented market keeps the original ranking of entity e: �Aeu ≡ �e. Corresponding

to each of the qre reserved positions of e, the entity er in the augmented market has

priority-agent favoring rankings as defined below:
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i �Aer j ⇐⇒


i ∈ N+ and j ∈ N0

i, j ∈ N+ and i �e j

i, j ∈ N0 and i �e j

To specify the preferences PA(s)
i of agent i ∈ N for the augmented market, for each

agent i we replace entity e with its qe copies of e in the preference ordering of agent i

such that the ordering of the copies follows the sequence se of reserved and unreserved

positions as specified by the DA-SPR mechanism f s. Indexing the copies of reserved

and unreserved positions available at each entity e ∈ E, the que unreserved positions

become eu1 , eu2 , . . ., and the qre reserved positions become er1 , er2 , . . .. Each agent keeps

the relative ordering of the different entities e ∈ E the same, and ranks the positions

for each entity (which are ranked consecutively) following the sequence se specified by

the DA-SPR mechanism f s. For example, if under the DA-SPR mechanism f s we have

se1 = (u, r, u) and se2 = (r, r, u, u), and if e1Pie2 for agent i ∈ N , then eu11 P
A(s)
i er11 P

A(s)
i

eu21 P
A(s)
i er12 P

A(s)
i er22 P

A(s)
i eu12 P

A(s)
i eu22 . This determines the one-to-one augmented

market MA(s) for market M and DA-SPR rule f s.

Any matching in MA(s) can be transformed into a matching in M in a straightforward

manner: all agents who are matched to an entity in EA in the augmented market MA(s)

that corresponds to either an unreserved or a reserved position of e are matched to e in

M . Given this definition of the augmented market MA(s), the following result is easy to

verify .

Lemma A.1. Fix a DA-SPR mechanism f s. For each profile (P,�) ∈ (P × Π), the

DA-SPR matching f s(P,�) in the original market M corresponds to the agent-proposing

DA matching fDA(PA(s),�A) in the augmented market MA(s).

Appendix B: Main Characterization Proofs

Proof of Theorem 11:
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A DA-SPR mechanism is weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof by Theorems 8 and

10. We will show the converse: if a mechanism is weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof

then it is a DA-SPR mechanism. Fix a mechanism g which is weakly reserve-stable and

strategyproof. We first identify in Step 1 a mechanism within the family of DA-SPR

mechanisms that is a candidate to be the same mechanism as g. Then in Steps 2 and 3

we use a proof by contradiction to prove that the two mechanisms are the same.

Step 1. In this step we construct the profile s ≡ (se)e∈E of entity selection sequences

such that the corresponding DA-SPR mechanism f s will be shown to be the same as

the fixed weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof mechanism g, given the fixed entity

ranking profile �∈ Π. Fix e ∈ E, and let P ∈ P be the preference profile where

each agent finds only entity e acceptable: for all i ∈ N, Pi = (e, i). Let pe denote

the number of priority agents matched to e in addition to the qre priority agents that

are matched to e by g, given that g(P ) is weakly reserve-stable at (P,�). That is, let

pe ≡ |µe ∩N+| − qre . Given that |N+| > qe, pe ≥ 0 by condition (2a) in the definition of

weak reserve-stability. Corresponding to each priority agent in �e, let se have a reserved

position, and corresponding to each non-priority agent in �e, let se have an unreserved

position, following the order of agents in �e, except for the following two requirements.

1. Assign an unreserved position to the first pe priority agents in the ordering instead

of a reserved position.

2. Place all remaining reserved positions at the end of se to have exactly qre reserved

positions.

Note that the sequence se has a length of qe. Repeat the same for each entity e ∈ E in

order to identify the sequence se for entity e. The constructed profile s of entity selection

sequences identifies a specific DA-SPR mechanism. Let this mechanism be denoted by

f s.

In the rest of the proof we show that, given the fixed �∈ Π, for all P ∈ P , g(P ) =

f s(P ). Since g is an arbitrary weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof mechanism, this
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will imply that any weakly reserve-stable and strategyproof mechanism is a DA-SPR

mechanism.

Step 2. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists P ∈ P such that f s(P ) 6= g(P ).

We will show that then there exist i, j ∈ N and P̄ ∈ P such that i ∈ µ̄e, eP̄j µ̄(j), j ∈ ν̄e,

and eP̄iν̄(i), where µ̄ ≡ f s(P̄ ) and ν̄ ≡ g(P̄ ). We will refer to this as a reversal in the

rest of this step. Specifically, this is a reversal with agents i, j and entity e at preference

profile P̄ .

For ease of notation, let µ ≡ f s(P ) and ν ≡ g(P ). Thus, we suppose that µ 6= ν. Since

ν is weakly reserve-stable at P and f s is a DA-SPR rule, Theorem 9 implies that ν does

not Pareto-dominate µ. Hence, there exists i1 ∈ N such that µ(i1)Pi1ν(i1). Then, since g

is weakly reserve-stable, condition 2 in the definition of weak reserve-stability implies that

|ν ′µ(i1 | = qµ(i1). This implies that there exists i2 ∈ N \{i1} such that ν(i2) = µ(i1) 6= µ(i2).

If µ(i1)Pi2µ(i2) then we have a reversal with agents i1, i2 and entity µ(i1) at profile P .

Therefore, assume that µ(i2)Pi2µ(i1). Then we can repeat the same argument to find

i3 ∈ N \ {i2} such that ν(i3) = µ(i2) 6= µ(i3). Assuming that there is no reversal with

any agents it, it+1 and entity µ(it) at preference profile P and given that there are a finite

number of agents, we can continue the same way to find t, t′ with 1 ≤ t′ < t ≤ n such

that ν(it) = µ(it−1) 6= µ(it), it = it′ and thus ν(it′) = µ(it−1) 6= µ(it′). Let I ≡ ∪t−1v=t′iv.

Note that for all v = t′, . . . , t− 1, µ(iv)Pivν(iv) and ∪t−1v=t′µ(iv) = ∪t−1v=t′ν(iv).

For all l ∈ N , let P̃l denote the truncation of Pl at µ(l), that is, the preference ordering of

the entities ranked above µ(l) is unchanged, with µ(l) as the last-ranked acceptable entity

in P̃l, while all entities ranked below µ(l) in Pl are unacceptable in P̃l. If g(P̃I , P−I) = µ

then g is not weakly group-strategyproof since coalition I can manipulate the matching at

P , which is a contradiction. Therefore, g(P̃I , P−I) 6= µ. However, since f s is a DA-SPR

rule and P̃l is a truncation of Pl at µ(l), where µ = f s(P ), we have f s(P̃I , P−I) = µ.

Therefore, given that f s(P̃I , P−I) 6= g(P̃I , P−I), we can apply a similar argument to

(P̃I , P−I) as the one used for P above, and assuming that there is no reversal, we can show

after iteratively applying this argument, that f s(P̃ ) = µ 6= g(P̃ ). Note that g(P̃ ) does
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not Pareto-dominate f s(P̃ ), since f s is constrained efficient with respect to weak reserve-

stability by Theorem 9 and g(P̃ ) is weakly reserve-stable at (P̃,�). Therefore, there exists

h ∈ N such that µ(h) 6= h and ν(h) = h. Then, since g is weakly reserve-stable, condition

2 in the definition of weak reserve-stability implies that |gµ(h)(P̃ )| = qµ(h). This implies

that there exists h′ ∈ N \ {h} such that gh′(P̃ ) = µ(h) 6= µ(h′). Since µ(h)P̃h′µ(h′), this

is a reversal with agents h, h′ and entity µ(h) at profile P̃ .

Step 3.

As shown in Step 2, there exists a reversal with agents i, j ∈ N and entity e at profile

P̄ ∈ P such that i ∈ µ̄e, eP̄j µ̄(j), j ∈ ν̄e, and eP̄iν̄(i), where µ̄ ≡ f s(P̄,�) and ν̄ ≡

g(P̄,�). We now consider different cases based on whether i and j are priority agents,

and derive a contradiction in each case.

Case 1: i, j ∈ N+.

Given that ν̄ is weakly reserve-stable at (P̄,�) and i ∈ N+, condition (2a) in the definition

of weak reserve-stability implies that for all l ∈ ν̄e, l �e i, and thus j �e i. Similarly,

given that µ̄ is weakly reserve-stable at (P̄,�), j ∈ N+ implies that for all l ∈ µ̄e, l �e j,

and thus i �e j. This is a contradiction.

Case 2: i, j ∈ N0.

Given that ν̄ is weakly reserve-stable at (P̄,�) and i ∈ N0, condition (2b) in the definition

of weak reserve-stability implies that for all l ∈ (ν̄e∩N0), l �e i, and thus j �e i. Similarly,

given that µ̄ is weakly reserve-stable at (P̄,�) and j ∈ N0, for all l ∈ (µ̄e ∩N0), l �e j,

and thus i �e j. This is a contradiction.

Case 3: i ∈ N0, j ∈ N+.

Since µ̄ is weakly reserve-stable, condition (2a) in the definition of weak reserve-stability

implies i �e j, and since ν̄ is also weakly reserve-stable, condition (2b) implies that

|{h ∈ (ν̄e ∩N+) : i �e h}| ≤ qre . Thus, at most qre priority agents who are assigned to ν̄e

are lower-ranked than i by �e. However, since µ̄ is weakly reserve-stable, by condition

(2a) we also have |µ̄e∩N+| ≥ qre , that is, there are at least qre higher-ranked priority agents
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than j according to �e, since j /∈ µ̄e and ePjµ̄e. Thus, since i ∈ N0 gets an unreserved

position at µ̄e in the sequence se identified for entity e in Step 1, i’s ranking among N0

agents by �̄e is no higher than qe − qre . However, since i 6∈ ν̄e, j ∈ ν̄e, and eP̄iν̄(i), by

condition (2b) in the definition of weak reserve-stability, for all l ∈ (ν̄e ∩N0), l�̄ei, and

no more than qre priority agents are matched to e, which is a contradiction.

Case 4: i ∈ N+, j ∈ N0.

Since ν̄ is weakly reserve-stable, condition (2a) in the definition of weak reserve-stability

implies that j �e i and |(ν̄e∩N+)| ≥ qre . Therefore, at least qre priority agents are ranked

higher than i by �e. Since µ̄ is weakly reserve-stable, condition (2b) in the definition

of weak reserve-stability implies that for all l ∈ (µ̄e ∩ N0), l �e j, and no more than qre

priority agents are matched to e in µ̄e who are ranked lower by �e than j, which implies

that in the sequence se identified for entity e in Step 1 agent i gets a reserved position at

µ̄e, and i is ranked among the top qre priority agents by �e among those priority agents

who are ranked lower than j, which is a contradiction.

As we have derived a contradiction in all possible cases, g(P ) = f s(P ) for all P ∈ P ,

and the proof is completed.

We are now ready to present the proofs of the characterizations of the DA-TPR and

DA-MiR mechanisms, which build on Theorem 11.

Proof of Theorem 6:

Protection-stability is shown by Theorem 5, and the strategyproofness of the DA-TPR

mechanism follows from the more general result of Theorem 10. The other direction

of the statement can be established as follows. Given that protection-stability implies

weak reserve-stability, by Theorem 11 the only mechanisms that may satisfy protection-

stability and strategyproofness are DA-SPR mechanisms. We will show that the only

DA-SPR mechanism which satisfies protection-stability is the DA-TPR mechanism.

Suppose, by contradiction, that f s is a DA-SPR mechanism for which there exists
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entity e ∈ E with a selection sequence se such that it has at least one reserved position

preceding an unreserved position. Let the first such reserved position in se be the kth

position in the sequence se, where k > 0. Let (P,�) satisfy the following. For all

i ∈ N, Pi ∈ (e), and �e ranks k − 1 non-priority agents first, followed by one priority

agent, say i ∈ N+, then the rest of the non-priority agents and finally the rest of the

priority agents. Then e selects the top qre priority agents in step 1 of the DA-SPR

procedure f s at (P,�), including priority agent i, and given (P,�), this set of agents is

f se (P ). Note that a non-priority agent, say j ∈ N0, is selected for the k + 1st position

by e, given our assumption that there are more than que non-priority agents, and thus

i �e j and i /∈ N̄+
e (f se (P ),�e). This implies that |N̄+

e (f se (P ),�e)| = qre−1, which violates

(2a) in the definition of protection-stability. Therefore, f s(P ) is not protection-stable at

(P,�). This means that a DA-SPR mechanism can only satisfy protection-stability if for

each entity e the selection sequence has no reserved position preceding any unreserved

position. There is only one such DA-SPR mechanism, namely the DA-TPR mechanism,

and the proof is completed.

Proof of Theorem 7:

Representation-stability and strategyproofness of the DA-MiR mechanism are shown

by Hafalir et al. (2013). The other direction of the statement can be established as

follows. Given that representation-stability implies weak reserve-stability, by Theorem 11

the only mechanisms that may satisfy representation-stability and strategyproofness are

DA-SPR mechanisms. We will show that the only DA-SPR mechanism which satisfies

representation-stability is the DA-MiR mechanism.

Let f s be a DA-SPR mechanism for which there exists entity e ∈ E with a selection

sequence se such that it has at least one unreserved position preceding a reserved position.

Let the first such unreserved position in se be the kth position in the sequence se, where

k > 0. Let (P,�) satisfy the following. For all i ∈ N, Pi ∈ (e), and �e ranks k − 1

priority agents first, followed by all non-priority agents, and finally the rest of the priority

agents. Then e selects the top k priority agents for the first k positions at (P,�) in step 1
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of the DA-SPR procedure f s. Moreover, e selects an additional qre−(k−1) priority agents

for the remaining reserved positions, all of whom are ranked lower by e than all of the

non-priority agents. Given our assumptions, there is at least one such additional priority

agent, say j ∈ N+, and there is at least one non-priority agent, say i ∈ N0 who is not

selected by e. Given (P,�), this set of agents is f se (P ). Then |{f se (P ) ∩ N+}| > qre and

there exist i ∈ N0 and j ∈ f se (P ) such that i �e j, which violates (2b) in the definition

of representation-stability. Therefore, f s(P ) is not representation-stable at (P,�). This

means that a DA-SPR mechanism can only satisfy representation-stability if for each

entity e the selection sequence has no unreserved position preceding any reserved position.

There is only one such DA-SPR mechanism, namely the DA-MiR mechanism, and the

proof is completed.
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Chapter 4

Partially Targeted Priority Reserve

Policies

4.1 Introduction

The prevalent minority reserve policies in school choice limit the number of admitted ma-

jority students to give minority students a better chance to attend their desired schools.

There are several studies on affirmative action policies in the context of matching mecha-

nisms, such as Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with specific choice rules that accommo-

date priority reserves. Hafalir et al. (2013)[30] recommend an affirmative action policy

with minority reserves, the DA-MiR (Deferred Acceptance with Minority Reserves) mech-

anism, which is a Deferred Acceptance algorithm with choice rules that have a quota set

aside at each university to prioritize minority students. The DA-MiR mechanism gives

higher priority to minority students up to the reserved number of positions at each uni-

versity, however, it does not allow for admitting more minority students to a university

than the number of reserved slots, unless all the minority students could gain entrance

even without having an affirmative action policy. The DA-MiR mechanism serves the

goal of minority representation well, given its attractive efficiency properties compared
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to majority quota rules (Kojima (2013)[39]). However, if the primary goal is not rep-

resentation but rather to help prioritize a group of typically disadvantaged agents, such

as refugee families in emergency situations, who may or may not be matched otherwise

to entities that are highly ranked by them, then the DA-MiR mechanism is less attrac-

tive. Therefore, in the previous chapter we propose an alternative matching mechanism

with targeted priority reserves, the DA-TPR (Deferred Acceptance with Targeted Priority

Reserves) mechanism, which captures the goal of targeting exactly those agents in the

priority group who are in need of preferential treatment, while recognizing that not all

agents in the priority group need such treatment and thus allowing for a higher number

of priority agents to be matched to an entity than the quota set aside for them.

A targeted reserve policy may be applicable to any situation where a disadvantaged

group needs preferential treatment but some members of the group do not require this

treatment, provided that the main objective is not representation, such as affirmative

action, but to provide prioritization or protection for those who are deemed to have

priority and who need this preferential treatment. Thus, the targeted priority reserve

policy of the DA-TPR mechanism does not aim for representation, and the number of

set-aside positions is determined by how many priority agents are to be helped, not by how

many should be matched to a particular entity. Providing effective preferential treatment

that makes a difference is especially important for refugee settlement ([51] [52]).

The DA-TPR mechanism that we propose in Chapter 3 fills the unreserved positions

of the entities first, based on a general competition of all agents, which provides an

opportunity for priority group agents to get accepted by entities on their own right,

without taking up reserved positions. Once the unreserved positions are filled, when

allocating the reserved positions entities target priority group agents who are in need of

prioritization. The DA-TPR mechanism is a good alternative priority policy to the DA-

MiR mechanism not only because it is more appropriate to meet the objective of providing

effective preferential treatment, but also because it retains the positive features of the

DA-MiR mechanism, as shown in Chapter 3. We also study the entire class of DA-SPR
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(Deferred Acceptance with Sequential Priority Reserves) mechanisms in Chapter 3, which

allow for any arbitrary sequence of the reserved and unreserved positions for each entity.

The impact of the sequence of filling reserved versus unreserved positions has been

studied previously in the school choice context by Dur et al. (2018)[19]) and Dur et al.

(2020)[21]. These papers study specific applications of providing priority treatment in the

Boston and Chicago school choice programs, and their focus is school-level selection rather

than the entire matching mechanism. Unlike our mechanism-level analysis, [19] and [21]

study the properties of a school’s choice rule in various models.1 By contrast, we study

entire matching mechanisms in the same simple model as Hafalir et al. (2013)[30], with

one priority group only. Moreover, [19] and [21] view the specific selection sequencing as

merely a means of affecting the number of accepted prioritized students, demonstrating

that the representation of prioritized students can be changed by modifying only the

sequencing but not the number of reserved positions. We argue, on the other hand,

as seen in the previous chapter, that different precedence orders correspond to different

policy goals.

In the class of DA-SPR mechanisms, the DA-MiR mechanism can be seen as the least

targeted priority policy that serves the goal of representation and, at the other extreme,

the DA-TPR mechanism that we propose in Chapter 3 emerges as the most targeted

priority policy that is aimed at providing prioritization for protection. In the previous

chapter we also propose the Split DA-SPR rules as good compromises between the two

extreme rules for the designer who is interested in having both some representation and

some effective protective treatment in the priority policy. Split DA-SPR rules split the

reserved positions between the front (as in the DA-MiR mechanism) and the end of

the entity selection sequence (as in the DA-TPR mechanism), with all the unreserved

positions between them. These are intuitively appealing and transparent rules for policy

makers, and we also demonstrated in Chapter 3 that these rules exhibit a consistent
1Other related studies of affirmative action mechanisms include Ehlers et al. (2014)[23] and Kominers

and Sönmez (2016)[40], while Echenique and Yenmez (2015)[22] focus on the choice rules of a given school,
similarly to [19] and [21].
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policy impact when compared to each other.

The current chapter further explores priority treatment policies with reserves which

compromise between representation and protection. The Split DA-SPR mechanisms were

chosen from the class of DA-SPR rules as intuitive mechanisms for such a compromise.

In this study we want to broaden this inquiry by not limiting our choices to DA-SPR

mechanisms exclusively. We investigate potential alternatives for situations where the

designer doesn’t wish to use either a fully targeted mechanism (the DA-TPR) or a fully

non-targeted mechanism (the DA-MiR), and we don’t simply want to recommend a pol-

icy from the class of DA-SPR mechanisms. Instead, we want to specify directly how

we compromise when we use Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with selection rules (i.e.,

choice rules) for each entity that follow the desired compromise, given the generally at-

tractive properties of Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with choice rules. We start our

investigation by making explicit inquiries regarding the design of the priority treatment

policy in search of appropriate compromises, with the intention to pose questions that

any policy maker could answer without being aware of the formal studies of priority

reserves in matching theory. Specifically, we ask: how many reserved positions have to

be taken up by qualified priority agents? Here qualified priority agents are agents who

would be matched to the entity regardless of their priority status. If the answer is “all of

them,” then we have the DA-MiR mechanism, and if the answer is “none of them” then

we have the DA-TPR mechanism. Slightly changing this question, we may also ask: at

most how many unreserved positions may be taken up by qualified priority group agents ?

If the answer is “all of them,” then we have the DA-TPR mechanism, and if the answer

is “none of them” then we have the DA-MiR mechanism. Between these two extreme

cases there is a range of policies with different degrees of compromise for both questions.

Interestingly, even though these two policy inquiries are similar, they lead to two distinct

sets of policies.

In the first class of mechanisms that we obtain by focusing on the allocation of reserved

positions, each entity selection rule is based on the number of qualified priority agents
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who must get reserved positions, which applies to the applicant pool of each entity in

each round of the Deferred Acceptance algorithm. Since these mechanisms are based on

the allocation of the reserved positions, we call them the r-PTPR mechanisms. Here

PTPR stands for Partially Targeted Priority Reserves mechanisms, and r-PTPR is short

for Reserved-PTPR mechanisms. We show that the r-PTPR mechanisms are equivalent

to a subclass of the class of DA-SPR mechanisms (Theorem 15), what we call the class

of DA-ESPR mechanisms (Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with Explicit Sequential

Priority Reserves). Interestingly, the class of DA-ESPR mechanisms is not the same as

the Split DA-SPR mechanisms from Chapter 3. In fact, the only too common members

of these two classes of mechanisms are the DA-TPR and DA-MiR mechanisms, the two

extreme members of both classes. The family of DA-ESPR mechanisms is also intuitive,

similarly to Split DA-SPR mechanisms, but they have a more subtle structure, and

it is not obvious at first glance that these rules would correspond to our policy goals

focusing on the allocation of reserved seats between qualified and unqualified priority

group agents. The r-PTPR mechanisms also have some nice properties, in addition

to their intuitive features, as seen from the equivalence with DA-ESPR mechanisms.

We know from the previous chapter that the large family of DA-SPR mechanisms is

characterized by a a weak stability axiom with priority reserves, called weak reserve-

stability, and strategyproofness (see Theorem 11 in Chapter 3). Therefore, since the

class of r-PTPR mechanisms is equivalent to the class of DA-ESPR mechanisms, the

r-PTPR mechanisms are also weakly reserve-stable, constrained efficient with respect

to weak reserve-stability, and weakly group-strategyproof, by Theorems 8, 9, and 10 in

Chapter 3.

In the second class of mechanisms that we obtain by focusing on the allocation of

unreserved positions, each entity selection rule is based on the maximum number of

qualified priority group agents who are permitted to get unreserved positions, which

applies to the applicant pool of each entity in each round of the Deferred Acceptance

algorithm. Since these mechanisms are based on the allocation of the unreserved positions,

we call them the u-PTPR mechanisms (short for Unreserved-PTPR mechanisms). We
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show that this class of mechanisms is not a subclass of the class of DA-SPR mechanisms

(Theorem 16). However, they do satisfy weak reserve-stability (Theorem 17). Since these

are not DA-SPR rules as shown by Theorem 16, Theorem 17 implies that these rules

are not strategyproof, given our characterization result of DA-SPR mechanisms in the

previous chapter (Theorem 11 in Chapter 3).

The policy goals behind the r-PTPR and u-PTPR mechanisms are easy to understand

for the policy maker due to their consistent partially targeted priority policies specified by

their policy numbers, as opposed to an arbitrary policy with inconsistent entity selection

rules, which would be difficult to justify for practical use. The classes of r-PTPR and u-

PTPR mechanisms allow for transparent choices when selecting a corresponding partially

targeted priority reserve policy that a specific allocation problem calls for. In particular,

these mechanisms enable the policy designer, in addition to setting the number of reserved

positions at each entity, to also determine the extent to which the priority policy should be

targeted. The flexible policies that these two classes of mechanisms offer have implications

for refugee settlement, immigration, centralized university admissions, and public school

choice systems, among other settings.

4.2 The Model

A matching market with priority reserves is defined by the following components.

1. A finite set of agents N .

2. A priority group N+ ⊂ N . We call N0 = N \ N+ the non-priority group.

Thus, N = N+∪N0. We will refer to agents in the priority group as priority agents

for short, and to agents in the non-priority group as non-priority agents.

3. A finite set of entities E.

4. Each entity e ∈ E has a capacity qe > 0, which is the number of available positions

at entity e. Let q ≡ (qe)e∈E.
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5. Reserved positions. For each entity e ∈ E, qe = qre + que , where qre denotes the

number of reserved positions for the priority group N+, and que is the number of

unreserved positions at entity e. To simplify our exposition, we assume that qre > 0

for all e ∈ E. Let qr ≡ (qre)e∈E and qu ≡ (que )e∈E.

6. Each i ∈ N has strict preferences Pi over E ∪ {i}. Agents may not find all

entities acceptable, and ranking an entity below i indicates that the entity is not

acceptable.

7. Each entity e ∈ E has a strict (priority) ranking �e over N . Entities are not

considered active agents with their exogeneously given priorities over agents, simi-

larly to schools in the school choice model of Abdulkadiroǧlu and Sönmez (2003).

Thus, when considering efficiency and incentives, we only consider the agents’ side.

We will refer to the entity priorities from now on as entity rankings in order to

avoid any confusion in the terminology between entity priorities and the fixed set

of priority agents N+.

Let P ≡ (Pi)i∈N denote a preference profile for the agents and let P be the set

of preference profiles. Let �≡ (�e)e∈E denote an entity ranking profile and let Π

be the set of entity ranking profiles. Then a market is defined by 〈N,N+, E, q, qr, P,�〉.

Given fixed N,N+, E, q and qr, a market is determined by a profile (P,�) consisting of

a preference profile P ∈ P and an entity ranking profile �∈ Π.

We will also need the following notation concerning the preferences. Let Ri denote

the weak preferences of agent i ∈ N associated with Pi. Since preferences are assumed

to be strict, eRie
′ means that either ePie′ or e = e′. We will write Pi ∈ (e) if agent i

ranks entity e first, Pi ∈ (e, e′) if agent i ranks entity e first and entity e′ second, and so

on. Then, for example, Pi ∈ (e, i) indicates that agent i finds only entity e acceptable.

The preferences of a coalition L ⊆ N in profile P are denoted by PL. We denote the

preference profile of all the agents except for i by P−i, and the preference profile of all

the agents except the agents in coalition L by P−L.
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In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that for all e ∈ E, |N+| > qe and

|N0| > qe. These are mild assumptions which are easily satisfied in most applications

and allow us to ignore some unimportant special cases in which there are too few agents.

Matching. An allocation in a market is a matching µ, which is a function from N to

E ∪N such that, for every agent i ∈ N , µ(i) ∈ E ∪{i}, where µ(i) = e means that agent

i is matched to entity e and µ(i) = i means that agent i is unmatched. We will refer

to µ(i) as agent i’s assignment in µ. With a slight abuse of notation we denote that set

of agents matched to i in matching µ by µe, and hence require that µe ⊆ N such that

|µe| ≤ qe. LetM denote the set of matchings.

A matching µ Pareto-dominates matching ν at preference profile P if for all agents

i ∈ N, µiRiνi, and there exists agent j ∈ N such that µjPjνj.

Matching mechanism. A mechanism is a function f : (P × Π) → M that assigns a

matching to each profile (P,�) ∈ (P × Π).

An applicant pool A ⊆ N is a subset of N . Let A+ denote the set of priority

agents, and let A0 denote the set of non-priority agents, in applicant pool A. That is, let

A+ ≡ A ∩N+ and A0 ≡ A ∩N0.

Next we define the notion of qualified priority agents, since identifying these agents in

an applicant pool plays an important role in the classes of mechanisms that we study.

Qualified priority agents. Let e ∈ E. Given a a fixed applicant pool A ⊆ N with

|A| ≥ que and a fixed entity ranking �e, let topu(A,�e) ⊆ A be the set of agents who are

ranked by �e as the top que agents in A. Moreover, let topu+(A,�e) = topu(A,�e) ∩ A+

be the set of priority agents among the agents who are ranked by �e as the top que agents

in A. We will refer to topu+(A,�e) as the set of qualified priority agents in A according to

�e, since these are priority agents who would always be selected by an entity, even if they

were not priority agents. Finally, let v+e (A,�e) ≡ | topu+(A,�e)| denote the number

of qualified priority agents in A according to �e. For ease of notation, we suppress
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the domain and denote the number of qualified priority agents by v+e whenever this is

unambiguous.

4.3 Deferred Acceptance Mechanisms

All matching mechanisms studied in this paper are agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance

mechanisms with different entity selection rules (also known as choice rules). The selection

rule for each entity specifies the set of selected agents from each applicant pool A ⊆ N

which arises in some step of the iterated agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance algorithm.

We denote the applicant pool by Ake ⊆ N in step k of the algorithm at a specific profile,

where the applicant pool in step k for k > 1 is the union of the set of new applicants to

entity e in step k and the set of agents tentatively matched to e in step k − 1, and for

k = 1 we let A1
e be simply the set of new applicants to e in step 1.

Entity selection rules. A selection rule for entity e, denoted by ce, maps from any

applicant pool A ⊆ N and entity ranking �e to a subset of A as follows:

i. if |A| ≤ qe then ce(A,�e) = A.

ii. if |A| > qe then ce(A,�e) ⊂ A such that |ce(A,�e)| = qe.

We now define the Gale-Shapley agent-proposing Deferred Acceptance mechanisms

with entity selection rules, which only differ from the standard Deferred Acceptance

algorithm [27], which simply follows the entity rankings for selection, in that they allow

for arbitrary entity selection rules which determine the selection from the applicant pool

of each entity in each step of of the algorithm.

Deferred Acceptance (DA) mechanisms with entity selection rules

Fix a profile (P,�) ∈ (P × Π).

Step 1: Each agent applies to her most preferred entity according to P . Each entity

e ∈ E tentatively assigns its positions among its applicants (i.e., from applicant pool A1
e)
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according to its entity selection rule, up to its capacity. Any remaining applicants are

rejected.

Step k: Each agent who was rejected in step k − 1 applies to her next most preferred

acceptable entity according to P among the entities that have not yet rejected her, if any

such entity remains. Each entity selects from the set of agents it has been tentatively

matched to, together with the set of its new applicants in this step (i.e., from applicant

pool Ake) and tentatively assigns its positions according to its entity selection rule, up to

its capacity. Any remaining agents in this set are rejected.

The algorithm terminates when no applicant is rejected in a particular step, and the

tentative assignments in this last step become final.

When there is a priority reserve policy in place, the entity selection rule for each entity

depends not only on the overall capacity of the entity qe but also on its reserve quota qre ,

and different entity selection rules may differ in their priority reserve policies. Specifically,

recall that if the qre reserved positions are filled first from the priority group applicants A+

and then the que unreserved positions are filled from the remaining agents in the applicant

pool A by each entity e then we get the DA-MiR mechanism of Hafalir et al. [30], and if

the que unreserved positions are filled first from the general applicant pool A and then the

qre reserved positions are filled from the remaining priority agents in A+ by each entity e

then we get the DA-TPR mechanism studied in Chapter 3.2

4.4 Reserved-PTPR Mechanisms

In this section we study the class of r-PTPR mechanisms. These are Deferred Acceptance

mechanisms with entity selection rules such that, for each member of the class of r-PTPR

mechanisms, the entity selection rule for each entity specifies the number of qualified

priority group agents who are required to take reserved positions. If there are not enough

priority group agents in an applicant pool then this requirement may not be binding.
2See Chapter 3 for detailed definitions and explanations of the DA-MiR and DA-TPR mechanisms.
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Specifically, if there are no more priority agents in the applicant pool than the number

of reserved positions, then this requirement is satisfied automatically. Similarly, if there

are no qualified priority agents then this requirement has no impact. We now formally

define the r-PTPR mechanisms.

r-PTPR mechanisms

r-PTPR mechanisms are parameterized by the policy profile (pre)e∈E, which specifies a

policy number pre for each entity e, where 0 ≤ pre ≤ qre for all e ∈ E. This is the number

of qualified priority agents in the applicant pool who must take up reserved positions.

Fix a policy profile pr ≡ (pre)e∈E. The r-PTPR mechanism specified by pr is defined by

the following entity selection rule. For each entity e ∈ E with entity ranking �e, and for

each applicant pool A ⊆ N :

i. If |A| ≤ qe, select A.

ii. If |A| > qe :

ii.a. Select max(v+e (A,�e)− pre, 0) + qre priority agents according to entity ranking

�e (i.e., select the highest-ranked priority agents according to �e). If |A+| ≤

max(v+e (A,�e)− pre, 0) + qre , then select all priority agents.

ii.b. Fill the remaining positions from the remaining agents in the applicant pool

according to �e such that a total of qe agents are selected.

Examining the lower and upper limits of the policy number pre, we can verify that the

extreme members of this class of mechanisms are the DA-MiR and DA-TPR mechanisms.

If the policy number is set at zero (pre = 0), meaning that none of the qualified priority

agents have to take up reserved positions, then we get the DA-TPR entity selection rule,

since pre = 0 implies that v+e (A,�e) + qre priority agents are selected from the applicant

pool, which corresponds to the the number of qualified priority agents plus the number

of reserved positions, implying that none of the qualified priority agents take up reserved
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positions. Thus, the policy profile pre = 0 for all e ∈ E leads to the DA-TPR mechanism.

If the policy number is set to equal the number of reserved positions (pre = qre), meaning

that all of the reserved positions have to be taken by qualified priority agents (when there

are enough such agents), then we get the DA-MiR entity selection rule, since if pre = qre

then qre priority agents are selected first when v+e (A,�e) ≤ pre. When v+e (A,�e) > pre, the

entity selection rule requires that v+e (A,�e) priority agents are selected first, but notice

that in this case the DA-MiR selection rule would select all qualified priority agents

overall, since the ones not selected for the reserved positions up front would be selected

for the unreserved positions afterwards. In fact, in this case potentially even more priority

agents than the number of qualified priority agents may be selected in total, since this

case corresponds to the rare scenario where there are so many qualified priority agents

that the DA-MiR selection rule chooses more priority agents than the number of reserved

positions, and it selects exactly the qe highest-ranked agents regardless of their priority

status. Thus, the policy profile pre = qre for all e ∈ E leads to the DA-MiR mechanism.

4.4.1 An Equivalence

We will establish next that r-PTPR mechanisms are DA-SPR mechanisms, and we iden-

tify the subclass of DA-SPR mechanisms that is equivalent to the class of r-PTPR mecha-

nisms. We call mechanisms in this subclass DA-ESPR mechanisms (Deferred Acceptance

mechanisms with Explicit Sequential Priority Reserves).

Before stating the equivalence result for r-PTPR mechanisms, we need to define the

class of DA-ESPR mechanisms. Let us first recall the definition of the general class of DA-

SPR mechanisms. DA-SPR mechanisms are Deferred Acceptance mechanisms with entity

selection rules, where the entity selection rules are specified as entity selection sequences

of reserved and unreserved positions. For an entity e ∈ E, an entity selection sequence

consists of an arbitrary ordering of qre reserved positions and que unreserved positions.

Given an applicant pool A ⊆ N and an entity ranking �e, each reserved position is filled

with the highest-ranked remaining priority agent, and each unreserved position is filled
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with the highest-ranked remaining agent from the applicant pool A. These selections

follow the order of the entity selection sequence of reserved and unreserved positions,

and the highest-ranked agents are determined according to entity ranking �e. We denote

an entity selection sequence for entity e by se, and write entity selection sequences as,

for example, se = (u, u, r, r, u, r, u, u, u, u), where r indicates a reserved position and u

indicates an unreserved position, and entity e has qre = 3 reserved positions, que = 7

unreserved positions, and hence qe = 10 overall capacity.

Deferred Acceptance with Explicit Sequential Priority Reserves (DA-ESPR)

mechanisms

A DA-ESPR entity selection sequence se for entity e ∈ E is of the following form:

se = (r, . . . , r,︸ ︷︷ ︸
qrfe

u, . . . , u,︸ ︷︷ ︸
que − q

rf
e

| r, . . . , r,︸ ︷︷ ︸
qrbe

u, . . . , u︸ ︷︷ ︸
qre − qrbe

)

where there are qrfe reserved positions at the front and qrbe reserved position starting with

the (que + 1)st position, such that qrfe + qrbe = qre , and each unreserved position is either

between the two sequences of reserved positions or at the end of the sequence.

We think of these selection sequences as “explicit,” since it is transparent where the

reserved positions are located. Notice that the DA-ESPR selection policies allow the

designer to explicitly identify the non-targeted reserved positions which are at the front,

and the rest of them are targeted reserved positions. The targeted reserved positions for

DA-ESPR entity selection rules are different from the targeted reserved positions for Split

DA-SPR entity selection rules, but nonetheless we call these targeted as well, although

they are not at the very end of the sequence. DA-ESPR entity selection sequences have

an intriguing structure which is related to both the DA-TPR and DA-Mir sequences in a

subtle way. The overall structure of a DA-ESPR entity selection sequence resembles the

DA-TPR entity selection sequence, since the first portion in the sequence consisting of

reserved and then unreserved positions contains que positions, and the second portion in

the sequence consisting of reserved and then unreserved positions contains qre positions.
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However, within each portion the structure of a DA-ESPR entity selection sequence

corresponds to DA-MiR entity selection sequences, leading with the reserved positions

and followed by the unreserved positions. The DA-TPR and DA-MiR entity selection

sequences themselves are also the two extreme cases of the DA-ESPR entity selection

sequences: when qrfe = qre and thus qrbe = 0, this is the DA-MiR selection sequence, and

when qrfe = 0 and thus qrbe = qre , this is the DA-TPR selection sequence. Therefore, the

class of DA-ESPR mechanisms also contains the DA-MiR and DA-TPR mechanisms as

its extreme members.

Theorem 15 (Equivalence).

The class of r-PTPR mechanisms is equivalent to the class of DA-ESPR mechanisms.

Proof. We show that each r-PTPR mechanism is equivalent to a DA-ESPR mechanism.

Fix an r-PTPR mechanism pr = (pre)e∈E. Let e ∈ E and fix an entity ranking �e. Fix

an applicant pool A ⊆ N . Given the policy pre for entity e, we show that the number

of targeted positions in the equivalent DA-ESPR mechanism for each entity e ∈ E is

qrbe = qre − pre. Given that the r-PTPR entity selection sequence begins selection by

choosing max(v+e − pre, 0) + qre priority agents first according to �e for each entity e, we

consider the following two cases.

Case 1. v+e (A,�e) > pre

In this case the r-PTPR entity selection rule selects v+e −pre+qre priority agents first and

fills the rest of the positions regardless of priority status. Since there are more qualified

priority agents than pre, the additional qualified priority agents get unreserved positions.

Given pre, the number of qualified priority applicants who must take up reserved positions,

if we can express the r-PTPR entity selection as a DA-SPR sequential entity selection rule

then the sequence must start with pre reserved positions, to ensure that pre qualified agents

take up reserved positions. Then the sequence must have que − pre unreserved positions

next, to ensure that the remaining v+e −pre qualified priority agents don’t take up reserved

positions. Note that this specifies in total the first que positions, which means that so far in
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the sequence exactly the v+e qualified priority agents have been selected among all priority

agents, and the rest of the agents selected for the first que positions in the sequence are

non-priority agents. After the first que positions the remaining qre − pre reserved positions

must follow in the sequence, which ensures that exactly pre+v+e −pre+qre−pre = v+e −pre+qre

priority agents are selected first if there are at least qre − pre unqualified priority agents (if

there are fewer unqualified priority agents then some of these reserved positions would not

be given to priority agents), corresponding to the r-PTPR entity selection requirement.

This leaves the remaining pre unreserved positions last in the sequence, which may allow for

selecting additional priority agents. In sum, the r-PTPR selection leads to the following

selection sequence for entity e:

se = (

que︷ ︸︸ ︷
r, . . . , r,︸ ︷︷ ︸

pre

u, . . . , u, |
qre︷ ︸︸ ︷

r, . . . , r,︸ ︷︷ ︸
qre−pre

u, . . . , u,),

This is a DA-ESPR entity selection sequence with pre = qrfe and qre − pre = qrbe .

Case 2. v+e (A,�e) ≤ pre

In this case the r-PTPR entity selection rule selects qre priority agents first and fills

the rest of the positions regardless of priority status. Since v+e (A,�e) ≤ pre, all qualified

priority agents have to take up a reserved position, and this corresponds to the DA-MiR

selection sequence, which is a DA-ESPR entity selection sequence.

Therefore, in both cases the r-PTPR entity selection rule is equivalent to a DA-ESPR

entity selection sequence. Since this argument applies to all entities and entity rankings,

we can conclude that each r-PTPR mechanism is equivalent to a DA-ESPR mechanism.

Finally, note that since both 0 ≤ qrfe ≤ qre and 0 ≤ pre ≤ qre , and we can always find an

r-PTPR selection rule with pre = qrfe , as in Case 1, each DA-ESPR mechanism is also

equivalent to an r-PTPR mechanism. This completes the proof.

Theorem 15 is somewhat surprising, since we started with a policy question concerning

how many qualified priority agents have to take up reserved positions, without having
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any sequence of positions in mind, and we ended up with a sequential DA-SPR entity

selection rule. Moreover, one would expect that if there is an equivalence with DA-SPR

entity selection sequences then these would be Split DA-SPR sequences, but this is only

true in the extreme cases. However, DA-ESPR selection sequences still explicitly divide

the reserved positions into targeted versus non-targeted positions, although the targeted

positions are different from the ones in Split DA-SPR sequences.

The following example illustrates Theorem 15 and its proof.

Example 7 (r-PTPR versus DA-ESPR entity selections).

Fix an applicant pool A ⊆ N and entity e ∈ E. Let A0 = {i1, ...i7} and A+ = {i8, ...i14}.

Let qre = 4 and que = 7. Let entity e’s ranking3 over the agents in applicant pool A be

given by

�e: i1, i2, i12, i14, i8, i4, i10, | i11, i5, i3, i6, i9, i7, i13.

Observe that v+e (A,�e) = 4, since there are four priority agents among the que = 7

highest-ranked agents according to �e. We will consider several different policy numbers

pre ≤ qre .

Let pre = 4. Then the r-PTPR entity selection rule requires that qre = 4 priority agents

are selected first, namely i12, i14, i8, i10, plus 7 more agents from the remaining applicants,

which means selecting i1, i2, i4, i11, i5, i3, i6 in addition. This corresponds to the DA-MiR

entity selection sequence (r, r, r, r, u, u, u, | u, u, u, u), which leads to the following set of

selected agents:

{i12, i14, i8, i10, i1, i2, i4, | i11, i5, i3, i6}.

Let pre = 3. Then the r-PTPR entity selection rule requires that 1 + qre = 5 priority

agents are selected first, namely i12, i14, i8, i10, i11, plus 6 more agents from the remain-

ing applicants, which means selecting i1, i2, i4, i5, i3, i6 in addition. This corresponds to
3In the examples we use the notation | to mark the cut-off for the first que positions in the entity

ranking, the entity selection sequences and in the selected applicant sets which are ordered according to
the relevant selection sequence.
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the DA-ESPR entity selection sequence (r, r, r, u, u, u, u, | r, u, u, u), which leads to the

following set of selected agents:

{i12, i14, i8, i1, i2, i4, i10, | i11, i5, i3, i6}.

Let pre = 1. Then the r-PTPR entity selection rule requires that 3 + qre = 7 priority

agents are selected first, namely i12, i14, i8, i10, i11, i9, i13, plus 4 more agents from the

remaining applicants, which means selecting i1, i2, i4, i5 in addition. This corresponds to

the DA-ESPR entity selection sequence (r, u, u, u, u, u, u, | r, r, r, u), which leads to the

following set of selected agents:

{i12, i1, i2, i14, i8, i4, i10, | i11, i9, i13, i5}.

Let pre = 0. Then the r-PTPR entity selection rule requires that 4 + qre = 8 priority

agents are selected first, namely i12, i14, i8, i10, i11, i9, i13, i1, plus 3 more agents from the

remaining applicants, which means selecting i2, i4, i5 in addition. Note that we couldn’t

select 8 priority agents since there are only 7 priority agents. This corresponds to the DA-

TPR entity selection sequence (u, u, u, u, u, u, u, | r, r, r, r), which leads to the following

set of selected agents:

{i1, i2, i12, i14, i8, i4, i10, | i11, i9, i13, i5}.

4.4.2 Properties of Reserved-PTPR Mechanisms

Since DA-ESPR mechanism are DA-SPR mechanisms, Theorem 15 implies that the class

of r-PTPR mechanisms is also a subclass of the class of DA-SPR mechanisms. Therefore,

r-PTPR mechanisms possess all the nice properties of DA-SPR mechanisms that are

presented in Chapter 3.
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Weak reserve-stability:

A matching µ is weakly reserve-stable at profile (P,�) if the following hold:

1. For all i ∈ N , µ(i)Rii,

2. If there are i ∈ N and e ∈ E such that ePiµ(i), then |µe| = qe and

(2a) if i ∈ N+ then, for all j ∈ µe, j �e i and |µe ∩N+| ≥ qre

(2b) if i ∈ N0 then, for all j ∈ (µe ∩N0), j �e i and |{h ∈ (µe ∩N+) : i �e h}| ≤ qre .

A matching mechanism is weakly reserve-stable if it assigns a weakly reserve-stable match-

ing to each profile.

Constrained efficiency. A matching mechanism f is constrained efficient with respect

to weak reserve-stability if, for all profiles (P,�) ∈ (P × Π), whenever a matching ν

Pareto-dominates f(P ) at P , ν is not weakly reserve-stable at P .

A matching mechanism f is strategyproof if for all i ∈ N , for all (P,�) ∈ (P × Π)

and all P ′i , fi(P,�)Ri fi((P
′
i , P−i),�). A coalition L ⊆ N can manipulate matching

f(P,�) at (P,�) if there exists P ′L such that for all i ∈ S, fi((P
′
L, P−L),�)Pifi(P,�).

A matching mechanism f is weakly group-strategyproof if there is no coalition that

can manipulate the matching f(P,�) at any profile (P,�) ∈ (P × Π).

Now we are ready to state the corollary to Theorem 15 and Theorems 8, 9, and 10 in

Chapter 3, showing the properties of r-PTPR mechanisms.

Corollary 5. The r-PTPR mechanisms are weakly reserve-stable, constrained efficient

with respect to weak reserve-stability, and weakly group-strategyproof.

Note that since r-PTPR mechanisms are weakly group-strategyproof, it follows that

they are also strategyproof.

Furthermore, similarly to Split DA-SPR entity selection sequences, any two DA-ESPR
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entity selection sequences are also comparable to each other, as defined in Chapter 3, and

thus we can state the following corollary, which is similar to Corollary 2 on Split DA-SPR

entity selection rules and mechanisms in Chapter 3. For the relevant definitions we refer

to Chapter 3.

Corollary 6. Let f and g be two r-PTPR (or, equivalently, DA-ESPR) mechanisms such

that f is more targeted than g. Then for each entity e ∈ E the entity selection rule used

by f is either the same or N+-superior to the entity selection rule used by g. Moreover,

mechanism f N+-dominates mechanism g.

4.5 Unreserved-PTPR Mechanisms

We now begin our analysis of the class of u-PTPR mechanisms, which is the class of DA

mechanisms with entity selection rules where each member specifies for each entity the

maximum number of qualified priority agents who are allowed to get unreserved positions.

First we formally define the u-PTPR mechanisms.

u-PTPR mechanisms

u-PTPR mechanisms are parameterized by the policy profile (pue )e∈E, which specifies a

policy number pue for each entity e, where 0 ≤ pue ≤ que for all e ∈ E. pue is the number of

qualified priority agents in the applicant pool who are allowed to fill unreserved positions,

and consequently don’t use up a reserved position.

Fix a policy profile pu ≡ (pue )e∈E. The u-PTPR mechanism specified by pu is defined

by the following entity selection rule. For each entity e ∈ E with entity ranking �e, and

for each applicant pool A ⊆ N :

i. If |A| ≤ qe, select A.

ii. If |A| > qe :

ii.a. Select min(pue , v
+
e (A,�e)) + qre priority agents according to entity ranking �e
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(i.e., select the highest-ranked priority agents according to �e). If |A+| ≤

min(pue , v
+
e (A,�e)) + qre , then select all priority agents.

ii.b. Fill the remaining positions from the remaining agents in the applicant pool

according to �e such that a total of qe agents are selected.

Examining the lower and upper limits of the policy number pue , we can verify that

the extreme members of this class of mechanisms are also the DA-MiR and DA-TPR

mechanisms. If the policy number is set at zero (pue = 0), meaning that none of the

qualified priority agents are allowed to fill unreserved positions, then we get the DA-MiR

entity selection rule. Thus, the policy profile pue = 0 for all e ∈ E leads to the DA-MiR

mechanism. If the policy number is set to equal the number of unreserved positions

(pue = que ), meaning that all of the unreserved positions can be filled by qualified priority

agents (but this depends on the number of qualified priority agents, of course), then we

get the DA-TPR entity selection rule, since if pue = que then v+e (A,�e) + qre priority agents

are selected first, and then the remaining positions are filled from the remaining set

of applicants. This corresponds to selecting all qualified priority agents, and choosing in

addition qre priority agents who are not qualified (if there are enough such priority agents),

which is exactly the DA-TPR entity selection rule. Thus, the policy profile pue = que for

all e ∈ E leads to the DA-TPR mechanism.

Example 8 (u-PTPR entity selection.).

Fix an applicant pool A ⊆ N and entity e ∈ E. Let qre = 3 and que = 6. Let A0 = {i1, ...i8}

and A+ = {i9, ...i14}. Let entity e’s ranking over the agents in applicant pool A be given

by

�e: i1, i2, i10, i6, i9, i11, | i4, i3, i12, i5, i7, i8, i13, i14.

Observe that v+e (A,�e) = 3, since there are three priority agents among the que = 6

highest-ranked agents according to �e. We will consider several different policy numbers

pue ≤ que .

Let 3 = v+e ≤ pue ≤ que = 6. Here pue is not binding, so min(pue , v
+
e ) = v+e = 3. Then
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e selects v+e + qre = 3 + 3 = 6 priority agents first: i10, i9, i11, i12, i13, i14. Entity e fills

next the remaining 3 positions with i1, i2, i6. Observe that this result corresponds to the

DA-TPR selection and the number of selected priority agents is 6, which is the highest

possible number.

Let pue = 2. Here pue is binding, thus min{pue , v+e } = pue = 2. Then e selects pue + qre =

2 + 3 = 5 priority agents first: i10, i9, i11, i12, i13. Entity e fills the remaining 4 positions

with i1, i2, i6, i4. The number of selected priority agents is 5.

Let pue = 1. Here pue is binding, thus min{pue , v+e } = pue = 1. Then e selects pue + qre =

1 + 3 = 4 priority agents first: i10, i9, i11, i12. Entity e fills the remaining 5 positions

with i1, i2, i6, i4, i3. The number of selected priority agents is 4. Observe that this result

coincides with the DA-MiR selection.

Let pue = 0. Here pue is binding, thus min{pue , v+e } = pue = 0. Then e selects pue + qre =

0 + 3 = 3 priority agents first: i10, i9, i11. Entity e fills the remaining 6 positions with

i1, i2, i6, i4, i3, i12. This result also corresponds to the DA-MiR selection. Note that a

priority agent, i12, is selected in the second step, which implies that this is a DA-MiR

selection where the reserve is exceeded. The number of selected priority agents is 4 which

is greater than qre = 3. �

When we check for DA-SPR entity selection sequences that correspond to a u-PTPR

entity selection rule, we find that the equivalent DA-SPR selection sequence is a function

of the applicant pool, which rules out the equivalence to any DA-SPR entity selection se-

quence. Thus, we cannot obtain a similar result to Theorem 15 for u-PTPR mechanisms.

We state this result next.

Theorem 16. u-PTPR mechanisms are not equivalent to DA-SPR mechanisms.

Proof. Let N0 = {i1, ...i8} and N+ = {i9, ...i15}. Fix an entity e ∈ E, and let qre = 3 and
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que = 4. Let entity e’s ranking be given by

�e: i1, i2, i3, i12, | i8, i4, i10, i7, i5, i11, i9, i6, i14, i13, i15.

Fix the policy number pue = 1.

Consider applicant pool A = {i1, i2, i3, i12, | i4, i7, i5, i11, i9, i6, i14, i15}. Then v+e (A,�e)

= 1. Observe that the u-PTPR selection rule with pue = 1 requires selecting 1 + qre = 4

priority agents first, namely i12, i11, i9, i14, plus 3 more agents from the remaining appli-

cant pool, which results in selecting i1, i2, i3. The same set of agents is selected by the

DA-TPR entity selection sequence (u, u, u, u, | r, r, r). Notice that this is the only DA-

SPR entity selection sequence that leads to this selection, because the policy number pue is

set at 1, and thus the qualified priority agent i12 is allowed to take one of the unreserved

positions, which would be impossible using any entity selection sequence in which the

first reserved position is in one of the first four positions in the sequence.

Now consider applicant pool A′ = {i1, i12, i10, i7, | i5, i11, i9, i6, i14, i15}. Then v+e (A′,�e)

= 2. Observe that the u-PTPR selection rule with pue = 1 requires selecting 1+qre = 4 pri-

ority agents first, namely i12, i10, i11, i9, plus 3 more agents from the remaining applicant

pool, which results in selecting i1, i7, i5. However, the DA-SPR entity selection sequence

(u, u, u, u, | r, r, r) leads to selecting {i1, i12, i10, i7, | i11, i9, i14}, which does not give the

same result. Hence, we cannot find a DA-SPR selection sequence that is equivalent to

this u-PTPR entity selection rule with pue = 1.

It is easily verified that such a counterexample can be generalized, as long as there are

enough priority and non-priority agents in the applicant pool to compete for selection. In

general, depending on the applicant pool A, the equivalent DA-SPR selection sequence

varies under the u-PTPR procedure. Therefore, while we can always find a DA-SPR entity

selection sequence that picks the number of priority agents selected by a u-PTPR entity

selection rule for a given applicant pool, we cannot find any DA-SPR entity selection

sequence that works for all applicant pools and all entity rankings.
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Although the class of u-PTPR mechanisms is not a subclass of the class of DA-SPR

mechanisms, which is characterized by weak reserve-stability and strategyproofness, they

are nonetheless weakly reserve-stable.

Theorem 17. The u-PTPR mechanisms are weakly reserve-stable.

Proof. Fix a policy profile (pue )e∈E and let f denote the corresponding u-PTPR mecha-

nism. Fix a preference profile P ∈ P and let �∈ Π be the fixed entity ranking profile. It

is readily checked that condition 1 and the first statement on quota saturation in condi-

tion 2 of the definition of weak reserve-stability hold at P , so suppose that there exists a

blocking pair (i, e) at P with respect to weak reserves, and thus either (2a) or (2b) does

not hold in the definition. Let µ ≡ f(P ). Then ePiµ(i) by assumption, which implies

that i applied to entity e in some step of the u-PTPR procedure f at P and was rejected

by e at this step or in a later step.

Case 1. Let i ∈ N+. If there exists j ∈ µe such that i �e j, then if j is selected by

e according to entity ranking �e in the last step of the u-PTPR procedure f at (P,�)

(either as part of the min(pue , v
+
e (A,�e)) + qre priority agents in Step (ii.a) or as part of

filling the remaining positions from the remaining agents in the applicant pool according

to �e such that a total of qe agents are selected in Step (ii.b)), then i would not have been

rejected by e in either the last step or in any previous step of the procedure. Suppose

that |µe ∩N+| < qre . Since the u-PTPR entity selection rule selects min(pue , v
+
e ) + qre ≥ qre

priority agents in each step when there are enough applicants in the applicant pool,

this means that all priority agents who applied to entity e in any step of the u-PTPR

procedure f at (P,�) have been selected by e, contradicting the fact that i had applied.

Case 2. Let i ∈ N0. If there exists j ∈ (µe ∩N0) such that i �e j, then if j is selected

by e in the last step of the u-PTPR procedure f at (P,�) (either as part of the agents

selected in Step (ii.a) of the u-PTPR procedure when there are not enough priority agents

or as part of filling the remaining positions from the remaining agents in the applicant

pool according to �e such that a total of qe agents are selected in Step (ii.b)) then i
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would not have been rejected by e in either the last step or in any previous step of the

procedure. Suppose that |{h ∈ (µe ∩N+) : i �e h}| > qre . This implies that there exists

at least one priority agent h with i �e h such that h was selected in the last step in the

u-PTPR procedure at (P,�) as part of filling the remaining positions from the remaining

agents in the applicant pool in Step (ii.b). But then this position that h filled would have

been filled in either the last or in some previous step by i, when i applied to e, given that

ePiµ(i), and this position would have been filled in the last step either by agent i or by

some agent j such that j �e i. Since i �e h, j 6= h, and we have a contradiction.

In either case there is no pair (i, e) that blocks µ with respect to weak reserves at

(P,�). Therefore, f is weakly reserve-stable.

Since u-PTPR mechanisms are not DA-SPR mechanisms by Theorem 16, but satisfy

weak reserve-stability by Theorem 17, it follows from the characterization of DA-SPR

mechanisms (Theorem 11 in Chapter 3) that u-PTPR mechanisms are not strategyproof.

We state this result below.

Corollary 7. The u-PTPR mechanisms are not strategyproof.

It is striking that the classes of r-PTPR and u-PTPR mechanisms lead to such different

results. Specifically, while both the u-PTPR and r-PTPR mechanisms are weakly reserve-

stable, r-PTPR mechanisms are weakly group-strategyproof by Corollary 5, while u-

PTPR mechanisms are not even strategyproof. Given that the difference between the

policy options for the two different classes of mechanisms do not appear to be significant,

we can conclude that for the policy designer r-PTPR mechanisms would very likely be

more attractive.

4.6 Conclusion

Both the r-PTPR and u-PTPR mechanisms offer a range of policies between the DA-TPR

and the DA-MiR mechanisms, providing the designer with flexibility and clarity when
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choosing a priority reserve policy. Given that the policy choices of the two matching

mechanisms only differ in a subtle way, it is surprising to see that these two classes of

matching mechanisms lead to substantially different different results. When comparing

the two classes of matching mechanisms, both exhibit good stability properties, since both

satisfy weak reserve-stability. However, based on their incentive properties, the r-PTPR

mechanisms appear to be more attractive, as they are strategyproof (in fact, weakly

group-strategyproof), while u-PTPR mechanisms are not strategyproof. The r-PTPR

mechanisms are also more transparent, since we can easily understand how they work

based on their equivalence to the DA-ESPR mechanisms with explicit entity selection

sequences. This equivalence result also highlights that the r-PTPR mechanisms allow

for a compromise between the two goals of protection and representation by dividing the

reserved positions into targeted and non-targeted reserved positions. It would be more

difficult to make a similar distinction for unreserved positions, which may explain why

focusing on how the reserved positions are divided between the two different objectives

leads to better priority policy alternatives when the designer’s aim is to compromise

between these objectives.
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